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Educators often expect &dents with intelledual disabilities to develop
social competence through peer interaction in inclusive elementary classrooms.
This qualitative study used in-depth, semistructurecl interviews to invesügate
teachers' perspectives o f social cornpetence, the quality of peer interactions in

their classrooms, their part in facilitating those interactions, the roles of the
nondisabled peers, as well as the potential benefits to those peers of interacting
with students with intellechial disabilities. Findings suggest that teachers are
using many interaction intenrentions to facilitate peer interactions and a variety
of nondisabled peer roles are dexribed. The peer utilitarian support roles were
caretaking, tutoring, providing information, and suggesting ideas or strategies.
The peer social support roles were including, accepting, modeling, k i n g friendly,
clarifying, encouraging, provoking, and ignoring. Peer utilitarian support roles
were described more frequently than the peer social support roles. The

participants described several benefits and a few costs to the nondisabled p e r s
from interacting with students with intellectual disabilities. Some educational
dichotomies (i.e., social vs. academic emphasis, lesson planning vs. teachable
moment, individual vs. group needs) seemed to perrneate the interviews.
Teachers need to be encouraged to capitalize on the "teachable moments" to
meet social needs. Understanding the roles that the nondisabled peerr could

perforrn may lead to increased social and academic inclusion and the
development of social competence of students with intellectual disabilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1 became interested in the social competence of students with intellechml
disabilities because of my yeaming to be a more effective integration resource
teacher. In pamcular, 1 wanted to become better at developing realistic social
goals for students with Individual Education Wns (IEPs) and to heip them meet
those goals within a regular clasuoom setting. 1 believe al1 midents gain many

social benefits when students with intellectual disabilities are included in the
regular classroorn. However, these social benefits seem to be very difficult to
measure and, therefore, 1 have been hesitant about reporting individual student
progress towards mastering their identiied social goals. As 1 examined the

literature on teaching and evaluating social skills and increasing social
competence, 1 came to realize that focusing attention on individual students and
their needs is not enough. A focus on the feahires of the environments in which
student social interactions take place also is necessary. As 1explored this
concept further, I designed a schôna to help organize my thinking about
developing social competence in the schod sang. This scherna will be
presented in Chapter 2 akmg with the relevant literature.
In my work as an integration resource teacher, 1 had recognized that

some ciassroom envimnments were more conducive to the smooth and
successful social integration of students with intellectual disabilities. 1wondered
what circumstances in these classrooms supported the development of social

competence. 1 wanted to expiore the more "successk~l"teachers' perspectives of
social competence, and leam how these teachms created a classroom
environment that tendeci to promote growth in the social competence of
students with inteliectual disabilities.
Towards that end, 1 conducteci a beginning study in the spring of 1998

(Challis Conuol, 1998). R copy of the Rhics Approval for this study can found in
Appendk A. Six themes ernerged f m this maIl sarnpie of five elementary
teachers. These themes were concepts of social cornpetence, viewpoints about
midents with intellech,al disabilioes, evaluation, rdes of peers, dassroom
strategies, and school supports. 1was surprised to find that, aithough 1 was

interviewing teacherç, many of their comments concerned the roles of
nondisabled peen in developing the social competence of students with
intellectual disabilities. A variety of roks were described. For instance, sorne
p e r s acted as helpers and appropriate d e madels. Other peer roles were more

surprising to me. For example, several of the teachers described peen who often

explained the actions or neeâs of midents wiai intellectual disabilities to
teachers or who shared integration strategies that had worked before with new

teachers and peers. 1 began to phrase this peer role as acting as "integration
activists". The teachers also said that the social competence of -dents

without

disabilities seemed to be enhanced by having a student with an intellectwl
disability in their ciassroom. Patience, acceptance of differences, empathy, and
leadership were specific social cornpetencies that were reported in this context.

Pumose of the Study

In this study, 1 want to menâ and refine my understanding of teachers'
perspectives on the d e s of the pers in deueloping the social cornpetence of

students with inbliectual disabilities. 1want to probe theïr perspectives on the

quality and quanhty of peer interactions in their classroom, their part in
faciliRating these peer interactions, and their thoughls about the potential

benef-

of tapping into this natural system of support.

Thesis Oraanization
A review of the pertinent literature is presented in the next chapter. My

research meaiodobgy is describeâ in Chapter Three. The findings of the

research will be doaimenteci in Chapter Four. Chapter Five will provide a
summarizing conclusion and propose limitations and implications.

Chapter 2

rature Review
In mis chapter, 1 pmvide some operational definitions of students with

intellectual disabilioes and scia1 competence. 1 present a xhool house xhema
which organizes a review of the pertinent Iiterature on devebping social
competence of stuclents with inteîlechial disabilities within the school setong.
Intellectual Disabilities
Social competence is a fundamental notion assodated with the definition
and classification of exceptional children. The exceptional children included in
this study were elernentary grade (1-6) students with intelîectual disabilities. The

students with intellectual disabilities in this study included children with
intellectual disabilities such as Down syndrome, autism, fetal akohol syndrome,
and other adverse neurdogical conditions that impair c o g n i t i fundioning. All
had presented eviâence of the disability prior to the age of 18 wiai the

expedation that their disabilities would be long term (Kostelnik & Sodeman,
1998). Gresham and MacMillan (1997) state that the modem criteria (since the

early 60's) used to classify pemns with intellectwl disabilities have consistently
emphasized and weighted the importance of cognitive and social cornpetence
equally. Both the Amencan Association of Mental Retardation (1993) and the

American Psychiabic Association's Diagnostic and StatiSical Manual of Mental
Disorders (fourth edioon) (1994) definitions of mental retardation require

subaverage intellectual functioning of approxiimateîy 70-75 IQ
points or below

and deficits in at least two of ten adapüve f u W n i n g areas. These adaptive
fundioning areas are communication, seif-care, home living, social skills,
community use, selfdirection, health and safety, functional academks, leisure,
and work and are a part of a muîtidimensional conshict of social competence.

Social Corn-petence
Gresham (1986) defines social competence as:

...an waluative tenn basa on judgments (given certain criteria) that a
person has perfomied social tasks adequately. These judgments may be
based on opinions of signifiant others (e.g., parents, teachers),

cornparisons to explidi criteria (e.g., number of social tasks cotrectiy
performed in relation to some criteria), or comparkons to some normative
sarnple. (p. 14)

Consequently, -dents

with intellechial disabilitks have, by definiüon, already

been evaluated to have a deficit in social competence. Therefore, social skills

training has been viewed as an important component of the education of
children with intelledual disabiliaes (Farmer, Pearl & Van Acker, 1996). Social
skills are "those behaviours which, within a given situation, predict important
social outcomes" (Gresham, 1986, p.5). He proposes that two basic social
outcomes must be considered: (a) positive peer relations and interactions, and
(b) favourable aduk judgments about social skills. The former outcome

acknowledges the importance of the influence of the child's or youth's peer
group in shaping and changing his or her soda1 behaviour and interactions. The

latter recognizes that adults (e.g., parents, teachers, adminisbators,
psychologists, etc.) are the ukimate judges of whether a child or youth is using
appropriate soda1 skills, especially with respect to educational decisions (e.g

.,

instructional provisions, behaviour management, etc.) (Sugai & Lewis, 1996). It
was with this latter outcorne in mind aiat 1 began to study how to judge Ehe

social competence of students with intelledual dkabilities. I thought that if 1
could leam to aaess this multidirnensional construct more effectively, 1couM

help to develop better social skills in -dents

with intellectual disabilities. 1

designed a xhema designed to Wp organize my thinking about social
competence in school setangs. This xhema is presented in Figure 1.
Schoolhouse Schema
A few prominent f-tures

of this "schoolhouse" xhema include the

overarching 'roof'' of social competence and the "bricks" of prosocial skills. The
"steps" represent the people who enter through the "doors8'of intervention. The
two "windows8'are dMded into four panes that look at eialer individual or

environmental factors that need to be considered when contemplating the social
cornpetence of students with intellectual disabilities.
Individual Window

Initially, l e s look through the "windows" at m e of the factofi that
influence social competence. The "window" on the left look at social
competence from an individual, student-centered perspecove. The four "panes"
explore persona1 characteristics, behaviours, emotions, and motivation.

Figure 1.

I

Co@ib@ng to

Discussions

1

tistening

CharacteristicS. First, ail stuclents have certain characteristics that they bring
to every social situation. These characteristics include age, gender, race, physical
attractiieness, and skills. Developmental theorists have asserted that individwls
tend to associate with others who have characteristics similar to their own

(Faner, Pearl, & Acker, 1996). While inclusion has facilitateci their association
with peen of a sirnilar chronological age, students with intellectual disabilities
may have cognitiw attributes that affect the quanüty and qwlity of interactions
with their peers. Another characteMc that influences social interactions is

gender. Across al1 aga, students tend to fom sme-sex peer associations
(Faner et al., 1996). The race of a student will have varying social significance

depending on their community's a t t i i e s and beliefs. However, the available
data suggests that racialiy homogeneow peer associations are wident in
elementary school and tend to increase in prevalence as students gmw older
(Farmer et al., 1996). Physical attractiieness also affects the willingness of

others to engage in interactions (Kostelnik & ç o d m n , 1998), indicating the
need to attend to the self-care and fashion skills of students with intellectual
disabiiities. Additionally, Van Hodc (1992)

cites several researchen who found

that people with sîdlls that contribute to the social or task goals of the gmup are

more likely to be accepted Vian those with characteristics that create social
disruption. Even if a student with an intellectual disability lacks some of the skills
necessary to contribute to gmup academic goals, consideratiin should be giwn

to the skills they do possess that could contribute to group social cohesion.

Behavioun. A second "windowpane" pemits us to W at a variety of
individual behaviours that impact on social competence. Educaton tend to looû
through this pane fkeqwntly in the hope that imprwing Sudents' social
behaviours will improve their social relations. Consequently, edumtors may try to
assess the social skilis of students with intdledwl disabilitii (e.g., greeüng,
sharing, tum-taking, handling fnistration, etc.) and then set about teaching the
"rnissing" sWlls. For exampie, McGinnis and Goldstein (19û4)advocate teaching
prosocial skills. 1 have placed these prosocial skills on the "brick" of the s c h d
because these specific skills or behavioun are vew important for building social

cornpetence. They are like the building blocks for positive social interactions,

although 1 suggest that developing m i a l competence of students with
intellectual disabilities involves more than focusing on their overt behaviours.
Some behaviours may be associated with specific intellectual disabilities.

For example, Castles (1996) asserts that children with Down Syndrome typically
have a predominateîy posibhre mood, a low intensity of responses, and a high
threshold for stimulation, while young people wia, Fragile X Syndrome are often
impulsive, hyperacüve, and distractible. Children with autism often exhibit
repetitive, unusual or bizarre behaviours (Jordan & Powell, 1995). The
behaviours typical of shidents with intelktual disabilities have implications for
the development of their social cornpetencies withln xhool settings. Gresham
(1997) suggests that peer rejection may be causecl by high rates of externalizing

behaviour (e.g., aggressjon, dlsniption, noncornpliance, etc.) m e r than

'reputational bias' (Le., being labeieû) or non-behavbural factors (e.g.,
intelligence, achievement, physical attnctiveness, or prowesç). I n other words,
overt negative behaviours may influence peer rejecüon more than being labeled
or other personal characteristics
Emotions. Anoaier "windowpane" lad<s at individwls' emotions and their
strategies for coping with their emotions. Physiobgicalty, the body reacts

similarly when difkrent motions are experienced (i.e., the k a r t beats faster
and the breath cornes faster for excitement, fear, and joy). We leam to label the
emotions by the context of Our experiemes. People with intellectwl disabilioes
are commonîy viewed as k i n g overîy emotional (Casües, 19%). Research about

children with Down Syndrome indicates that they have the capacity to
experience a complete range of feelings and that they develop emotionally in the
same stages, but at a slower pace, as nonnally deveioping children (Casles,
1996). Hobson (1993) repoits that autistic children could not match facial

expressions with appropriate vocalizatbns although they were quite adept at
matching animals with their animal sounds. He believes that autism involves a
specific and innate inability to understand emotion, which is independent of

general intelledual ability. He sees the prime deficit as an emotional one in that
the child with autism is not able to perceive aie emotions of others and thus fails
to develop a social sense based on a shared perspective of the world.

In

addition, many students with inteîlectwl disabiiities have dinicuîty
communicating their emotions to oCher people (Castles, 1996). Atwood (1998)

daims that "in the last few years there has been increasing interest in one of the
most important components of social behaviour, namely the communication of

emotions or feelings" (p.57). çhidents with intellectual disabilities may have
unexpresseci emotions ttmt need to be recognized within their social context.
Children with intellechial disaôilities may need to be provideci with sbategies to
cornrnunicate or handle their emotions.
Motivation. The final individual "windowpane looks at the concept of
motivation. Motiition is an important elernent in al1 learning and needs to be
considered when looking at a student's wdal cornpetence. Ca-

(1996) daims

that many people with intellectwl disabiliaes have leamed that acts of

helplessness amact more attention than dispbys of cornpetence and maturity
because they may have been rewarded inadvertently (or purposefullly) for

dependency and lack of initiative. I n addition, individuak with intellectual
disabilities often are motivateci more strongly to avoid failure than to gain
approval through achievement. Chronic experiences of failure rnay have caused
them to have a low expectancy for success which, in tum, may be reinforced by
teachers' expectations (Castles, 1996). Casües argues that one should not

assume that overall deficiencies in social performance are due to a lack of
learning the component behaviours. Another factor that should be cwidered is

whether students' intrinsic motivation is influenced by highly controlied leaming
environments and the use of extemal rewards (e.g., tangible reinforces,
stickers, grades, attention, praise).

Environmental Window
The window on the ngMof the çchoolhouse schema in Figure 1

represents four environmental fadors that should be lmked at when evaluating

a mident's social competence.
Social context. The first of these factors is the social context. The social
context involves the "who","where", and "when" of social behaviour. I n recent
years, there have been many debates about the most appropriate learning

contexts and school environrnents for students with inteilectual disabilities.
Advocates of inclusion propose mat social competence would benefit from

increased peer acceptance, positive social interactions, and tk modeling of
appropriate social skills (Stniliy & Strully, 1996). Others advocate for the unique
advantages, including small dass size, specialiy trained textiers, auxiliary

services, functional skiNs cumcula, and individualized instruction of segregated
special educaüon clasuooms (Sandler, 1999). Freeman (2000) reviewed 36
studies comparing students with intellectual disabilities in general education and

special education settings and concluded that fully integrated chi#ren

demonstrateci better social behaviours with respect to social adjustment,
interactions, maturity, and general social competence. The nature of the
retationships between people is another important part of the social context. For
example, what may be considered an appropriate greeting for a peer in the
gymnasium may be quite inappropriate in greeting the principal in the xhool
office. Haring (1992) scpiains that the meaning of an event is derived W i n an

environmental context. Matson (1990) notes that the outcornes of training efforts

must be viewed in the context of the peiiorrnance of functional skills across time,
persons, .places, and cirnims&nces as audents with intdlectual disabilitks have
difficulties with generalization of fundiOnal d<ills. Educators need to be cognizant
of the contexts in which dQlls are taught and densure that they provide
opportunitïes for generalization acroâs many contexts.
Social ta*.

Another environmental "windowpane" look into social tasks.

Social tasks could include such things as sharing learning materials or a

workspace, heîping with group funaioning, or disaraing a topic. Guralnick
(1993) points out that in order to establish productiw interactions with peers,

young children rnust be able to contend with an anay of social tasks such as
gaining entry into peer groups, resolving conflicts, and maintaining play.
However, most social ta*

invoive several behaviours wch as nonverbal

geshires. verbal communications, affective responses, and social cognitive skills

such as interpersonal probîem suiving (Matson, 1990). Therefore, social learning
tasks, like academic tasks, need to be çhuctured carefully for students with

intellectual disabilities. Al-,

social tasis need to occur in natural or auaientic

contexts that will help to promote generalization across tasks, settings, tirne, and

people.
Social status. A aiird "windowpane" looks at social status. This aspect of

social cornpetence usually is measured using sociomebics. The sociometric
literature on students with intellectual disabiliaes consistentîy reveals that these

students are l e s accepteâ and more frequently rejected than their peers
(Gresham, 1997). Miller and Clarke (1991) caution that educators rnay risk
blaming the vicüms of stereotyping for their rejectbn by others. Because of
prevailing stemtypes, nondisabled children rnay behave in a relatively unfriendly

or patronizing fashion toward their p e r s with disabilitks (Miller & Clarke, 1991).
Children with intellectual disabilities also may confirm negatiw expectations by
behaving inappropriately. As wdl, their social status or self-image rnay
dixourage them from behwing in a socially appropriate manner, even when
they have the skills to do so. For instance, the anticipation of rejection might

inadvertently praduce it (Miller & Clarke, 1991).
Farmer et al. (1996) discuss sorne additional issues in assessing social
status. They note that students with low social acceptance are not necessarily
socially isolated. They found that most mainstreamed elernentary students were

members of peer clusters which likely contributed to more favorable views of
their own social acceptance. Clasvoom social networks refer to the social

boundaries that emerge as students form, maintain, and modify peer groups
(Famer et al., 1996). These boundaries rnay be maintained by fomal

institutional processes such as pullout programs or informal processes of peer
selection based on factors such as preferences and reputations. A child's social
network promotes both continuity and change in behaviour and personality. As

children develop, they tend to be selected into new social nefworks that are
similar to their prior ones. A problem anses when children with intellectual

disabilities become embedded in a social nehivork that promofes or coinplements
their problematic behaviour (Famer et al., 1996). Consequently, the social status

of students with inteikctwl disabilioes and their mernberdrip in peer clusters or
social networks mus be considered an aspect of social competence.
Ph~sicalSumundingî. A final factor in the environmental window is

physical surroundings. These physical surroundings include the clasnoom, its
- -.
fumishings, and other areas used for kaming acbvities Some aspects of the

.

physical surroundings are lighting, temperature, spatial relations, colors, noise,
and seating arrangements. These factors can affect attitudes and W a l

behaviour in up to forty percent of al1 students (Dunn, Beaudy, & Havas, 1989).
Students with intell&ual disabilities, as nondisabled peers, may have different

tolerances for lwels of noise, colours, lighting, movement, and personal space.
Personal Exmriences
The windowpanes dexribed above illustrate several considerations for

looking into the social competence of students with intellectual disabiliaes. As an
integration resource tacher, 1have tried to assess students' repertoîres of social

behaviours, priwitize social behaviours that need to be learned or irnproved
upon, indude social behavioural goals in their IEPs, and dixuss these goals with
their support team including teachers, parents, and paraprofessionals.
Sometimes, the goals alço are dixusseci and negotiated with the child.

Occasionally, applied behaviour anaîysis programs, m a l skill groups, or
CU~~~
units
CU
targeting
I U ~ social concepts like friendship, personal sfety, or

anger management are impkmented. A t the next repomng period, 1 typiçally
have tried to collect more infonnal asesmenti and then tried to detemine if

any progres has k e n made. Unfominately, 1am uwally disappointed and the
same social goals continue to be identified (sometimes throughout the child's
school career!). Even if the chiM has demonstrated a target behaviour, it often
does not generalize across people, places, times, and situations. After exploring
this construct of soda1 competenœ further, 1think I have discovereâ the source

-

of Our frustration. We have lmkïng through just one window the individual
window!
Perhaps, the emphasis on developing IEPs and the tendency of educators

to engage in task analysis have contributecl to the development of interventions
that focus on the individual's characteristics, behaviours, emotions, and

motivation. In other words, intervent'ins derived h m a onewindow constNd

of social cornpetence. 6y relying oniy on the 'individual window', educators may
have tended to develop individual intewentions that fail to take social tasks,
contexts, statu, and phfical surroundings into account. Fanner and Fanner
(1996) support this hypothesis when they Say:
The inclusion of students with exceptionalities into mainstream classrooms

requires that we lad< beyond the characteristics of the students with

exceptionalities to examine the classrooms into which they are k i n g
placeô. The social processes within dasaooms and schools c m not be
ignored for students with exceptionalities. (p. 448)

Doors of Intervention

The 'doors' to the schooIhouse represent the intenrentions that have been

or could be used to facilitate a i a l cornpetence in children with intellectual
diabilities. A few illustrative interventions are briefly disuised in the next

section.
Individwl intewention~.Typicaliy, individual intewentions are f m s of

social skills training that are highly slnictured and contrived. I n general, these

have k e n found to have limited effectiveness in ternis of the stability and
generalization of behavioural and social gains (Farmer et al., 1996).
Another type of intervention is the assignment of paraprofessbnals to

individual students with intellectual disabilities. However, the mere presence of
an adult oneto-one aide creates anothef characteristic that dramatically

differentiates these students with Ieaming disabilmes from their pers in social
learning situations. It may be that paraprofessionalssornetimes actwlly impede
progress in developing social cornpetence, increase "ka med helplessness", and

decrease motivation (Marks, Schrader, & Levine, 1999). üdvari-çdner (1996)
proposes that consideration of a paraprofessional or other support personnel
shouid corne onty after cunicular, insbucoonal, environmental, and other less

intrusive inte~entionshave k e n considered. I f an assistant is assigned, it is
important to find a balance between the positive influence of adult involvement
and the potentially restrictive influence of adult presence on peer interactions

(Hall & McGregor, 2000).

Thus, basecl on the ''schod house model" of soda1 coinpetencet

interventions fmm an individual perspective that seem auspicious include: (a)
developing language for expressing emotbns, (b) facilitating belonging in same
gender peer dusters to reinforce prosocial skills, (c) encouraging a high standard
of personal hygiene and physical attractiveness, (d) inaeasing self-motivation,

(e) reducing or eliminating reliance on paraprofessionals, and (9 inteiwning
behaviourally prirnariîy wRh respect to aggressive and disruptive behaviours
because these seem to be the only two types of behaviour that reduce social

acceptance significantly.
Envimnmental inte~entions.As ducators, we need to look through the
environmental window more closely to better u n d m n d sacial taskst status,

context, and physical sumundings in order to 'open the doors' to more eff-ive
interventions. We need to asçess the types of classmrn social tasks that occur
naturally and structure goals so students with intellectual disabilities can
participate and contribute. Fgr example, opening the ' d o d of cooperaüve

learning in the classroom creates oppominities for social inclusion. The five basic
elements of cooperative leaming are positive interdependencet individual
accountability, faco-face interaction, social skills, and group pmessing
(Johnson &Johnson, 1986). I f academic leaming tasks are stnictured around
these five elements, it is likeiy that specîfic social tasks will be identifiecl.

Research by Johnson and Johnson (1986) has confimied this postulate and they
have provided direction for including students with intellechial disabilities in

cooperative leaming groups. 'The impact on collaborative skills, friendships,
appreciation of human diversity, perspecavetaking ability and qwlity of Iife is
considerable". (Johnson, Johnson, Hdubec, & Roy, 1984, p.75).
Another intervention that has an impact on social tasks is differentiated
instruction. Manitoba Education and Training (1996)provides teachers with
strategies that promote flexibility in tasks and assessments. Special and regular
educators may need to evaluate instructional prabiceç before making decisions
about how to include students with intellectual disabilities. We may need to

collaborate more in clasroom lesson planning in order to design group ta*

to

which al! students can contribute.

Furthemiore, we need to expand our use of social contexts to enhance
generalization. Social behaviour occurs in a context, and as SUC~, any
intervention that does not take this context into account will encounter major
dificulties in generalization (Gresham, 1997). Farmer et al. (1996)caution that

once students becorne embedded in specific contexts (e.g., the resource r o m ,
segregated program, life skills class, etc.), the behaviours that they adopt and

the expectations that others corne to have of them tend to constrain their

development and keep thern in similar roles and contexts throughout their xhool
careers. Famer et al. (1996) state that:

Students with disabiliaes are likely to meet many social challenges during
their xhool careers. Aîthough they can be assisteci to meet those
challenges through social skill training, the effectiveness of such training is

likely to be dependent, in part, on the social context in Hidithe s u e n t
is embedded. The challenge that lies ahead for both speaal and regular

educators is to determine how to use the social context to opa'mize the
m i a l gmwth of students with disabilities. (p. 256)
We need to examine h w often we expect indMdwl students to work in different

contexls than oieir p e r s (e.g., resource m m , library, hallway, communiRy, etc.)
and carefully weigh the pros and m.

Thirdly, we need to look at the social status of the shident relative to
others within the group, classroorn, and school community. Opening the "door

of peer asçeaments may be a usehil way to masure patterns of interaction that

remain rebtively stable over time, especialîy in upper elernentary classroorns

(Campbell & Sipentein, 1994). For example, levels of rejection may warrant an
intervention wia, the other students such as providing them with knowledge
about the disability to reduce stereotyping, organiang a 'Circle of Friends'
(Perske, 1988), or aiteting the cueing and reinforcement of a social network that

may be supporting an undesirable behaviour. Farrner et al. (1996) suggest that

placement in a regubr education classroorn does not necessarily enhance the
social development of students with disabilities. Without proper attention and

focus on classmom composition, the natural processes of selection and

~cializationmay support and strengthen the problematic characteristics of the

student. Alaiough there is littk research expbring the effkacyof social
interventions that involve the direct manipulation of classmm social networks,

he suggests asking the following q-s:

Are there social network constraints

that lirnit the stuclent's social opportunities?What social events or roles can help
the student dwebp new skilk or characteristics? 1s the shident asçociating with

others who promote or maintain his or her problematic behaviours? Are there
individuals in the c l a m who a n posioveiy elicit and support the student's
new skills or characteristics without a social cost to themseh?

Rnally, we need to look at the physical surrwndings in aie claswoom. An
environmental assessrnent of space, lighting, noise, temperature and air quality
may be warranted, especially in older schods. An exampie of a physid

environment checklist was created by Smith, Neisworth, and Greer (1978). Also
the physical arrangement of fumishings a n influence social interactions airough

trafic patterns and promoting communication. For example, Murdick and PetchHogan (1996) found that verbal communication tends to move across tables

rather than around them. A clasuoom's physical organization should be
developed around the type of grouping sbategies used by the teachers. For

some students (i.e., students with physical diçabiliües) standards for a c c e a i b i l ~

are also a consideraüon (Wood, 1998).
ûevelo~inabalanced interventions. The preceding discussion of the need
to look more cbsely through the environmental window does not mean to impiy
that looking thrwgh the individual window is somehow incorrect. Rather, we

need to create new ways to look thrwgh both windows at the dynamic

interactions between the features of the individual and the features of the
environment before we attempt to intentene. Bijou and Bayer (1978) noted that:
The interaction between the child and the environment is continwus,
reciprocal, and interdependent. We cannot anaiyze the child without

reference to the environment, nor is it possible to anaiyze an environment
without reference to a child. The two form an inseparable unit consisting

of an interrelatecl set of variaW. (p. 29)
Without caretuliy designed environmental interventions, these dynarnic
interactions are Iikely to cause any changes at the level of the indMdwl to be
short-lived ( F a m r et al., 1996). In addition, Weissburg, Caplan and Harwood
(1991) daim that xhaoCbased programs that focus solely on the child or

exclusively on the environment are not as effective as those that simultaneously
educate the chiM and make poùave changes in the environment. finally,
Siperstein, Leffert, and Widaman (1996) note that m e n t programs to improve

children's social cornpetencies have emphasaed not only the need to provide
direct instruction to improve children's behwiour but also the need to create

changes in the classrmm environment in order to foster more positive

perceptions and expectations among fellow midents. Mulayear, dassroom based
prevention programs, such as Lion's Qwst (Mn's Club International & Quest
International, 1992), Second Step (Cornmittee for Children, 1992), First Step to
Success (Golly, Feil, KaMnagh, Severson, Stiller, & Walker, 1996), and Conflict

Resolution (Sadalla, Holmk g , & Hallingan, 1990), may be promising options for

students with intel(ectuaI disabilities, as well as other students entangled in
counterproductiw m a l network. These pmgrams teach generic, broadly
applicable personal anâ social ampetencies, such as secf-control, m
s
s
management, problem solving, decision-making, communication, peer resistance,
and asertiveness (Weissbng &.al.,

1991). Advocates for students with

intellectual disabilities may need to lobby for such schod-wide intervention
programs that promote the social cornpetencies of ali students.
S t e ~ sof Peo~le
Involved.

The 'steps" in the schml house xhema symbolize the people involved in
mediating the development of social cornpetencies in midents with intellectual
disabilities. On the f i e "step", of course, there are the students with intektual
disabilities themselves. However, we have already looked a t that 'individual
window' and how shidents' diaractefistks, behaviours, ernotions, and motivation
may affect their social competence. The earlier argument of the need to look

more closely at Vie features of the environment compels me to focus on the
other people or "steps" that are found in the s c h d setortg and how they may

influence the social competence of shidents with intellectwl disabilities.
The Peers S t e ~

On the next "step" are the nondisabled peers of students with intellechial
disabilities. They are fundamental in developing social competence - they are
whom we want aie M e n t with intellechial disabilities to be social with! Social

understanding and s i a l skills are leamed and strengthened primarlly through

interactive processes of peer pby and work (m
& McCldlan, 1991). The
immediate feedback received fmm p e r s is critical in helping children assess the
effectiveness of their behavioun (Helper, 1997).
Nondisabled peers are a naturai support found in elementary general
education c b ~ ~ f ~ ~Teachers
r n s . are recognizing the signifkance of this largely

untapped resource. York and Tundidor (1995) found that student discussions
about inclusion were hqhiy focused on social and interactive aspecb of
xhooling. These student groups talked about how they could be involved in
facilitating greater indusian of theîr peers with disabilioes. Compared with the
adult groups, sCudents were more open to greater degrees of inclusion.
Furthemore, in a M

y by Salisbuiy, Evans, and Palombaro, (1997), teachers

successfully taught elementary students to use a collaboraüw problem sohring
process to eliminate their fan with respect to various issues related to the

inclusion of students with disabilities. Children successfully assumed the role of
problem-solver, identimng solutions to address the physical, soda1, academic,
and staffing problems aaociated WWthe inclusion of students with disabilities in
their classroorns.

Meyer and her colleagues (1998) found substantial variations in the social
relationships occumng between students with severe disabiliaes and their pers.
They identified six distinct 'Wames" that charactenzed the relationships they saw.

Some of the relationships obserwd ülustrated undesirable social status (e.g.,
"ghosts and guests" described an invisible social status; "111 help: desaibed a

non-reciprocal reiationship; " the indusion kiâ" suggested differential treabnent

based on disability). ûther relationships were more equitable and mutwlly
rewarding, encompasseci by the destriptors "just anaher kid", "regular friends",
and "best friends forever". The purpose of this shidy is to explore these

relationships or roles that the peerç pby in devebping the sochl cornpetence of
students with intellectual disabilities in their classroom, at least from the
perspective of the teacher.
Çorne researchen have investigated the outcornes of inclusion for

nondisabled students. Staub (1996) summarizes mis research and concludes that
studies have shown no slowdown in nondisabled children's leaming in inclusive

dassrooms and that the presence of stwknts with severe disabilities has had no
effect on levels of allocated or engaged time from their teachers. I n fact, a

growing body of researdi suggests that nondisabied students a n gain a number
of important benefits fmm opportunilies to inter& with their classmates with

intellectual disabilities. Staub and Pea (1995) have identifiecl five positive
themes: (a) reduced fear of human differences accompanied by increased
comfort and awareness, (b) growth in social cognition with such skills as
tolerance, patience, communication, and support, (c) irnprovements in selfconcept, (d) development of personal moral and ethicai principlq and (e) w a m
and caring friendships. A study by Kishi and Meyer (1994) indiate that these
benefits associated with reîationships with peers with disabilities have been
found to penist far beyond the time that midents are acüvely invobed with each

other. One of the purposes of this study is to fbrther erpiore the perspectives of
elementary teachers with respect to the pdential benefits of nondisabled peer

roles and interactions wiai students with intellechml disabil'rties.
i
Intenten
X
u
te

Deer interactions.

I n reviewing contributions to

social cornpetence theory, Gresham (1997) describes the work of Strain and

Shores during the 1970's. They began investigating peer social inliations,
sociodramatic play a c a v ' i , and social recipmcity, which laid the gmundwork
for the peer mediated social skills training literature. They maintain that
nondisabled peers shouid be used to fàciliie social interactions with chiUren
because: (a) nondisabled p e r s are natural discriminative stimuli for positive

m i a l interactions, (b) nondisabled peers, as opposecl to teachers, are more
effective in faciliKating the generalization and maintenance of social behaviour

because they are active participants in natudistic seaings, and (c) teachers'

involvement in ongoing social interactions (via attention and praise) often disrupt
or terminate ongoing peer interactions (Gresham, 1997). Interactions beeween
students are essential as they provide students with intellectual disabilRies
opportunities to obserw and mode1the behaviours of their socially mmpetent
peers, practice newiy acquired social skills, and receive reinforcement from their

nondisabled pers for exhibiüng these skills (Maag, 1995).
I n recent years, attention has been placed on creating a community of
leamers whwe chilâren feel that they belon9 and can leam together. Fneberg
(1996) uses the term "tourists" as compared to "citiiens" to describe students in

classrooms. It rnay be that students are simpty nsiting the teacher's dasaoom
for a year, rather than becoming citizens within their own community. This
metaphor may be espcially applicable to sludents with intelkchial disabilioes
who may not wen be physically present in the regular claswoom at al! times.
Some teachers use dass meetings, sharing cirdes, or cwncils as toois for

building this sense of community (Elias et al. 1997). These activities provide a
structured opportunity for each M e n t to share information about themseives,
their feelings, their schoolwork, or other events. They may p a s a "talking stick"

or other object to designate the speaker and ensure tum-taking. Creating this

sense of belonging or citizenship in the classroom may help to increase social
cornpetencies in all students, induding students with inteîlectual disabilities.
Manitoba Education and Training (1996) writes about helping teachers "to
explore the often subtle attitudes and practices that tum a dass into a

community of leamers, and to help them establish a classroom that includes ail
students."
A major key to successful integration is the developrnent of i n f o m l peer

supports and friendships for isolatecl students (Forest, 1987). Friends can be

simply defined as people who know and like each other (DeGeorge, 1998)"while
peer support is the kind of hdp one student may give to another, sometimes via

an adult's request. Friendship is a matter of individual choice and cannot be
forced (Stainback, Stainback, & Wilkinsonf 1992). However, friendship
development is aff-ed

by how the environment is amnged to provide

opportunities for social interact'm, by encouragement to interact with pers and

to share common actMties, and by the continuity of relationships acrost settings

and time (Searcy, 1996).
Some teachers recruit pers to participate in a Cirde of Friends (Perske,

1988). In a Cirde of Fnends, classmates volunteer to be a part of a maIl group
of fnends who support a child with disabilities. They meet on an ongoing b i s to
consider the needs of the participants, usually inioalty focusing on the needs of
the student with an intelledual disability. These meetings can help to structure

successful recess periods and soda1 interadions at lunchtirne.

Some teachers carefully arrange their physical environment to facilitate
peer interaction and support* The proximity of a stuctent with an inteilectual
disability to his or her peen will directly affect the opportunities for peer

interactions (Stainback, 1992). Lewis and Daorlag (1999) report that verbal
communication tends to move across tables rather than around them. Williams
and Downing (1998)fowid that students favored a dassroom structure where
students were seated in groups of four. Leaming centers, reading nooks, and
games areas also impact on peer interaction.

Çome teachers utilize peer-tutoring by pairing p e r s who can help each
other with work and teaching them skills f6r Mping and cooperating. Jenkins

and Jenkins (1981)state that peer tutoring is a s'stem of instruction in which

pairs of students hdp one another and kam by teaching. It has been found to
increase the number of interactions between students with disabilities and their

nondisabled p e r s and it also helps students who are not liked by dassmates to
become more socially accepta (Fulton, LeRoy, Pinchney, & Weekley, 1994).
Howewr, MacMahon, Wadcer, Sasso, Berg, and IWwton (1996) caution that
those interventions that promote insbuctional or teaching interactions may

inhibit the social behaviour of chiklren witn inteilectual disabilitii, rather aian
promote social support and friendship development.
Çome teachers use groupriented cuntingencies. In a dependent g m p -

oriented contingency, reinforcement for the group depends upon the
performance of an individual shrdent (Maag, 1995). For exampie, a student with
an inlellectual disability can be taught a specific social skill and is required to
demonstrate it during a group acav'i so that the group eams a point or
reinforcer. It is hoped that the target student's nondisabled pers will provide
additional reinforcers in the fonn of encouragement or appreciation for eaming
the "point" and, consequently faalitate positive social interactions. I n an

interdependent grouporiented contingency, al1 menbers of the group must meet
the criterion of the contingency for anyone to receive reinforcement. Although

group-oriented contingemies represent a powerful method for promoting
entrapment, where nondisabled peers provide reinforcement for the student with

a intellectwl disability engaging in a social skiIl, it is important to monitor their
use for the occurrence of n e g a t i i peer pressure and scapegoating (Maag,
1995).

Some teaches attmpt to counteract stereotypic ideas about disabilKies
through direct insbuction aimed at increasing their knowleâge about disabilities
(Calloway, 1999). They may invite indMdwk with disabilities to visit the class,
visit their job sites, and read books about individuals with disabilities who are

successful, capable members of aie community.
Same teachers provide activiaes at the beginning of the year, and

periodicaliy throughout the year, to ensure that diildren kmm each other (e.g.,
name games, getting acquainted activities such as graphing favorites or find a

partner who aln, likes the same thing, etc.) (Jones & Jones, 1998).

Some teachers use literature with fnendship themes as an effecüve tool to
increase motivation and generalize friendship skills (OeGeorge, 1998). The books
can be used as catalysts for discussions

and problem swing as well as resources

for language arts assignments. Literature that focuses on specific issues critical

to students with intellectual disabilities allows educators to build disabilrty
awareness, increased seFawareness,

and pmmote discussion (Orr et al., 1997).

Some teachers involve students in role- playing vanous fkiendship or social

skills and scenarios (e.g., how to handle refusals or rejections). Variations have
included using puppets, small figurines, videos, and aduit demonstrations

(Kostelnik & Sodennan, 1998). Pmviding non verbal roles during drama actMties
is a possible educational activity that has been found to increase interactions
between chilâren with disabilities and nondisbled pers (Gddstein, Wickstrom,
Hoyson, Jarnieson, & Wom, 1988).

Some teachers choose to teach nondisabîed peers about communication

strategies that might encourage social exchanges with students with intellectual
disabilities. These strategies may include information about t k i r communication

system, adaptive devices, conversation books, and interpreting communicative

exchanges when necessary (Hunt, Davis, Wrenn, HimHatae, & -,

1997).

Hall and McGregor (2000) recommend that educators may need to assist
nondisabled peers to becorne more sensiove to nonverbal initiations and
behavioun in addition to assuring that communication systems are used on the

playground.
The foregoing section outlines many of the ways that nondisabled p e r s
may be interacting with students with intellectual disabilmes in elementary

classrooms. These interactions may help to develop the social competence of
students wiai intellectwl disabilities, as well as the social competence of their
nondisabled peers.
The Adult S t e ~
On the third "step" of the school house xhema are the aduits. These

adults include parents, teachers, administrators, clinkians, paraprofeaionals,

-

volunteers, and others. Clearly, parents have a fundamental role in developing
social competence in their children with inteîlectual disabilities. However, this
study is limited to the development of social competence within the schwl
setting. Therefore, fbr the purposes of th& stuây, parents are mnsidered as a
part of the team of aclults invohred in dewloping the social cornpetence of

students with intellechml disabiliües Many personnel invoiveâ in indusive
xhools assert that colbboration is the key to their succes in meeting the needs

of al1 midents (Tiierma-Fa-

& RadzjewieQ, 1998). Althaugh a colbborative

team effort is critical in ficilitating the social competence of students with

intellectual disabilities, this study will scplore the classroom teachers' perceptions
only. Therefore, 1 would like to now explore how elernentary teachers' attitudes
and perceptions rnay influence the social competence of students with
intellectual disabilities.
Sianificanœ of the cbssroom teachercCampbell and Siperstein (1994)
state that teachers set the tone for what occurs in their classrooms. They do this

most powerfully thrwgh their expectations of students and their teaching style.

Expectations are the hopes and aspirations that people have for the behaviour of
others and they may be based on previous experiences, observations, hearsay,

and personal biases (Campbell & Siperstein, 1994). Students tend to

accommodate themsehres to teacher expectations. For exarnpîe, if teachers
expect that their students will treat one another with respect, respect is more
likely to be demonstrated in their cbssroom. Thus, teacher expectations of

students with intellectual disabiliaes and their peers may influence their level of
social competeiice.
A teacher's style in the classroom determiner how the environment is

organized and how instruction is delivered. Teaching styles are the ways that
teachers use authority: the degrees to which teaches share pawer, leadership,

and control with students. Their styte determines the types of interacoon

students have with each other and with one another (Campbell & Siperdein,
1994). For example, some e
t-

rnay clearly state their dassroorn rules at the

beginning of the year, while other teachers may involve the midents in
generating Cheir classroom niles. It seems likeîy that the social cornpetencies of
students with intellechial diçabiiities benefit from a teaching style that values
student interaction.

Additionally, teachers' attitudes towards individual students, groups of
students, the subjects taught, and karning Wf can have powemil effecti on
their students' thinking and behaviour. "The specific attitudes teachers provide

for imitation can significantty infiuence the quality of life in claswoorns and, in
some cases, the future liws of students." (Parkay, Standford, & Gougeon, 1996,
p.41). These attihides are usualiy what guide aieir decision making, and

accordingly, their behaviours. For example, the attitude that mdents with
intellechial disabilities belong in their classroorn affects their daiiy decisions
about how and when to include them. Their decisions then guide the behaviour
that they model of including students with inteîledual disabilities. Naturally, their

modeling influences the thinking and behaviour of al1 students.
A study by Olson, Chalmers, and Hoowr (1997) identifii several

characteristics of successful inclusionists. They had tolerant, reflective, and
flexible personaliües and dernonstratecl interpersonal warrnth and acceptance.
They took retponsibility for the education of al1 their students and

accommodated by adjustïng expeAatiors. Tky had devekped positive
relationships with special educators and expressed concems about administrative
arrangements regarding tirne.
Teachers' wrceDtions of ~ e einteraction
r
and inclusion. A surwy of

regular educators showed strong agreement that fnendships between students
with intelledual disabilities and their p e r s are possible, that adults can and
shouM be helpwig to facilitate aiem, and that all stuâents benefit (HamreNietupski, Hendrickson, Nietupski, & Shokodii-Yekta, 1994). This same survey
identified strategies seiecteâ as most effecove for acilitating friendships. These
strategies were colbboration between' regular and special educators, cooperative
learning approaches, peer tutoring, fwlitating social interactions among al1
students, with and without disabilities, and disability-related information

presentations to al1 petsons invoîved. The survey also indicated the willingness of
educators to personally implement the strategies that they beliwed to be
effective.

Salisbuty, Gallucci, Palombaro, and Peck (1995) used observations and
interviews to identiîy fiw strategies used by ciaswoom kadiers to promote

social relations among elementary students, with and without severe disabilities.
These strategies were: (a) active fadlitation of social interactions through

cooperative leaming, collaborative problemsdving, peer tutoring and classroom
roles, and çbucturing tirne and opporhinity for stuâents to "conne&', (b)
empowering children to use their knowledge and creativity, or "tuming it over to

the kids" (c) building community in the dassroorn, (d) modeling acceptarxe, and
(e) developing school organizational supports. I'd like to &borate on these
researchersf second theme as it echoes so sbongîy what pqwd my interest in
the role of p e r s as 'integration actïsts' in my initial dudy (Challis Cozzuol,
1998). The researchers write, 'Teachers were particularty sûuck with the

knowledge and c r e a t i i amaaed by students without disabilities from their
previous year(s) in dasses with students with Jgnifiçant disabilities." The
foilowing comment is typical of those made by aie teachers:
"Leam from your chiiûren. Even aiough my kids were 8 or 9, aiey are still

at a point where they are very accepting of other people. They can show
you ways that you a n get to somcone that you never even aiought of.
r h e y are] very creative thinkers...love to sohre problems." (Salisbury,
Gallucci, Palombaro, & Peck, 1995, p.134).
I n another study, Janney and Snell (1996) looked specifically at how teachers

use peer interactions to include students with intdlectual disabilioes in
elementary general education classes. They describe four themes that emerged:
(a) new rules about hdping, including who, when and how to hdp, (b) a "just

another student" philosophy to confer membership status, (c) encouraging ageappropriate interactions, and (d) backing off to give peers time to mingle without
adult interference. Interestingiy, these teachers used wholezlass strategies,
rather than methoâs focuseû on the shident wiai a disability, based on

cooperation and mutual assistance to create a s a n g in wtiich al1 stuclents could
be supporteâ.
A study by W ~ e r Mctane,
,
Meyers, and Pruzek (1998) found that

general education teachers made greater use of cooperative activiües and

academic peer interactions than spedal ducation teachers. They fwnd that
special education teachers in segregated settings were least likely to use
teaching activities that m e r peer interactions. However, aieir data also
suggested that general education c l a ~ ~ ~ oteachers
om
do not systematically foster

peer interactions for stuclents with inteliechml disabilities.
Summary
E3y focusing on teachers'

perspecaves of the quality of peer interactions in

their classrooms and their part in facilitating these peer interactions, 1 will be
able to i d e n t i practices and strategies to promote soda1 cornpetence that are
already present in elementary general education classrooms. As Salisbury et al.
(1995) conclude, "Building on those practiœs affinns and values the extant

knowledge of practiang profesîonak and provides an efficient and naturaliy
occurring context in which to develop Mure interventionsf'(p. 136).

Understanding teachers' perspectives may help to enlighten us as to the dynamic
interactions between individual shidents with inteliechml disabilities and their
classroom environments. Exploring teactiers' thoughts about the potential
benefits of tapping into this natural community of support rnay help to illustrate

the M

Rd e~s that peers may play in developing oie social ampetence of

students with inteilectual disabilities in their classrooms.
I n summary, a schoolhouse modd for thinking about the complexi of
developing the social competence of dudents with intellectual disabilities has

k e n presented. 1 have indicated that we need to look aimugh both the
individual and environmental windows to develop baanced interventions to
facilitate social intemcüons. This bigger pictute should explore the dynamic
interactions between individual factors and enviionmental factors. How do we go
beyond the 'brick' b e l of social slolis training in order to increase social
competence? Do we need to change our current thinking that the primaw
responsibility of teachers is to "insbuct" academ'i: content and "control" m a l
behaviour? How do we open the "doors" into d a s m m s as well as other social
contexts that p m t e positive social interactions? Do we need to explore more
"doors" we could open to support and promote social competence in children
with intellectml disabilities? Can we provide educational exmences

that m e r

both academic and social growth in al1 students? Are we colbborating "step" by

"step"(including alt personnel) and ringing the "xhool house bell" to celebrate
frequently as we buiM social competence together? All of these questions are of

value. However, in this study, 1 will focus on eiementary classroom teachers and
inquire into their perceptions of nondisabled peers' roles in dewloping the social

competence of students with intellecewl disabilW. What value do teachers

place on increasing social competence and peer interactions? How are the

nondisabled p e r s interaaing with sludents with the inteilectual disbilities?How
do teachers facilitate peer interaction?How and when do teachers intervene in

peer interactions?What benefits do teechers perceive that nondisabid peers
gain from having students wiai intellectual disabilitïes in their classrooms?How

are teachers evaluating growth in social cornpetence of students with intelledwl
disabilities?

Chapter 3

Method
Design of the Study

The purpose of this stub/ was to leam abwt teachers' perspectnres of the
roles of p e r s in developing the social competence of students with intellectual
disabilities. I n this shidy, I found out about the teachers' understandings of
social competence, the quality of peer interactions in their classroorns, their part
in facilitating those interactions, as well as their aioughts about the potential
benefe of nondisabled peers interacting with students with intellectwl

disabilities.
1 elected to condud a qualitatm study in order to gain insight and

understanding of the phenornena through intensive collection of narrative data
(Gay, 1996). 1 beliew that it was the best paradigm for this study because it

provided a flexible design to approach a broaà, holistic, value-laden conceptual
construct of social competence within the naturalistic setting of elementary

classroorns. Qualitative research rneaiods begin with a broad outline and a
direction of approach rather than a specified shidy design. The researcher does
start with a question or questions to leam about, in this case, the teachers'

perspective of the role of p e r s in devebping Me social competence of students
with intellectual diçabiliües. The dudy itself structures the research, not

preconceived ideas or any precise research design (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).

An interview is a purposefbI conversation, uswlly between two people
that is directed by one in order to get information from the other (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1992). Bogdan and Biklen further expbin that qualitative interviews vary
in the degree to which they are structuredmQualitative in depth, semistructured

interviews of eight ekmentary teachers hwn different eîementary xhools in one
suburban school division were used in mis study. This focused, yet flexible,
design allowed the researcher to obtain comparable data aaoss the participants,

as well as to explore topics of personal interest to the participants. A "Human
Subject Research Ethia Protocml Subrnisrion Form" was submitted and approval
granted before commencing this reseanh (see Appendix 6).
Recruiting the Participants
First, permission was obtained from the SuperintendenCs Department of

the schod division (see Appendix C). Second, puiposive sampling was used to

select six to nine participants who were beliwed to expedite the expansion of the
deveioping theory (8ogdan & Biklen, 1992) or to be a rich source of the data of
interest (Gay, 19%). Resource teachen were asked (see Appendix O) to
recommend elementary teachers who had k e n 'succeaful' with integrating
midents with intellectual disabilities recentiy (within the previous hnro yean). By

'succetsful', 1 rneant that aie teacher had deveiopeâ a posiüve working
relationship with the student with an intellectwl disability and had included him

. ..
or her in most of their dassroorn a c t ~ b e sEiiMeen recommendations from the

.

resource teachers were rieceiveâ. I selected 12 teachers, both male and female,

who represented a range of elementary grade levels. Tweive dassroom teachers
were approacheâ by tekphone because they had recentiy had a "succeaful"

experience in integrating elementary students with intellectwl disabilW. These
classrmm teachers were given a brief ouWne of the stuây and ten teachers were

provided with a letter of consent (se Appendk E) to axertain if they were
interested in participating. Two of these N i v e teachers claimed they did not
meet the criteria and two teaches did not respond before spring break-

Therefore I had reauited and subsequently intewiewed eight parücipants.
Three male and five fernale teachers were intervieweci and these teachers
represented each grade level (1-6), with two teachen at grade 3 and h o at
grade 4. Although 1 am ernpbyed as a resource teacher by the xhool division in

which 1carried out this research, 1 am not in a position of power with respect to
any of the participants. 1 had met five of the se(ected participants professionally
before this shidy. The other three participants were unfàmiliar to me.
The Partici~ants
All participants worked in the same suburban sdiool division in a western

Canadian urban center of neariy 70,000.This ahaol division senres about 7000
students in seventeen sdiods, of which 8 are English elementary schools. The

division includes a diverse popuiatbn, both cutturalty and economkally. At the
elementary level, the division offers inclusion in the home x h o d supported by
an integraüon resource teacher (IRT), as well as two duster programs for
students with intellectual disabilities The students with intellectual disabilities in

this study induded children with intelkawl dtçabilitks sudi as Down syndrome,

autism, fetal alcohol syndrome, and oaier adverse neurological conditions that

impair cognitiw functioning and mate defkits in adaptive functioning.
All of my participants were elementary claswoom teachers who had been

'successful' in integrating students with intelkdwl disabilioes within the preMous

two years. By 'successful', 1 meant that the teacher had developed a positive
working relationship with students with intellectual disabiliog and had induded

them in most of their classmam activities. These students had been designated
by the school division and assigned support from an integration resource

teacher, as well as support from a teaching assistant (TA). 1 was familiar with a
few of the students with inteliectual disabil'iües whom the teachers referred to.

However, I had not collaborated wiai these teachers in regards to aiese
students. During the interviews, the participants occasionally ref&red to 0 t h
students. To illustrate their points, they often referred to certain peers, as well as
other special needs students (i.e., students with physc
iaI

disabilities). All

participants and any students whom they mentioned were given pseudonyms. A
brief synopsis introducing each participant fdlows in alphabetÏcalorder accorâing

to their pseudonyms:

Brenda. Brenda has been teaching for 15 years. She has taught a variety
of subjeets, including Music and French. She has taught junior high for one year
and is aimntly teaching grade four. Prior to teaching, she worked for llhyears

in the human resources industry. Brenda also shared that her moaier was a

psychiatrie nurse so that discussions about soda1 issws were mmonpbce

within her farniiy. Although she was unsure that she could contribute rnuch to
the shidy, she willingiy gave up her time and shared her perspecove. Her first

interview todc place at a coffee shop and the second interview was in my home.
Donna. Donna has 22 years of teaching experieme. She has taught
grades 1,2, and 5, as well as French. She had a short career in banking M o r e

becoming a teacher and she is c u m ü y teaching grade two. She was quite
willing to participate in the study, as evidenced by rehiming the letter of consent

the very next day. She seemed very relaxed and laugheâ a lot during her

interviews. She and her classroom showed evidence of a lot of mident actïvity.
Her intewiews took place at the end of what she describeci as "two eventful
days".

Jilian. Jiilian has been teaching for 10 years a the ekmntaiy level. She
has also benefited from teaching on a Caribbean isiand and is currently teaching

grade 6. She was eager to participate in tk stuây and retumed the consent
form promptiy. Unfortunately, she was not feeling well at the first interview. 1

offered to rescheduîe but she wanted to continue. She was actually collaborating
with her teaching paitner when 1arrived and still had a few student stragglers in
the room. Her ciasçroom was organized with the desks gmuped together. There
were al% 3 round tables for group use and two cornputer stations. The second

interview continueâ to reveal her indusive pradiœs and her articubte, yet
succinct, rnanner.

Keith. Keith has been teaching ekmentary xhod fw 12 years. Most of bis
teaching has been at the primary level with some experience in a special
clasuoorn for students with behaviour disorders. He is currently teaching grade
3. His prior five-year career as a social worker was certainly reflected in his
thoughtful, communÏty-conscious responses during the int-.

Not

surprisingly, Keith became a key informant in this study about social

cornpetence. Although he se&

pressured for time, he todc the information

when 1 approached him. He joked about winning the lottery. The next day, he

did agree to participate on the coidition that the inte-

were at noon or

after xhool. The i n t e ~ e w actwlly
s
took place in my classroom because he had
a student teacher at the time. He was relaxecl, shared his expiences and

insightful perspectives and made several more jokes in both interviews.
Kurt Kurt has 25 years of teaching experknce. He has taught for 2l?h

years at the elementary level and 3'12 years at Junior High. He is currently
teaching grade 4. When recommended by his IRT, Kurt had attached a note
saying that he was interested in the study but that the interviews would have to
take place after he had compieted report cards. When 1 appmhed him, I

reassured Mm that this was possible and he agreed to meet with me. He seemed
very comfortabk during the interviews, which took place in my home and he

shared his perspect'wes at tength. His transcripts are filled with thoughts,
questions, and anecdotes. H s lmnsccjpt also reflectecl his thoroughness and
caring attitude.

Pam. Pam has been teaching for about 20 years. She reported that she
-

taught junior high school for two years and had a brief job in marketing More

becoming a t e a ~ h ~She
m discuaed teaching grade four for several yearsf job
sharing, doing enrichment, and is currentîy teaching grade one. 1 had the

opportunity to be in her classrmm and noted that her dassroorn appeared
organized and cheerful. Teaching materiak were strategically placed around the
room. The students' desks were arranged in dustes and there were piles of
student work at several 'centers'. There was a large picture window along one
wall. She was not sure that she would have "enough to offerf" but was willing to
tr-Y

Rob. Rob is a teacher with 20 years experience. He had taught for a i r e
years at the junior high level, k e n an integration resource teacher (IRT), taught

a special education d a ~ ~ ~ o oand
m ,is cunentîy teaching grade 5. He was very
agreeable when 1 approached him and wanted to set up the interview times
immediateîy. He seerneâ quite confident sharing his pespedWes during these

interviews. Both of his interviews took place in my home.

Veronica. Veronica has k e n teadiing elementary school for 25 years and
is currently teaching grade 3. When 1 approached her about pamcipating in this
study, she seemed keen. She was very pkasant but became quke nervous a few

minutes into the interview. The tape recorder seerned to bother her and she

requested a few minutes to compose herself. She expbined that that happens to
her occasionally. After mat, she seemed to relax and the i n t e ~ e w
proceeded. At

the conclusion of the interview, she shawed me her cbssroom. It was a large

area with desks grouped and two areas for meeting places. Teaching materials
were sbategically placed around the daaroom and there was evidence of hands

on leaming activities. She was more relaxed during the second interview.
Data Collection
The data for this study were collected through in depth, sernistnictured

inteMews of eight ekmentary teadiers fmm different elementaiy schook in one
suburban school division. The teachers were asked to participate in two

interviews of appmimately one hour each. While a third interview couîd have
been requested to clarify their comments or extend the theoretical propositions
that were ernerging, 1 did not reqwst mis third interview of any of the

participants.
The inteMews were conductecl during the monais of March, April, and
May of the 2000-2001 school year. The participants chose the t i m a and places

that they were comfortabk wiai. Most participants wanted the interviews to take
place at their schml, three participants chose to corne to my home, and one

participant chose to meet in a coffee shop. The duration of the first round of
intenriews ranged from 50 to 105 minutes, wiai the average length of
approximately 70 minutes. The second round of interviews ranged from 35 to 75
minutes, with the average intwiew king approximately 50 minutes. 1 did not
use deceptions of any kind during the course of this shidy and did not q x c t
that any of the questions or subsequent discussion wouM cause the participants

to experience any anxiety, embanassment, or distress. As previously mentioned,
one participant did become momentarily distressed because of the tape recorder.
No risks to the wbjeds or a third party were noted. The teaches rnay have

benefited h m the oppominity to M e c t upon their attitudes and understandings

of social cornpetence and to articulate the sbategies they use that promote the

developrnent of social competence and peer interaction. In fact, several teachers
did mention that perhaps they should be paying more attention to the social

aspects in their dassrwm. 1 rerninded thern that 1 would send them a summaiy

of the findings at the conclusion of the study.
At the beginning of each interview, 1 thanked the participants for meeting

with me and off-

them a drink andior a weet sweett (i.e., chocolate bar or

baking). 1 approached these interviews systematicaliy, with the same interview
guide, but iniaaliy invited each participant to share anything that they feit was
important. During the interviews, 1asked the participants about the quality of
peer interactions in Pheir claswoom, their part in facilitating these peer

interactions, the social competence of students with intellechial disabilities, and
their thoughts about the potential ben-

of tapping into this natural system of

support (Le. the nondisabled peers). My probing questions (see Appendk F)
seemed to stimulate relevant desaiptions and details. After the last question, 1
again tried to solicit any additional thoughts. After srne initial data anaiysis, 1
created about a dozen more indmdwlized questions for Bach parodpant to

guide their second interview (see Appendix G). These personalized queries askeâ

for clarification of descriptions from their fi& interview, expansion of speafic
ideas, and their thoughts on a few of the emerging themes. Although I followed

rny guide, the interviews nrere open enâed in t m s of the participants'

responses and the nature of the dialogue between the participants and rnyself.
The participants seemed to fed free to express their opinions and scpenences

from their own frames of reference. Efforts were made to develop rapport with
each participant. 1tried to maintain eye contact and b use my body bnguage

and occasional cornments to encourage the participants to expand their
responses. Good inteMewers are those with whom the participants feei at ease

and free to talk to without restrictions. Therefore good interviewers collect rich
data fillecl with commentSI details, and exampks that reveal that teadlers'

perspectives more clearly (Bogdan & Bikkn, 1992).
These i n t e ~ e w s
were audiotape recorded and then transaibed verbatim

as soon as possible afterwards. 1 uülized the software of "Dragon Naturally
Speaking Prefened" to assist wiai the transcribing proceo. A total of 310 pages

of transcripts were collected from the 16 interviews. Pseudonyms were used for
al1 teachers and support personnel and any specific students they may have

described. Their confidentiality was respected at al1 times. The audiotapes and
their transcriptions were kept in a seaire piace. A t the conclusion of the study, 1

promised to send the participants a brief synopsis of my findings, an expression
of my thanks for tbir participation, and a meaiod of contacting me in case they
have questions or concems.

Data Analvsis

Data analysis is an intuitive and inductive p n x e a in qualitative reseanh
(Ebgdan & Taylor, 1998). The first step was my ongoing discovery throughout
the indepth interviews. My leads and hunches may have heiped to direct my

questioning. As I transcribed the interviews, 1was able to notice changes in each
participant's tone of voice, moments of siknce, bughter, and osier sounds made
during interviews. 1 tried to include these and added observer comments into the

tranxripüons. 1 reread the banscriptions for accuracy and added more obsenrer
comments in parentheses. 1 reread them again, comparing and contrasting the
participants' responses. 1 began to notice the similarities and some initial themes
emerged. I identified these similarities as tentative themes and listed them on

separate sheets of paper as headings. A theme is identified as a concept or idea
that emerges from the data: "sorne signal trend, some master conception, or key

distinction" (Bogdan & Bikkn, 1992). Once again, 1 reread the data and noted
the quotes that ft under each heading. 1 began to consbuct a typology or
classification scheme to heîp me make conceptual links between çeemingly
different phenornena (kgdan &Taylor, 1998). Then, 1 grouped the quotes into
categories within each heading and devised a coding system. I useâ words and
color coloring to help me sort and organize the data. 1 used the "cut-up-and-put-

in-folders-approach" (Ebgdan & W b , 1992). As 1 reread and coded aie data
(both positive and negatiw examples), 1 collapsed and refined the categories. 1
remernbered to md<e the codes fit the data and not vice versa ( m a n & Tayior,

1998). 1wrote several rnemos to mysdf, as well as seribbling several lists of
headings/codes. 1 tried to create a visual device to present the relationships
among the themes. 1 Msiteâ my schod house modd and anaiyzed how my
findings compared. 1 reconceptualized some of the x h w l house model. 1 began
to look for overanhing themes that might become theoretical propositions. A

theoreticai proposition is a general statement gnwnded in the data (Bogdan &
Taylor, 1998). 1 considered dixounting the data, which means to interpret the
data in the context in which it was collected (Bogdan & Taylor, 1998). For
example, 1 consMered wtiether the slatefnents were solicitecl or unsoliied,
direct or indirect data, or Mectecl my own perspective.

During the data anaiyss desaibed above several themes and subthemes
emerged. These findings are presented, aiong with supporting data, in the next

chapter.

Chapter 4

Wdinas
Naturally, the questions that 1 chose to ask as a researcher influenced the
perspectives shared by my participants. However, aftw extensive data analysis,

the following themes emerged: (a) teachers' perspectives of social cornpetence,
(b) significance of aie teacher, (c) interaction interventions, (d) diversity of the
students with intellectual disabilities, (e) significance of nondisabled peers, (f)
diversity of noMisabM peers, (g) peer utilitarian support roks, (h) peer social

support roles, (i) benefits to pers and (j) costs to peers.

In this chapter, 1 will present each aieme separateiy, along with the
supporting data. Each theme will be supporteci by quotes to allow the teachers'
voices to be shared. In general, 1 have quoted verbatim. Occasionalty, 1 have
omitted some parts of the quote and indicated this with '...." I have made a few
minor changes for darity, but only if the grammar compmised the clarity.
When obsenrer comments have been added, they are enclosecl within square

brackets as in this example, [she hesbted]. The frequency of similar responses

from the eight participants are indicated with the following descriptors: 'All"
means that 8 participants responded equivalently. "Most" participants indicates
that 5-7 participants answered in a similar mode. "Some" pamcipants indicates

that 3-5 participants describecl the same ideas. A 'W participants indicates
that 2-3 participants had cornmon perspectives. Occasionally, 1 have reporteci
when only "one" participant çhared an unusual or interesting perspecove.

Teachers' Perspectives of Soda1 Comwtence
Meanina of social commence. Most of the paibicipants desaibed a ''fitting
in" quality for their meaning of social cornpetence. As Kurt said, "Social

cornpetence, frorn the child's perspechve, wouid be M i n g combrtabie with your
peer group and feeling that you were contributing to it." He goes on to say that,
'Kids don't need to make a conmous effort to socialize weîl with their peers. It

just cornes naturally for them." Another participant, Pam, phrased it this way, "In

relation to children, it wouîd mean to me that students would know how to fit

into the clasroom, to know what the noms are within a ctassmm, and to know
what is appropriate behaviour interactions." Rob -ends

this idea, "1g u s you

want him functioning so that he will not draw a lot of attention."
Some participants described specific skills for üreir rneaning of -al

cornpetence. The ability to "get alongff was mentioned by half of the participants.

..

3illianrswords extend mis cornpetency... "Social cornpetence .would mean
probably to me, things like acquiring the mannen, the understandings, and the
carÏng attitudes directeci towards othen." Pam desvibed more specific skills,
"They take turns; they will be polite to each other; they will talk thmugh things

using '1 messages' for pmblems. What eîse will they do? They will help
sornebody if they are in trouble, if someone has fallen; they care about one

another; they use Second Step [Committee fw Chikiren, 19921 langwge and
other things. They can discuss things as a group, like cooperatiiely and do m e

talking together as a group."

A third perspecove of the meaning of social ampetence refkted the

reciprocai nature of social interactions. Rob said, "So that they are not
fnghtening peopk off and so 1do not see it as just being the ZKXeptance hwn
society, but them also getting something from t Ço that it is not just a one
direction thing." Keith furthefed this idea when he said, "If you want to throw in
values that enable you to interact with people in a reasonably healthy manner,

not self d m c t i v e or seif defeating, but in some way seIf and other enhanbng."
Value of social commence. All of the participants pbced a great deal of

value on developing the social competence of aieir students. Rob clairned mat, "1

think it is probabty the most important thing to be able to do for all students." He
explains, "Mainly because, I think in their fùture life, whaher you are disabled or
non-disabled person, how you get along, how you are able to manage with other
people will &ethe most important determining =or

in human life." Rllian

dedared, "It's pmbably one of my highest in relation to everything else because
1 think that developing the social values of the class dewlops social people and

social beings for our society."
It is interesting to note that several teachers inadvertentîy compared it to

academics. Perhaps this implied their personal struggle with finding the balance
between the acadernic and social aspects of school life. This point was illustrated
in the following quote by Kurt:
1 wouiâ say that deuebping social competence or skills, if you wish, at the
elementary school level would have to be almost as important as the

acadernic skilk. I k m aiat schooi pbQs a fair amount of emphasis on

that but...I'm alrnost thinking from my own personal perspective. That if
children come to SCtKK)l and they fed happy with aieir presence in the

x h w l and the claswom; aiey feel cornfortable in the envimment of
their peers and their teactrer. Then that is alrnost a prwequisite for

competent learning abilities. So to me 1 liken ï t to alrnost the foundation of
leaming. If the social is competent let me phrase it, is rot there, then it
becornes an obstacle for a child's leaming. They becorne entangled in
social dilemmas, poor seif-

and those things just becorne hard for

thern to leam and cany into their o t k r...outside of school life too. Then
they becorne disgrunüed children, not only disgruntîeâ with their kaming,
but also disgnintled with life in general. If they have trouble socializing, 1

have like a huge amount of importance as far as that goes.
Another participant, KeÎth, eloquently stated, "It is probabiy as equal, if not the
most important thing that 1 do with kids. Because the curriculum for me is a part

of what 1do but it is not the essence of what 1do. The essence of what 1do is
work with kids in their totality." He continued, "1want them to be able to

understand themselves, and how they relate to other people and to understand

how they can create meaning for themselves. In dealing with other people and in
finding meaning in life.

Ço the cumcuium is the vehicle that I

have to use to

address the issws that I%e just menooned. It is of utmost importance!"

Evaluation of social corn-.

Most of the paradpants seemed b rely

heavily on their intuition and observations t o evaluate the social competence of
students wÏth inteilectwl disabilioes. Brenda suggested, '1 guess a lot by
observation." Pam reported, "1 tNly dMnt try to evaluate aieir social competence
per se, 1 just obsen/ed what they were doing." Rob pointed out that,"When

behavioufs change, first of ail, you always notice them when they change
dramatically."
Most participants mentioned that they did not re!y on wmen goais to

evaluate or note improvements in social cornpetence. Pam saiâ, "To be very
honest with you, the social part was not a written goal. There were just so many

other things that we were worîüng on at the tirne." Jillian claimed, "Well, it was
never a written goal that we want to accept the student. But I think it was my

personal goal." Sodal goals tend not to be iâentified, but rather are an inherent
part of the social context of the claswoom. Keith illwtrated, "Some of Mem are

individual goals, like in his IEP. We had identified ...1 can't spit those out to you
right now. It is a b in the class cuiture and dimate of that c$ssroorn." Rob
furthered this idea when he aid,'1 find too that a lot of gains corne, changes

occur, and they werenJtthe changes that you were wanting changed and they
may not have been the things that you were expecting to change. So they

happen for reasons and the dynamia of the clasmxim." He continued, 'I'm not
sure if 18mansuering your quesaOn but very often it seems that things happen
naturally in the dassmm and you havent contralied it so much." (Rob)

Some of the participants emphaazed that the improvemerits in the

students with intellectual disabilities would be gradua1 and incremental. One
participant, Veronica, indicated, "1 tciink when you are dealing with the disabid
student, 1 think it's veiy, veiy small Seps...not huge sbides." Keith added, "With
Burt, 1 dont knm if I a n say it that there was a huge arnount of progren. 1

think that he maintainecl a certain kvel of social ability. 1 dont kmm if R actualiy
progressed from what 1 see." A few references were made to needing a longer

pend of time to be able to evaluate. Veronica asked, "Can 1talk about a longer
period of time? For aie student that 1 have this year, she has made remarkabk
gains over the years. In grade one she wouM sit under her desk and cry. She
has made tremendous progress wer the years. I think wme of that has to be

attributed to the peers."
The irnprovemenh mat were shared were things Iike: (a) w r k habits, like

independence, -"...getting him to do things more independentiy"(Keith), (b)
participating - "Pamipating, bughing, and being with fn'ends and aiings like
that. She's not k i n g as cautious"(Parn), (c) increased verbal skills - T m finding
with the group woric she does talk more. She contributes more. 1 g u s she's

feeling more cornfortable. She has leamed a lot" (Pam) and '1 know she has in
her speech, she has a lot more worôs than she did before now" (Veronica) and,
(d) better manners, like the ability to apdogize, - "1 mean he was able to
apologize when asked to apdogize, but there again somames he would have to
be prompted" (Keith).

Significance of the TBaCher
The participants œrbinly recognized the significance that they have as a

classroom teacher. They felt that it was their attitudes, values and expectations
that profoundly inflwnced their dassrwm community. Keith recognized his

importance as he remarked:
I think a large part of that is certainly the tone that 1 set in the clasuoom.

I mean, certainly a part of that is that 1 foster that myself. We have a lot

of discussion, and 1will go to great lengths to just bang myself with
them. Who 1 am as a person is vital to who 1am as a teacher. 1dont
disaaociate those hno things. The kind of teacher that 1 am is not
because of my knowledge of the curriculum or even my instructional

techniques that 1use to deliver that curriculum. It is what 1fiIl up in
between that counts.

Donna said, "But 1really feel that the teacher has a big responsibility. And that
their behaviour, the teacher's behaviour influences the behaviour of the other

midents and their acceptance and wheaier or not they allow this person into
their dassroom that is not the same as the average to be a disruption to them."
Modelinq. The participants realized that part of their significance is the
mdeling that they do on day-today basis. Kurt said simply, "The teacher
provides a mode1 for al1 types of actions in the school. If the t e a c k shows

enthusiasm for, pride in what he or she is doing, that will likely be translated to
your students. 1think aiat the teacher is the leader in the classroom and the one

that will guide the ship, if you will. Kids will lead by theK teactWs example."

Later he added, "So again we can lodc at teachers as models and praaicing what
aiey preach. Chances are that Chey will pmctke what they preadi alço. Whether

their goal is to be a better hanâwriter or to be more punctual for reces." Donna
reflected, "My whde

with these chilâren that corne into the dass is

the more accepting 1 am and the better 1 am in the way 1 respond to a Child, the

better everyone in the dao K." Keith taikeâ about the impact of this modeîing,
'All in the aim of developing a sense of community and a sense of reçpecffulnen

among the kids in the dassroorn. Starting with me and aien to them of course.

Hopefully that dwdops towards me and kids amongst each other."
Goals and e x m t i o n s . The social goals that the teachers identified are
goals that are sometimes predetennined by the school. For example, some
schools set social goals of the month or school ro#oes. Keith expresçed, "1 try
and at least make a point of. ..our school has a monthly social goal so 1 always

tw at some levei, at the beginning of the month to at least discuss that and refér
to it throughout the month." Veronica shared, "Our motto in our school is
C.A.R.E.

...cooperation,

appreciaüon, respect, and effort. So those things we do

talk about." Oonna reported, "At this school we push kindnes, safety, and
respect. That's our schod motto." S o m indiWual goals are detmined from
specific social problems that arise airwghout the year. "To the individual, yes.
We will sit down together and 111say 'This is realty bothering me. 1 think it needs

to change. What are we going to do about it?" (Jillian). Keith explained, "With

individual kids, yes. 1man, these arent fomialized goals, 1~riecessarilymite
behavioural objectives for but in tenm of difkrent kids have different needs. Ifm
dealing with wmeone rigM now who doeait know how to use an indoor voice
and constantty intempts." One participant, Kurt, emphasized the importance of

having the students involved in ïâentifying personal goak. "1 think that the focus
lately though has k e n on having children identify their own goals. 1 think that
that is realty important/'
Most other goals might be better described as teacher expectations within
their claaroom setongs. These expectations are what set the dimate or the

culture for their classrooms. Keith noted, "That kids have to have the expectation
that they can do somthing and that they have to do smething. But once the
expectation is there, then at least you have the climate in which kids begin to
step into that." He contincfed8"And so 1 think there is an element of expectation,

sort of communicating that reaçonable expectation and the fict that 1 have that

confidence that they can do that. 1 think you have to bnng the sîudent's self into
the pibure. '1 have a part into play in this. 1 need to do mis. 1 can do this'." Kurt

shared, ''1 make of a point of reviewing what the goak are as far as
expectations, academicaliy and behaviourally." Jillian commented, "From the
beginning of the year that was my expectation, that -one

would be induded.

We are in grade six together." And "1think the kids have come to icnow that's

how 1 expect them to work, cooperatWym"Brenda refwred to expectations for

the student with intellechial disabilities, There are still expectations for that

person...at a different leva that ehey are sMI expectations. He is SM required to
be kind to others, still required to get along, still required to, you know, have

social interactions. That he's not separabe out tnere."

-

Perhaps goal setting is r o t as critical in social competence because it
implies mat you will set a goal and then work towards mastering L However, as
Keith suggests, 'It's a developmental type of thing.

As one layer, as he gains

competence in one layer, then you have to have another laye SQ that there is a

sequential [hesitation] sort of dynamic there. He is never going to, you know,
he's leamed to be a littk more independent and that's the end of that
[chuckles]." Perhaps developing social coinpetence involves a spiraling set of
expectations, rather than linear goal setüng.
Willinaness to collaborate. The willingness of the teachers to collaborate
enhanced tbeir knowledge of the social competence of the students with
intellebual disabilities. It seems that the most frequent collaboration occurred
with teaching assistants.

Veronica expresçed, "Oh, with her aide, it's daily,

constantîy." Pam shared, "But we meet in the mornings to discuss and shell
know what the plan is, what I'm l d n g for and she just goes from there. The
TA

Deaching Assistant] really has a finger on her pulse, very much so. The TA

contributes to so many areas verbaity." Keith voiced,

"Ço

that the TA is

absolutely indispensable, as far as I'm concemed. So much would miss me if 1
were left on my own. He wwld not have half of the experiences or interactions;
He would have les than half, just a fraction." He pmceeded, "There is no way

that I could respond to him, al1 the subtk lit& kinds of tbings. How he deals
with kids, how he answers things, his manners or, just his social ability, and his
ability to socialize on the small things 1 couldnt respond to those. 1wouîân't
even be seeing the majority of them. How could II" This TA collaboration
involvecl feedback as well as direction. Rob described how he collaborates with
the TA:

Often we will just disais inFomially what else we would like to do things
that arentt part of the routine. So I think we have routine but we tty to

look for interacüons. 1think that to form interactions with the other
students, there may be a tull at a certain time of the day. If there is a
group of students that are working ahead and can realîy a m r d some
time, we will often do it on the spot. Like "Maybe today we will do this."
So we fit in interactions. Well talk at the end of the day, '1s there

anything that we might do differently?' Where we will fit different things
into like, for example, on a nicer day with this student who has a difficult
time walking, went out with two other students who were ahead. They
went out for a walk after mess for 20 minutes. So 1 like to do things that
way. You tend to find the things that are more meaningful and more

important that day."
Teachers have begun to collaborate with elementary school counsellors.
These counsellors brwght special skills and sûategies to the regubr dasroom.

Several allusions were made to the collaboration that occurred with the çchool

counsellors. Rob shared, "The particubr school that I'rn in now, the guidance
counselor and 1 discuss certain social issues that are important in my partiailar
clamoorn. So we go for specific topics that she will address and Ehen 1 am

constantly reinforcing them when she's not there. So I'm basically doing it most
of the time alaiough she's pmsenting the information to the students." Kurt

remarkeû, "This situation that I have got rigM now is one that 1 feel really needs
a lot of addressing and I'm trying to address it myself in collaborating with the

parents and the counselor at our xhool." Brenda related, "So 1 had a meeting
with al1 the other boys and the xtiool cainseior, as well. She came to talk about

how this boy was feeling and why he was feeling that way, how they could corne
to some kind of resdution on how they could indude him."
Some participants made reference to both informal .meetings in the

hallway with the retource teacher as well as scheduled meetings. Jillian repoiteû,
"The resource teacher and 1 meet once a cycle, but again daily if something

great is going on, or if something is realiy happening we can share right away
because we are so pleased with the outcorne." Veronica said, "And with the

Integration Resource Teacher (IRT) too. When she is here she will pop in and
see how things are going and touch base. It's sot just at the meeting, it can be

ongoing anytirne." Pemaps due to the social nature of my interviews, it was
repoited that the bulk of these meetings were about social issues. As Jillian
explained, 'My focus is integraüon so what she's doing in this area and that area
and that's al1 an opportunity for social growth."

The claaroom teachers aln, collaborated with the parents of the students
with intellectual disabilities. Some teachers used communication logs or baoks.
For example, Rob aid, "1 have a communication book going home, back and
forth daily with the M e n t and 171phone 1 gues if there are important issues

that come up. 1also have a parent that will corne by from time to time and that
works really well for me." A few teachers dexribed regular reports, followed by
parent - teacher conferences. Kurt experienced, "One of the comments from the
parents was '18ve really enjoyed...I think that the program with his peers, among
the other things, are realîy working.' So we are trying to keep the parents
updated." A few teachers met informally with parents at the classroom dwr.
Keith reporteci, "We talk informally ewry day. Grandma cornes in everyday."
Interaction Interventions
Aithough 1 was primarily reseanhing teachers' perspectives of the role of
peers to develop social cornpetence of students with intellectual disabilities,

many strategies that ttie teachers usecl to facilitate interactions were described. 1

termed these strategies 'interaction intewentions' and they will be dexribed
below. The first four interaction interventions describe class wide instructional

strategies, such as classrmm discussionsI group work, differentiated instruction,
S
social
and use of literature. The next five interventions describe C ~ S wide

interventions, such as programs, social skills, teachable moment, roie playing,
and special events. The final five interaction interventions desuibe strategies

that are targeted for students with intellectual disabilities. They included using

praaical situations, anignment of peers, stepping back, developing a positive
presence, and recognition.

Class discussions. One of the classtoom act'w'ities that most teachers
described was finding the opportunity for class discussions. These class
discussions helped to build the sense of community. Kurt described, "Hey we
have worked hard enough today. Corne on to the front, if you want and let's just
ta1K... 1 find it to be a stress reiiewr for myself and it's amazing what the kids
will come and talk to you about. Some of them will come and just listen and

want to be part of it." These discussions are flot regularly aheduled and they
happened because of a particular need. Keith said, "They are generally

spontaneous and informal. We dont say at 2:00 its time for our...a is as the
n e 4 arises." Rob exphned, 'It depends on the needs and 1try to have it on a

semi regular bas&. When the issues come, 1 definitely bring it out more often

then."
They often took place in a group area at the front of the classroorn. Keith
offered Mme insight into this idea of a special location, when he said:
1 think it has to do with the location in the rmm. II is a different spot and

1 look different because of how I'm sitting and they look different because

they are on the floor and just those things alone can communicate
something different. Almost more parental. That's actually almost kind of

a good image. To communicate more at a parental h l than [hesitation]
a teacher/student relat~onship.I'm trying to diminish the gap, you know.

mese discussions did not always have to leaâ to solutions. Kurt expîains,
"Sometimes the mediation of these problems simply c m be just by everybody
getting a chance to share their feelings in a Circle. Not really coming up with

solutions. ..just so that everybody can listen to how everybody else is thinking
around the Circle. The teacher doesnt have always have to make a decision or
judgrnent."

Sometimes these discussions concemed the student with intellectual
disabilities and their needs. Rob stated, "What 1 have done quite oftentoo is,

especially at the beginning of the year, if 1 have new shidents coming in, new
special needs students coming into the classroom, 1 talk to the class first,
explaining what they o n expect aie kid to do and to g n their opinion eariy to

find out what they migM think it might be." He continwd, '1 explain the
behaviours that they might see and discua why ttMt person is in the cla55roorn,

what we would like to see them do, and how we would like to see them getting
involved with them." Veronica also shared, "Actually 1 have done that many
times this year. When she is out for something else, 111talk to them about our
expectations for her and what we can do to help her without doing too much. ....

1 find that they are mature enough to understand and to handle ît."
Group wp-. Another classroom a t i i that al1 participants emphasized
was group work Jillian asserted, "1 guess through the group work because in my
class they just dont work W....I abays let them work in groups and pairs,
except in testing situations. Other than that it's a constant focus." Keith

suggested, "Obvioudy in the course of the day how 1 structure aeüvities for

learning. I mean everyday there has to be multiple oppominities where the kids
are inte--ng

with each other with the work that they are doing. They are

cotlaborating, they are sharing resources, they are checking one another's work."
A few participants refened to specific cooperative leaming strategies. For

example, Pam said, 'A lot of jigsaw [Johnson and 3ohnson,1986] and those kinds

of things." A few participants referred to flexible groupings for different

purposes. Keith explainecl, "That task-oriented grouping... It depends on what

they are accomplishing. Yes, it would depend entirely on the task." A few
participants describeci these flexible groupings aitemating between
homogeneous and heterogeneous groupings. Donna clarifieci, 'Ço 1 have
homogeneous groups working on literature projects and for the rest of the time
it is heterqgeneous but the a m e rules appîy for both. I'm really, really strict

about the rules for group work." Most participants articulated the need for
carefully structurîng the group's composition so that interaction will be

successful. Rob said, "111 form di~ussiongroups and we do group projects.
Sometimes 1 set up - very often 111 set up the groups and 1 take into
consideration group dynarnics [chuckles]

.

"

Pam considered, '1 try ta put strong

reader and R strong spelkr in each group, so ttiey aaually help each other.
They're actually forced to help each other, but it becomes fun except for the

ones that are very, very reluetant."

Differentiateû insbuction. The participants' cornmitment to differentiated

instruction also was illustrated. Seeing students as individuals and developing an
awareness of their leaming styles was describecl by some of the participants.
3illian said, "1 often tell al1 of the kids that, 'My expectations are individual for

each student.' I never do dass averages; I newr do who has the hîghest, who
has the lowest. To me ît is completely individual and 1 let them know that right

off the bat. " She continued with an example, "When we are doing spelling,
samebody might have a different list of spelling words because that is right for

them and that's what we want to target. We want to encourage success ço that
everyone can succeed." Kurt noted, "The type of midents that I have this year

are a tremendous amount of visual leamers." Donna commente& '1 mean, it is
not exadly a problern, but it's w i n g to accommodate for different leaming
styles."

Providing academk work on many levels was also dexribed by some of
the participants. Donna explained,1'' have suhraction with regrouping and just

two-column addition and then some just straîght facts and that's the type of
grouping that 1 would have." JillMn described, "So,you know, in literature circles,
it is al1 differentiated between the novels. They might do the same questions, or

pretty much the same questions targeting

the same elements of fia-on and what

not, but it is al! completely individualized."
This differentiated instruction seems to be important for social reasons so

as not to m a t e resentment towards students that have leaming difficulties.

Donna suggested, "1 iike to provide enough activities in...I'm really conxious and
really work hard at not lettïng them be a burden. Because 1 think that creates
resentment and causes a problem for thern. 1 tty also to give the nondimbled
students activities

that challenge them at their levei. Again I just want to do that

so they dont resent having these kids in Our classroom."
The students with intellectual disabilities also were a part of this
differentiated instruction through what used to be called 'parallei work: Veronica
illustrated, "The special needs student will use exactly the same manipulatives
and 1
1
'1 make thern up a worksheet that look similar [emphasized]. M a y k has

the same heading and that, you know 1try to make Ï t look the same, as much
like the other kids as 1 can be, but they will be doing an activity that they can do
with those manipulatives that is at their level." Kurt commented, "For example,

story wnting, the wnting proces, although his story might be totally different or
the vocabulary would obviously be less structured and l e s cornplex, 1 think it is

really important that when we share, he is a part of our process." Donna
dexribed, 1
' might have somebody reading a book about fish and corning up
with an idea and making their own questions and doing research or whatever. 1

might have the CAP [Community Access Program] student working on art project
where they have a large fish and they have to glue pieces ont0 this fish. So that

they are working on their fine motor skilk." She concluded, ''1 dont tell anybody
that is what they're doing ...they are working on the same activity, they are

working on the same units but they are doing something that is appropriate to
them."
Literahire. Another interaction intervention that was mentioned hequently

was the use of literature as a springboard for social discussions. Brenda

exprened, 'It also encourages discussion about the book that they're reading
and it might bnng in pemnal connections that they made to that book or to the
theme of that book, so it encourages social interaction in that way." The
teachers' selection of literature provided read alouds that could then be used

throughout the year as a frame of r e f e m e . KeLh explained, "So even the
literature Mat 1 choose to read with thern and how we choose to continue on.
For example, the literature that 1choose to read aloud has to do with characters

and setting that I can then use to refer to throughout the school year, in terms
of character development and in terms of using them as continued references."

Jillian shared an example, '1 do a lot of read alouds that will instigate a lot of
conversation. A t the beginning of the year 1 read a book to them called "Crazy
Lady" which is a book about a woman who is trying to take care of her son...in

fact they called him a retarded person in it and al1 the issues that a group of
boys have with teasing this boy and everything else. They taik about how one

boy becornes his frïend and then we dixussed how they might see themsehres in
the different roles in the book."

Related to this therne of using literature for social purposer and my earlier
discussion about the use of social programs is the emphasis that the participants

placed on vocabulary. This idea was eloquently stated by Keith, "Providing them
with the vocabulary skills that they can, vocabulary that helps them increase

their ability to talk about things. Like if you dont have the vocabuiary to describe
a feeling or a proces or something, then you are not able to take that thougM
and bnng it out into the open." He went on, "It remains possibly confused or out

of the realm of being able to be brought into understanding. So more language

...that allows you to talk about concems, and talk about problems, talk about
feelings and I think that is one way of empowerîng the kids." The importance of

vocabulary is further illustrated while Brenda was refening to teaching the
Second Step program. '
'
9
when you are doing it as they [sacial problems] arise,
they think, 'Oh yeah. I have this vocabulary. I understand what she is talking
about or what is going on here'." Finally, this point is made when Donna talks
about "pushing" the school motto... "Because we have those three words, we try

to refer to them as much as we c m . We try to get the kids to corne to an
understanding. That's another thing that we do at the beginning of the year. We

really look a t those three words individually and read as many books as we can
about that."

Proarams. Aithough one of my probing questions was about social
programs or social strategies, the only social program that most of my
participants mentioned was Second Step, which is a conflict resolution program.

Brenda remarked, "Weil, in out grade four cianroom, we use Second Step
and..uh.. That starts with building empathy." Donna indicated, "We use the

Second Step program, where we actually work with the whole claa and teach
them what they need and we talk about different steps or things that they need

in order to get along." Veronica also said, "Second Step. But now 1didn't iead it.

1 was a part of it; the guidance counselor came in and did it with us." One

participant mentioned 123 Magic (Charles, 1992), which targets a specific
behaviour and uses warnings to the -dent.

Another participant tatked about

how she tried "to isolate whatever the problern is and work on that specific thing
with usually a reward system of some sort" (Donna). Two participants mentioned
Cinle of Friends (Perske, 1988)and dexribed their modifications of that social

program. Rob shared, 'Circle of Friends, I've used in many different ways. I've
used it on field trips and I've tried to set them up for certain students in the past
for outside school activities. That was more difficult to do." Kurt voiced, "We also

have the program currently, that is set up, that seems to be su~cessfulcalled a
Circle of Friends. This is a program that is geared prirnarily for a special needs

student in rny class. It is and it isn't. It is really designed for the whole class
because...II
Programs did not seem to play a large role in developing the social

cornpetence of students. More frequently participants described using conflict

resolution strategies or problem solvîng as real life issues arise. For example,
Brenda said, 'It might be for example, if the chiid has a confiict with another
child. I bring them together and if they corne to agreement that they would like

to resoive this problem and that they are each going to listen to the other

without interruptions. The whoie conflib resdution type of thing." Veronica
explained, "111 ask the children if they have anything, a problem in interacting
with others on the playground that they feel they need to dixuss as a class. Lots

of tirnes nobody has anything. But if they do, then we dixuss it and address it."
Kurt pointed out, 'If you dont give them the chance to work it out, how are they

going to learn to mediate problems?"
Social skills. Interestingly, Rob, the participant who had taught a cluster of
special ed. students shared his experiences about social skills programs. "We did
do some very formal things that 1 thought sometimes werentt working really weil

[chuckles]. We did how to greet people and different things like that. Some of it
revolved around Street safety. We starteci off by, 'Who do you talk to?" Rob
continued, "We would show them, how do you say hello to a particular
individual, whether it was an adult or another student. We tried to make it

practical. But often I felt like we were training them and I'm not sure that we
were successful with that and it certainly seemed a little stilted."
Teachable moment. Some participants descrîbed how for social skills, the
teachable moment happens al1 day long. Keith voiced, "Itrs not; today is day 2 so

we do m i a l skills. We do social skilis ail day long. We do interpersonal skills al1
day long and as the things arise, as moments arise that we need to address

something, that's when we address it. If that is in the middle of science, then we

stop in the middle of science and we look at those things." Rob furthered the
idea, "Very often those things corne down to talking about instances that take

place. And use them as examples, it is not things that are lecture setup
[chuckles]. It can be that sometimes, but you're looking for things that really
happen and dixussing them."
Rote-~la~inq.
Although role-piaying is often mentioned in the literature as

a strategy for social learning, only two participants made reference to it. One
participant noted that role-playing may not be an authentic experience. Brenda
thought, ''1 suppose when it wouldn't be legitimate is if you are doing sorne kind
of role piaying with this chiid to try to develop a skill. Then what you're tiying to

do is transfer that learning into a legitimate situation." The other participant was
experimenting with drama as a motivating vehicle for inclusion. "Drama has
worked tremendously in my class and has given a lot of pleasure too. The skills
that we want to teach our kids, sometirnes the ends, we can take different

routes to get to the same means. With my students, drama has been a real
spark plug for them. They are very confident kids and drama has been a way
that we have gotten our disabled child to become invotved" (Kurt).
S~ecialevents. A few participants characterized classroom social activities
that take place around special events or hotiday seasons throughout the year.
Pam recounteâ, "Kindness is catching. For the whole month of February the

children try to catch others doing nice things to them and they would corne and
tell me some time throughout the day when I'm not teaching a tesson." She
continued, '1 would write it down and then the next morning, well, we usually
have about 10 [children] every morning, who would be presented with a sticker

and a certificate. They would be the stars of the day because they had shown

kindness. But they couldn't tell me what they [emphasized] did nice for the

perron, the other peson wouM have to." Benda described, "Around four weeks
ago, around Valentine's Day, we had a Secret Buddy Week where they each had

a secret buddy and they were supposed to do secret things for that buddy dunng

that week and not let them know who they were." She gave examples, "Maybe
ask them to play, put a nice note in their box, or leave a cookie on their desk or

something like that. At the end of the week we had a secret buddy social, where
they were supposed to bring a snack for their secret buddy and then play games
together and that kind of thing." Rob remarked, '1 find that the best times are

when we're going to have our so callecl 'party'just before Christmas, or different
events or for Valentiners Day. One of the things that I do like to do is leave it
very open-ended and just see what dynarnics happen. A number of times I have

just set out different games and things for the kids to do. They choose the game
that they want to play with and very often they choose the people too."

Assionment of Deen. Another interaction intervention that most of the
participants described was assigning nondisabled p e r s to the student with
inteliectual disabiiities. Some teachers did this for academic support. Kurt

dexribed, "We set up situations within the dassroom where he witl have a
designated buddy. That buddy is with the teacher's aide as well as the child
doing different types of academk things." Donna said, "1 might need someone
specifically to help that person." Some teachers did it for social support,

especially at recess. Kurt expbined, "Of course at mess time, the sense of play
is part of it. The child will always have sornebody to be with; it can be to talk to,
it can be to play games with; it a n be a game of their own invention. We have a

chart on our wali with the names of the members of the circle on it and different
things that they can do. So the budûy changes every day." Donna clarified, "1

have had to organize reces buddies a couple of times sirnply because a kid was

unable to have anyone." Pam said, '1 will designate someone. 171 just say,

'Would you like to spend some time with Bethel at recess'?"

Some participants emphasized the importance of taking turns with these
peer assignrnents. Jillian reported, '1 try to mix them up as much as possible and
give everybody a chance to work with almost every kid in the room. 1 think

everybody works together at some point in the tirne." Veronica presented the

peen' perspective, "My experience has been that my kids al1 want a turn. They
think it is not fair if they dont get a turn." Two participants mentioned that a

good strategy is to allow the student with intelledual disabilities to choose the
nondisabled peer. Pam explained, 'I'II say, 'These are the people left. Who would
you Iike to work with?' III let her choose." lillian reflected, '1 will have that

student choose because that8ssomething she really enjoys getting to choose
who she gets to work with."
Practical situations. %me participants descnbed trying to find authentic,
practical situations in which to have peers interacting with the student with

intelleduai disabiiîtîes. One participant described a need to find something
interesting in order to interest others. Rob said:
From that, whoever I'm teaching, I find they find the topic [magic]
faxinating and so they might get to know each other better. They want
to get to know me and if itrs another mident thatrs doing it, they want to

get to know that student better. It has more to do with whatrs adualty
happening that moment but as theire doing ît, they find that they are
interesteci in the other person. 1 try to bring out that everybody is an
interesting human king. You just have to find a way of doing it. Once
they have that motivation, then I think there is a bit of a connection with
each other. 1 find that in many different ways. When 1 cal1 it a gimmicky
thing, I'm just trying to find something interesting, because people aie
interesting.
Later Rob suggested, 'You have to make the experience more real. The way that

you do that 1 think is to find activities for kids that are legitimate and fun for
thern to do. So that the peers do not feel like they are 'just baby sittingr other
kids, that they are actually relating to each other." Some of these "more

interesting" activities include art, crafts, cooking, games, and field trips. Veronica
shared, "Two years ago that peer interaction was a real issue. These kids weren't

as accepted so we did do things that we set up. Like once a week, a craft where
every child in the r w m went and had a turn to do a special craft with this child.

We did a lot of cooking." She explained, "Just to set up those social situations

where they are doing wmething that the kids really [emphasized] wanted to be
there to do it and that the child is the focus, kind of. Not the focus, but they
knew they were doing that to interact and be with that person." Rob concurred,

"Sornetirnes you c m only develap those relationships by doing some legitimate
things like a field trip or a task together at the school. Something that is a real
job, not pretend, and then the relationship buiids up."

Most participants described how they use garnes in a variety of ways. For
example, Parn illustnted, "Math centers games. We do Seven Up and we do the
8ingo as a whole group. But ...children will play the games in a small group if
they are finished their work sometirnes. They change day to day. Group games

and partner games. Çometirnes for math centers I just have game centers and
that's al1 well do."

Ste~~in
back.
a Most participants talked about the need to %tep back." 1
interpreted this to mean that the adults need to back off to allow natural peer
interactions to take place. Jillian said, ''1 didn't get involved, didn't get invoived
because 1 think there is a point that you have to step back." Donna shared, "You
have to be realiy careful not to be too directive and aliow the kids to try and sort

things out." Rob dexribed, '1 prefer to have the adult sit back a little bit further
and let the kids direct it and relax a liRtle bit more." Later, he twk this idea

further, "But you only find things these things out when you let the other

students lead it. 1 think that's wwhy you have to step back so that they can take
control. But they're aiso not afraid to try things that we think might fail." One

participant mentioned how difficult that 'stepping back" can be for teachers,
perhaps because of their need to control the classmorn dynamics. '1 like to be in
control [iaughter] of the situation. Itrs a teacher type of thing, you know. You
want to make sure everything is going well" (Veronica). Another participant,
Keith, mentioned the structure of the xhool day doesn't allow much connection
time. 'A lot of the school day is pretty structured so there is not huge gaps. 1

mean, 1 see them relate that way when they're lining up to go to gyrn or music."
A few participants mentioned that this 'stepping back' happened naturally

because "You can't be at the students' sides at ail times" (Brenda). These
participants made specific reference to having at half-time TA. For example,

Veronica commented, "She has a half-time aide in the morning. She8swith me

most of the time in the afternoon. Her work is very modifiecl but she wants to be
very much of a part of the class and very much doing what the other children are

doing." Brenda said, "Then, too Tom only has a TA half-time so Cathy was only

there basicatly half-time and the other half of the time he woukl be on his own
and either fundion or do something different than the rest of the class, if he j u a

couldnrt do what the class was doing a t that moment. It was easy for the teacher
to step back because you had to."

Positive mesence. Developing a "positive presence" for the student with
intellectual disabilities was deemed to be important by some participants. A
quote from Keith illustrated this concept:

My purpose there was to keep his presence in the class as high as it can

be and to make sure that the kids have the sense that he's making

progress. I say that because, if those things are at least in place, at least
you've got a chance that spontaneous interactions will take place. So the
idea is not to force people -its sort of just celebrating his successes and
keeping his profile as high as it can be in the classroom without overdoing
it. itJsnot as if we do this al1 the tïme. Just if something meaningful

happens and this was very meaningful. So let's make a deal of this and
the notion of making sure that kids see that he is makng progress and

doing some very good work too. Of course, it's hopefully a positive image
that they have of him. I f they have a positive image, they tend to have

more chance to interact with him. It's kind of a roundabout way of
interacting."
Kurt concurred, "So when 1 get a chance, I will draw praise and positive

attention to him. 1 think that is important." M a n reflected, "How 1 always value
those students that aren't as capable as another student. 1 always give them

recognition and positive reinforcement and the ren of the kids feed off that.
ihey reaiize that I am giving this person respect and they tend to do that too."

Recoanition. The participants were very clear that their informal
recognition, by thanking students, helped to encourage further interaction
between students with intellectual disabilities and their classrnates. Pam
indicated, "1 guess, [long pause] part of it would be to recognize the peer that is

helping. it encourages the other children and just to keep that positive
environment. Then others seem to do it as weli." Jillian remarked, '1 just value
that. Then again 1 always will take the time to say thank you and I think they

appreciate that too, that i'm notiàng." Keith added, "Well, 1 compliment kids,
when they do. I f 1 see them making the slightest sort of effort to..." He
continued with an example, "Bob did something just the other day and 1 came by
and said 'Bob, that was very nice of yod, whatever was that he did. He helped
Jim get something organized. '1 noticed that you just did that on your own. Good

for you. 1 noticed that he really enjoyed working with you because you dont
often get a chance to be with hirn'."
A few participants made reference to the nondisabled peers learning the

intrinsic value of helping and contributing to community. Veronica suggested,
'Also, although it is nice to be recognized, it is also important for children just to

iearn the intrinsic value of helping without getting a reward." Kurt explained:
1 think that ali kids should know that there are more intrinsic rewards

here than material rewards. And I explain that to them. 1 betieve that kids

at an elementary age, nine or ten years old, they can understand that.
They are getting a sense of a good feeling by doing çomething that heips

someone else. And if they actually get a piece of cake or some ice cream

...well thatrs just gravy and people do like to be recognized. 1 dont care if
you are a kid or an adult. I f sornebody does something for you and they
tell you that they appreciate you doing that, it makes a bit of a difierence.

Only two participants made reference to positive reinforcement point systems.
Donna reporteci, "1 have this little treasure box and at the end of the week, the
group that gets the most points gets to go in the treasure box." Kurt shared,
"Yes, at the end of the month, we add up al1 our points and whichever

cooperative team is a quote winner, then they get a small token or small candy
or a pencil or something. 1 tell thern that, 'if you cooperate you are al1 going to
be winnerç'. But 1 know a lot of teachers do that too."
Diversity of the Students with Intellectual Disabilities
One of the main themes that came forth as 1asked these questions about
peers is that the quality and quantity of peer interaction is cehainly influenced by

the diversity of the students with intellectual disabilities themselves. Although
these participants had been selected because they had recently taught students
with intellectual disabilities, some participants made reference to the diversity
within their disability or diagnosis. Veronica asked, "Do you want to me to talk

about specific students because it varies depending on the specific disability?"
Later, she said, ''1 had a student l a 4 year who was autistic/Pervasive
Developmental Disorder and peer interaction was a lot less with him because he
didn't want...didn't desire the interaction." A few participants dexribed peer
interactions with students with special needs that may not have had intellechial
disabilities. For example, Pam dexribed, "1think it... this year with this liffle girl
that 1 have, she is fairly sbong academically and her sight is really what holds
her down."

Pemnality. Some participants talked about the different penonalities of
the students with intellechial disabilities whorn they had taught. Keith
commented, "But they are different pemnalities too. Jim who is a little more low
key and has kind of a srnile about hirn that is just pasted there. Whereas Burt

can be a little more invasive and Mme kids just dont know how to respond to
that." Brenda compared, "Anyway, Tom was more helpless [compared to
George] to the other children. He wasn't afraid to say, '1 dont understand' to one
of the other kids whereas this boy is lem likely to say that. He just doesn't

interact with the other children." Veronica said, "Now she is very affectionate,
she gives a lot of positive feedback. Not al1 disabled kids do that. The one that 1
had last year couldn't care less if he was with the other kids. So he wasn't giving
the same feedback. Therefore 1 do not think that the kids went to the same
effort to approach him."

Verbal abilities. %me participants al- reflected on whether the students'
verbal abilities seem to influence peer interaction. Jillian noted, '1 mean she is
very social on her own and she has the verbal ability. But as far as with Ned it's

quite different because he doeur't have that verbal ability. 1think they find it
more challenging because he doesn't have the verbal ability." Kurt obserwd, '1
would have to say that that would be very, vew difficult for him. Partly because
of his speech...to tell you the truth, in this little boy's case, his speech is not very
clear."

One participant summed up this idea of the diversity of the students with
intellectual disabilities very well. Rob conûibuted, "1think that you really do have
to look upon each and every situation as a unique situation. Sm thinking that if
the student has a lot of particular needs and it does seem like you have a smatl

group of students constantly working with him, maybe that's fine." He continued,
"You have to analyze things and it's probably difierent with every type of
student. 1 think it means different tactia for different kids and you have to
experiment a great deal with them."
Sicrnificance of the Peers
All participants agreed that the peen were signifiant in developing the
social cornpetence of students with intellectual disabilities. Keith explained, "1
want to make sure that they have that opportunity because otherwise you have
a kid in your classroom that has these types of disabilities and wholl be having
just a totally private learning experience." He clarified, "My thought is that the

whole purpose is to integrate that person and them become a part of the
community as much as possible. ûtherwise there is no point. He would be there
in body only." Rob commented, "1 would talk to the rest of the class and 1 would

be saying 'Well, you know, it's time to be quiet or whatever' and whenever they

were quiet, she starteci to become quiet.

Ço

she leamed that really well and 1

have a feeling we couldnlt have taught her that without her k i n g in the
classroom." He pointed out, T h a t behaviour disappeared in the regular
classroom and it really didnlt feel it came from the adults. 1 feel it came from the

milieu of the classrwm itself." Veronica summarized, "She has made tremendous
progress over the years. I think sorne of that has to be attributed to the peers."
Some participants referred to how much the students with intellechial

disabilities wanted to be interadng with their peers. Allian said, "1 think too
some of it is wanting to belong and wanting to have friends and have that
interaction. Like it is great working with the teacher or TA but to be able to work
with a partner; have d o independence without a teacher or TA involved, is a
neat experience." Keith gave examples, "In fact, he often refers to the kids in my
classroom as 'his kidsf or 'my kids', 'Da 1 get to work with my kids?', 'Cm I go
with my kids?' and that sort of thing. For him, 1think that is of paramount
importance."
Most participants indicated that sometimes the peen had more success
with the students with intellectual disabilities than they did. Rob shared,
"Sometimes she was hesitant to work for us but not for her peers. At the
beginning we found out more when the kids would try a few things. This student
probably just refused to work for us." Jillian said, "Well it is the peers who will

have the most success working with these kids in xhool. Because an adult can
only have so much and can only do so much, but it is what happens throughout
the day, or when you are not there. It's what happens outside of school when
you're not there, that is important." She went on, "In my class if 1 would like to
sit down with the student and read, she can be way off f m s and tqting to watch
what everyone else's doing. But if 1have another student from the claa read

with her, she is completely diligent and focused." Keith added, "If he can go play
a game with one of his friends for a little while then what we saw for the fast
hour where he just doesn't want to focus, then suddenly with a peer he will
focus right in." Veronica reported, "There have k e n a couple of times when she
was sad about something and 1 had talked to her and really didn't get anywhere.
It wasnt anything serious and then a child went over and got her to get up and

got her laughing." Rob explained, "A lot of times the peers a n get the child to
do things that we can Y. I've seen a couple of times in the classroorn; for

example, I've had one mident having a tantrum. Two adults are having a
difficult time with the girl." He continued, "Then one of the girls, a very kind girl
walked up and said, 'Would you get up? They're asking you to get up.' The

mident got up and walked right in the middle of the tantrum. I think kids react

to their own pers very well."
A few participants projected more long-range significance when they

acknowledged that it was the peers who the students with intellectual disabilities

would be living and perhaps working with and interacting with in the future.
"That's what life is going to be. Tom is not going to go and live with Mrs. Abrams
[chuckles]. He is going to live with people who are going to be his own age and
he's going to work with people that are his own age and interact with people his
own age" (Brenda).
Diversity of the Nondisabled Peers

One theme that was consistentiy emphasized by al1 participants
throughout the intewiews was the diversity of pers. Jillian reported, "Depending
on the student again. Some kids will süll answer in short sentences when the
student is trying to make conversation. They hesitate to become verbally
engaged with the student. Othen will take the tirne to say 'Hey great work' or
'What are you working on now?' They will give them that bit of reinforcement
that they're looking for." Donna shared, "So basically we have certain students
who do not want to be a part of that at all."
Personality of nondisabled peers. First of all, the teachers talked about the
different personalities of the nondisabled pers. Pam observed, "You just have

some they're just more that nurturing or kind of caregivers even though they're
just tiny. That's the way they are. They have wonderful personalities. Maybe
they're going to be a nurse or something like that." Keith reflected, "It wouldn't
have anything to do with 3im. It would have to do with their own personality. So
the quality of those interactions might vary." "With al1 the different personalities,
some children will have temper tantnims; some children will throw things, say

things. You get a lot of different things and you just have to work through those"
(Pam). Kurt describecl, "There are some people who, individuals that have more

of the caring desire to work with the student with intelledual disabilities. They
have maybe more of the compassionate side?" Pam cautioned, '1 think what you
really have to do is just watch carefully because a lot of damage c m be done, if
you get the wrong personality helping the disabled. So you really have to

observe carefully. You have to be kind of Lvith it'. 1think that is very important
and again depending on the mix in your classroom and what you have to work
with."
Fender of nondisabled peers. Most participants indicated that the gender

of the nondisabled p e r s makes a difference in the quantity and quality of social
interaction that takes place. Veronica said, "The girls in my room are wonderful
with Wanda, but she has 14 mothers." Keith confirmeci, "There have always
been a group of kids that rally around him and look after him and are his friends,
sort of mother him, because a lot of them are girls." Rob explained, "What 1tend

to find, first of all, is the first students to interad with the disabled students
would be the girls. That's the first thing that surprises-well it doesn't surprise
me, itfs the first aiing that happas." He also said, "1 think they are usually

sympathetic [said with hesitation] and empathetic for the most part. They are...
they still feel like they should be trying to do something. The girls, more than the

boys, 1 think, it is a time when it is definitely changing." Kurt referred to some
negative interactions, Vhey realize that they are different and do not want to be
labeled the same. Again, that is only a few, 1 think. It tends to be the boys and it
tends to be the ones that want to be the cool ones in the class. A little bit."
Aae of nondisabled peers. Most participants also postulated that the age
of the peen makes a difference. There was a concem that peer interaction and

acceptance would decrease as the students got older. Brenda proposed, "1think

as they get older too, other than these kids that simply are that kind of

empathetic kind of person, he's going to be left more and more behind because
emotionally and sxially he's just, at a different level as they get further and
further into adolescence." 3illian remarked, "I'm not sure if this is going to go
beyond this year. 1 think that they will know that this is Susie and they will look

.

out for her. But as junior high and everything cornes in and they go back to the
egocentrism. I'm hoping but... she goes over with a strong support system."
Veronica reported, "But 1have to say, watching him as the years have gone on
the kids have not ...they seem to not to be as accepting of him as much as they
were when they were younger. He's having a lot of social problems this year.
He's in grade five now. But 1 think back and those kids were really good with him
when they were in grade 3." Keith suggested, "As he gets older, 1won't be
surprised if, you know, he will become l e s cute, to be blunt. He will probably
meet a lime more social ostracism for that very reason." He continued, "%me of

the things that in grade 1or 2 or 3 are kind of cute, by the time you're in grade
7 and 8, they are not cute in anyway. People will probably tend to just leave him
by himself and there will have to be more of an artificial social group around him,

whether that is the p e r s or adults." Keith also said, "So maybe that is a natural
check on a twisty... 1 mean, that just can't go on. That's not a natural sort of

thing. As kids go on in age, 1 think that just drops off. 1 doubt very much
whether a kid in grade five is going to help Jim with his zipper." One participant
offered some insight into this 'age phenornena'. Rob observed:

1 think its sort of the grade two/three age; they tend to think that

everybody is their fkiend. But as they get into the upper elementary, they
start wanting to separate themselves from certain people. They realize

that they're different and they want some separation and sometimes they
are not as keen to be grouped with other people. There definitely is more
separation with kids as they get a littie bit older." ...1think that they are
looking for people who are the same as them, first of all. 1 think that is

just the...1think that is just the conceptual leap that kids go through at a
certain point. 1 think they start realizing that not everybody is the same. 1
think that if you looked there is the different rivalries that corne up.
Around grade S/6 you start having lime fractions about who is in the 'in
group' and who is 'out'. And that's just part of. ..
think,
I they're looking for
people tw that are sirnilar to themselves.
Rob goes on to explain that his experiences in junior high showed that, "The

students were very eager to work with the disabled students...even though there
was an even bigger difference in abilities by that point." He offered insight,
"There are some who have become aware, it is a little more like that junior high
type of thinking and it is probably more of the threat at this age, that it is as they

get older. As they get older, they realize that they are different and they are not
afraid of the differences. They realize that just by k i n g beside them, they will
not be considered the same." He further explains that they see their role as

different and so, "1 think that it is different integrating students with older kids as
compared to the younger kids for just that reason."
Social status of nondisabled peers. Some participants also suggested that
the social status of the nondisabled peen may influence the acceptance of the
student with intellectual disabilities. For example, if "cool or populat" students
interact with students with intelledual disabilities, it may encourage other peen
to interact as well. Rob explained, The number of interactions and which
interactions will increase, if the ring leader or the more cool petson decides that
it's ail right thing to do. If she makes the effort and it's mt of says to the rest of

the students that it's al1 right." He clarified, "There is süll that bit of a pecking
order. There are still the people that will follow. At the same time, it is usually
the kind hearted, quiet ones that make the first gestures. It will work well if you
can get certain students on board. I have to admit." Brenda gave an example,

"Jeremy was the kind of boy who was very pivotal. Unfortunately he moved
away, that he was vew pivotal because he was a cool [with emphasis] kid in
class. Partly because of his mother and because of his personal makeup, he was

a very empathetic person." She continued, 'He was more likely to try to be kind
to Tom and include him in things... So when he left, 1 think that changed the
some of the dynamics of the boys, not with some of the girls, but some of the
boys." Donna cornmentecl, "Just someone who wean the right clothing, or says
the right things, and the ones that the kids seem to admire. Sort of the popular
kids, 1 suppose. I think those are the ones that have more influence on the other

kids." She utilized that, "So 1would choose them to read with, like my little CAP
guy who cornes in, 1 would choose one of them to read first. You know, if they
put up their hands, 1 go 'You're it.' Right away, it establishes that this is a good
thing to do."
A few participants warned that some students are "cool" for the wrong

reasons, but that, "Often some of the more popular kids who have a whole plate
of personal skills that end up k i n g the kids who want to do that anyway"
(Keith). Kurt suggested, "First of all, 1 would take anybody, whether they were a
cool kid or an u n c d kid as a helper, if they showed that innate desire to help.
That would be their first criteria."
One participant, Donna alluded to cultural diversity infiuencing the amount
of socialization that occurs with the student with an intellectual disability. "There
might be a cultural component in it as well. There are certain students who do
not want to be a part... they do not want these students in their class and they
really have to be encouraged and taught that they're okay, you know." She
continued, "But I think may be in other countries, it is not as accepted to have
the students working side-by-side."

Peer Utilitarian S u ~ ~ oRoles
rt
When participants characterized nondisaMd peer interactions wiai the
student with intellectual disabilities, the role that was most common was
"helpingf' in a variety of ways. Rob was particularly forthright when he said:

It will start because they feel that they have to lend Mme help most of

the time. Most of the interaction cornes down to the disabled student's
needs. If he's crying out on the playground or is having difficulty putting
something on. So it always tends to come down to where they are trying
to help out with a need. It doesn't come as often just because they want

to walk up and say hello. 1think one of the things that we still have is this

- they still see themselves as helpers, espedally if you have developed
that. They don't see themselves still as friends and someone whom they
can interact with. 1 think those things...they don't happen spontaneously.

There might be a 'hello' out on the playground but interaction doesn't
often go beyond that.
As 1 examined the participants' explanations of these helping interactions, 1
began to notice that some of these helping roles may be helping the teacher or

the classroom function more than helping the student with intellectual disabilities

develop their social competence. 1 decided to group these roles and cal1 them
"peer utilitarian support roles."

Caretakinq. The fine of these roles that support classroom funcüoning was
a caretaking role. Nondisabled peen were dexribed as rnaking sure that the
student with intellectual disabilities was in the correct location. Pam explained,
"So we had to have certain little helpers that would just keep an eye out to make

sure that she was in the right place, that she is not right beside the bus." She
later said, "We have to leave the room to go to music, or gym, or library. That's

when the real helpers come to help her or get ready so we can al1 leave
together." Veronica added, "Shell get up and wander off. You have to watch
her."
Nondisabled pers were described as making sure that the student with
intelledual disabilities was dressed appropriately. Keith rernarked, "They will help
hirn with his clothing because getting his...the sleeves are always inside out and
mittens and things are backwards, boots are upside down. He will try to jam his
foot in the wrong boot. So, of course is zipping zippers is still a problem with
him. That's another daily occurrence where the kids just automatically do it."
Pam explained, 18Theymake sure that she puts her shoes on and that she has

her jacket or a sweater if it is cold out." Kurt shared, "Someone to help him
change. This child has had some difficulty in the p s t , before the circle, of
changing. Taking off his street clothes and getting into his gym clothes can be
for some kids a lime bit stressful. Yes it cm. So that has k e n a big help."
Nondisabled pers were dexribed as making sure that the student with
intellectual disabilities was "okay" physicatly and emotionally. Donna commented,
'But we have other students who really like to jump in and actually will even

seek someone if something happened on the playground. They will come to me
and reporL or they will be looking in the classroom to make sure that everyone
else is kind to them and everything else." Veronica shared, "You know, if
everything is going fine, they kind of leave her just to corne back with the class.
I f there are problems, they will be there for her. If she is hurt or upset about

something, they will hang back and look out for her." Brenda indicated, "And if
hefs hurt on the playground, she will come and get her teacher, or she brings
hirn in."
Jillian had the opportunity to dexribe interactions that occurred at camp
and really emphasized this caretaking role. "Even at camp it was kind of neat too
because they would take ownership and do the personfs hair in the moming. And
make sure that the teeth were brushed, haïr combed, face washed."
Tutoring. Another utilitarian role of the nondisabled peers was tutoring the
as tutoring in a
mident with intellectual disabilities. P e r s were de~~ribed
number of academic areas. Brenda shared, "So...uh ...shefs the one who likes to

take on the role of the teacher. It gives her the opportunity then to teach
someone who may be isn't quite as, you know, skilled as she is [chuciûes]."
Donna reported, "This one little girl and 1 said to her, 'You are a born teacher.' I
just looked over and there she was getting him organized, getting him set up,

showing him where to write and coming up to the board and pointing at the
board." She continued, "It wasn't this assignment; this one was too hard for him.
There was another thing that we were doing. She was showing him exactly
where to write and 1 caught this out of the corner of my eye. It was just a
delight, so wonderful to see #atmwVeronica noted, "Sometimes some of them

will sit and help, like sit beside Wanda and help her with her work. Her work is
very. very simple - just basic cutting and she does a few letters, a few

numben." Brenda remarked, "If he couldnft understand some thing on his paper,

and his paraprofessional was someplace else, then she would take it upon

henelf to read it to him, to work with him." Jillian commented, "They will read
with her, help get her work done, or whenever this mident cornes up and wants
to ask me a quesüon for clarification, these kids will always ask, '1s there

something that we can help you with?"
Some teachers perceived that the nondisabled p e r s were knowledgeable
with respect to the academic level of the student with intellectual disabilities and
strategies that might work with him or her. Jillian considered, '1 guess they hear

and see what they are doing and what goes on. Often

...so Susiels

level, like in

math, because they know exadly what shels working on. I n spelling, they know
her words because 1 do it at the same time and so they know what she is

working on there as well. " She added, They know a few strategies of their own
to get Ned to perform. They know the jelly beans will work and 'Can 1 have a
piece of paper to write this down?"

Peers also were dexribed as redirecting students with intellectual
disabilities and reminding them of classroom expectations by most of the
participants. Brenda explained, "Reminding him that, you know, of the classroom
rules when he needed rerninding. You can do that Tom. Remember that this is

how we do things or that sort of thing." Pam observed, "Sometimes even if 1 ask

her to do something and she really doesn't want to do it the way 1want her to,
shell kind of her do it her own way. One of the kids in the group will often

redired her to do it this way and then say, 'Here use my erasef. She will take it
and use it herself."
Some participants alluded to the challenges that may occur when you

assign young students tutoring tasks. Kurt cautioned, "So, that is a danger too,
especially if you working with nine or ten year olds. Because they dont know.
'When do I back off and let Jimmy do a question? Where do 1 ask Jimmy do you

understand? Can you give me an example?' All of those things that a teacher
would do naturally to test for understanding." Keith expressed, "They are not
compromising or one is helping in a manner mat is not helpful to the other

.

student. That would be a typical kind of interaction. We are dealing with 8 year
old children, I'm dealing with eight year old kids so al1 of these [hesitation]

helpful attempts may not always be helpful." Brenda remarked, "l'hey havent
got that...they're still kids. So maybe they haven't learned the fine arts of just

sort of giving him a due or prompting him rather than helping him. They are

more willing to just sort of step in and do it for him. You know."
A few participants indicated that the students with intellectual disabilities

would prefer to be tutored by the nondisabled peers. 3illian made this point quite
clearly when she said; "It's getüng to the point in social studies and science,
where she doesn't want my involvement She prefers to work with the kids. She
tells me straight-faced (chuckles) '1 can do it' or 'So and so is helping me'. Or
she'll suggest, 'Can so and so come and work with me?'. She doesn't want me
anymore [chuckles]."

Providino information. A third utilitarian role of the nondisabled p e r s was
providing information to the teacher. They provided information about what was
"normal" or how the student managed the previous year. For example, Keith
noted, ''1 would ask them, 'WouM Jirn usually do this or be a part of this?' 1
would ask for the kids' advice. 'How many of you were with Jim last year? What
would happen last year? Or what did you guys do? What would he normally do?"
He clarified, "That would be, if it wasn't going to put Jim on the spot.

...It wasnft

a threatening type of issue and 1 needed to know fast. It was as much a sort of
pragmatic issue for me as it was having them feel like they are participating in
his presence in the dasuoom, or in his care, or that they have input." He added,
"There was that part and, philosophically, 1 would ask a question like that

because 1 want to have kids to have this sense that they do have input. The
other part of it was purely pragmatic."
The peers provided evaluative information comparing students with
inteltedual disabilities current performance to their performance in previous
years. Pam describeci, "She read... she has to focus on every single word and she
is just reading word for word. Shefs not putting infiection but she's corne a long

way. The peers were commenting on that, the ones that had seen her last year
and even some of the children that live on the same Street as her." She added,
"They have commented on things in the gym, things that she's doing now #at

she wasnft doing last year. It is positive." She also said, "They have commented
on how she was getting dressed faster. They will say, 'Bethel, you're doing a lot

better than last yeaf and that kind of thing." Rob mentioned, "Sornetimes they
are surprised by what he has leamt even though the mathematics that he's
doing. For example, numbers 1to 10,I can tell by the c h e r and they are
surprised by his answers because he has worked so hard this year on them."

Later, Rob reflected, "When students do see other midents for a period of time,

1 have had midents mention that they can do this now where they couldnft do it
before. 1 have had students say to me ...1 had peer helpen corning down to help
me in rny gym dass...1 remernber having cornments that he couldn't do this last

year."
Suwesting ideas or strateaies. A fourth utilitarian role that emerged was
suggesting ideas or strategies that could be tried with the student with
intellectual disabilities. Rob proposed, 'men a kid, in there as a helper, will
suggest something that you think is totally impossible. Let them do it. Because
very often it works and we can very often underestimate what kids can do? So
maybe let them try those things." He gave an example, "But they went down
and started rolling the bail and found that she would stay on her feet for a very
long time and she was understanding the game a lot better than we thought.

And so she could roll the bal1 and she knew whom she was supposed to roll it to
after while and so she understood it as a game." Pam observed, "She will draw,
sketch and then when she colours she cannot see the lines that she's gone over

and really kind of ruins her beautiful drawing. Yet she wants to colour it and the
peer will see the drawing and say, 'Why dont you go over the lines with a dark

crayon and then you would see it x, that you could color the inside?' So they
offered a strategy." Keith commented, "My first response would be ...there are
lots of times that 1 say to kids, 'I've never thought of that. We should try that'.

...That's not uncommon thing for me to say in the classroom. 'That's an
interesting idea. We should try that' or '1 never thought of it that way. Why dont
you try it?"Jillian voiced, "But 1also let them know, at the beginning of the year
that sometimes 1can't explain it as well as some else a n . '1 have exhausted my
mode of possibilities of explaining something so, if someone else has a better
way, please help me out' [chuckles]."
Peer Social S u ~ mRoles
t

Some peer interactions described by the most of the teachers detailed the

social support roles that nondisabled p e r s played for students with intellechial
disabilities.

Includinq. The first of these social support roles, including, was by far the
most frequently dexribed. The nondisabled p e r s of the students with
intelledual disabilities helped to include them in a variety of ways. Keith
eloquently described how pers try to ensure that everyone gets an equal
experience, 'If he is with them making sure that he is getting whatever they're
getting, that he is doing whatever they're doing. Almost like a little 'Well l m

hasn't ...it's Jirn turn' making sure that he has the exact same experience as the
others." Jillian dexribed how the pers included a nonverbal student with
intelledual disabilities, "When Ned cornes to ciass and he might be staring at me

and trying to get my attention, the kids will tell me that he is staring me and

make me cue in, 'He wants your attention8*"Veronica reported, "They include her

in a lot without me having to ask them, without me giving them little hints to
include her. They just naturally include her and 1think that speaks volumes of
their personality." Jillian shared, "Even in art, there's always a certain group of
girls that she will approach and they are more than welcoming. They ask her
questions and tv to include her in the conversation." Nondisabled peers often
include the students with intellectual disabilities when they are forming groups.
For example, Jillian commented, "Whenever we have been to make groups, one
of the most popular girls in my class said on her own 'We71 take Ned. We've got
him.' [in an enthusiasüc, girlish voice] It was like, she is putüng her stamp, and
that was acceptable and he is going to be a part of their group."
Teachen most frequently dexribed this role of including in conjunction
with recess, especially indoar recess. The nondisabled peers included the

students with intellectual disabilities by asking them to join their activities. Keith
observed, "There are a number of kids, and even some of the boys who are just

looking out for Jim. 'Jim do you want to come?' or 'We cant forget Jim' or
statements like that. Even at indoor recess, several of thern will always just grab
him and 'Corne on you're playing with us'." Veronica noted, "But 1 notice in the
classroom, if it is indoor mess or things Iike that. But they will, not all the time,
but often they will say, 'Wanda you can come and do this with us'." Jillian
expressed, "There are also garnes and 1noticed on the field too. Often the child

with challenges will be on the fkinge. I've achrally witnesed kids saying 'Well,
no. Give so and so the bal1 so that they have a chance'.' The following quote
from Keith depicted the essence of this including role:

They will be outside playing any number of games. Same thing with
indoor recess. So during those unsbuctured times she is almost always
one of thern and there are probably at feast four kids that regularly... they
range from periodically do it, to occasionally, to regularly that choose him
and invite him. 'Come on 3im. Would you like to do ois? We're going to
play this.' The kids will go through kind of a list 'Do you want to do mis
Jim? No. How about this? No. This? Yes'. A number of kids will, we're
talking the unstructurecl time, they will initiate that and very often they
will pick something that they are appointed to and they just drag him into
it 'Corne on Jim, you're playing with us.' or 'What would you like to do,

Jim?' He would not initiate and say, 'Let's do this'.
Acceptinq. Another important social support role dexribed by most of the
teachers was accepting the student with intellectual disabilities. This accepting
role was more of a prevalent attitude towards the students with intellectual
disabilities. Donna reflected, "There are certain ones that go and rnake him feel
as welcome as they can. He is really accepted here." Brenda shared, "Of course
we encouraged that too, of course we encouraged acceptance of Tom in the

classroom. He came that way so it was easy to sort of fit that...keep that going,
that atmosphere going. Plus the type of class that he was in, was the kind of

class it was just accepting of special needs." She postulateci, "Maybe because

Tom had k e n there and he had Cathy [teaching assistant] that whole time and
they really liked her so it was just like they were a part of the classroom. They

were just an entity ...they belonged in the classroom. So that's how things were."
3illian concurred, "This year, it is a completely difierent child out there on the

field, doing the grade six games and completely accepted." She also said,
"Overall, I'm really, really pleased at the acceptance of the student."
One participant, Donna, mentioned how this acceptance by the p e r s
made the student with intellectwl disabilities want to develop their social

cornpetence. "But 1think generally, if they feel...as long as the kids are feeling
accepted in the group, they want to be part of the group and they seem to want

to work harder to be a part of the group."

Modelinq. A third social support role that al1 participants dexribed was the
modeling that the nondisabled p e r s did. Pam reported, "This year, other than
that one person that 1 have, 1see it vety good or ...1 see excellent modeling,

modeling academically, social modeling, like with academics, organizational;
helping this person be organized within their desk; work habits. But 1 see very

good rnodeling with the people that 1 have this year." Veronica remarked, "Even
though she has mental delays, you c m sometimes tell that she l o o k at other
kids to see what they are doing and whavs appropriate. 1 think she has learned a
lot of appropriate behaviour from being with her nondisabled peers." She went

on to consider, "Sometimes 1question it, if the education she is getüng is the

best one for her disability because bying to teach her to talk, getting her the

things that she needs, I'm not sure that she's getüng it ail of those things sitting
in a grade three classroom. But from the social perspecüve, definitely having
nondisabled role models has k e n excellent for her." Rob reflected, '1 think that
what has happened over a pend of time, the disabled students get to see, first
of all, what is acceptable. For one of the students that 1have this year; you

would think that she is not very observant about what's going on. The one thing
that has definitely happened is she fits in better because she does the more
socially acceptable things now." He continued, "1 think she has just learned that
certain behaviours cannot happen in the classroom. 1can honestly say that I
have never seen any student's behaviour get worse because of the classroom
that they are in. The disabled student's behaviour always has gotten better."
Rob continues and points out the reciprocal effect that the modeling has
on the social cornpetence of the student with intellectual disabilities, which then
in turn, influences the level of acceptance that pers have. "It is benefiting their

lives for a twofold reason. The other is that they are more willing to be accepted
too."

Beina friendly. The fourth social support role of the nondisabled peen was
being friendly and kind. Brenda suggested, "1 think they were trying to be nice to
Tom because ihey did honestly like him." Donna expressed, "It's hard to sort of,
you know, there is not an equal...it is very difficult for an actual friendship to
develop where it is a not an equal kind of partnenhip. 1think, but there have

been nice relationships happen. Where students have just genuinely liked each
other." Two participants did dexribe the relationship between a student with
intellectual disability and a nondisabled peer as k i n g friends. Interestingly, both
of these friendships occuned behnreen a male student with intellectual disabilities
and a female nondisabled peer. Keith reported, "With Jim. I'd say that with Kim,
the two of them consider each other fnends. I n fact 1 have often heard her say
'Jim is my'.. .Ifve heard her use the phrase 'my friend.' At m e s s she goes to Jim
first. That's her first choice of someone to play with." Rob observed, 'It seems to

take an excluded student to maybe bring that ftiendship about. There is quite a

difference in their ability but the connection is there. It is for the emotional
reasons though, and so 1 think they are providing something for each other." He

punued this idea, *StiIl they are not alone and she will help him out but it she

may not realize that she is k i n g helped too. She has this concern which is
being looked after by she has this companion. Again that may be a more rare
situation. 1 dont know but it's worked well for those two students."
Most of the participants in this study discriminated between k i n g friendly

and kind and having true friends. They are "friends" if there are things going on
outside of school. Their perspective was quite distinct as illustratecl in the
cornparisons embedded in the following quotes. "1 guess it al1 depends on what
you mean by friendships. Iwould say there's a [hesitation] certain degree of
friendship and companionship between the nondisabled and the disabled child. 1
guess the true test would be if there was outside things going on" (Kurt). Brenda

agreed, 'In school, yes friendships develop, but 1 canrt say that these always
translate to outside of school." 3illian clarifieci, "Yeah, like 1 think in science when

she got picked, they are realizing that she is a fun person to be around. 1 know
that some people have gone skating, gone over to her house, gone to Ice
Capades, or wherever with her. So she is making the phone calls and kids are

saying yes."

Some participants made reference to birthday parties when answering my
question about friendships beginning to develop. Veronica remarked, "1 think
when you're taiking about friendships, 1think about friendships as calling that
person outside of school and inviting them to your birthday party, things like

that." Keith pointed out, T h a t is not to say that every receS... C s not like two
best friends, where the recess bel1 goes and they just gravitate to each other,
both running for the other. But occasionally Jim will look for Kim. Now with this
whole friendship thing, it's interesting, that yesterday we just handed out...he's
having his very first birthday party. He has never had his own birthday party
before."
Parents influence outside friendshi~s.A few participants referred to the

difference that the parents of the student with intellechial disabilities made in
allowing these friendships to occur and encouraging outside school activities and
thereby increasing their childrs social cornpetence. Veronica reported, "You know
what, the 2 kids that 1think of that have special needs that do the best in social
area have very actively involved parents getting them out there, doing things

outside of school. Whereas a lot of special needs kids dont do a lot and 1think
that the more or they get out and do things in the community, the better off
they are." She also clarified that a true friendship between a student with
intellectual disabilities and a nondisabled peer had grown because "1 think their
mothers were friends and that made a difference." Brenda contrasteci that
perspective with, "Plus 1 think Tom's parents, Mom in particular was very
protedive of hirn and she would often not allow hirn to do things even if we
were... Like if we had a dance experience, she wouldnt want hirn to corne. She

didn't want hirn to be part of some o f these social situations." She continued, ''1

think I was mentioning just, that one boy who really did try to include him and
the Mom talked to the other Mom. She would allow him to corne with hirn but
they had to have hirn home in a certain hour and they made it very difficult for
hirn to really be a friend to somebody else. Even when they did try to reach out
to hirn."
Clarifvinq. Another social support role that was mentioned by a few
participants was nondisabled p e r s clarifying expectations for students with
intellectual disabilities, as well as the students' language and behaviour for
others. Keith illustrated, "You see there was some confusion about who he was

asking or was asking hirn and Jm was confused with something that 1 can't
recall. What 1 do recall is that Kim spontaneously intervened and clarified or
restated whatever the h i n g was from across the rmrn 'Jim, it means this, 3im.
Blah blah blah blah blah'." Veronica commented, 'But 1 knew she wouldn't be

understood so she and another girl did hen [a poem] together. They did a really
nice job and this little girl was so good with her." She continued, "1 sent them off
to pradice and they came up with this, r o t Wanda, but the other girl came up
with that they said it together. Then the words that Wanda said really cleariy,
she would just back off and not say them at all. But it was so wonderful; it was

just wonderful. They did such a good job!" Jillian obsewed, "They know what
level the person is working at and they just sort of...even 1can tell just by the
way they speak to her sometimes. It is not in order to be unkind or cruel. 1 think
they realize that if they talk this way he or she will be able to understand me
compared to using a different tone or set of vocabulary."
Encouraainq. The nondisabled p e r s also took on the role of encouraging
students with intellectual disabilities. Jillian expressed, "It is incredible to see the
kids and just to see how happy both [with enthusiasm] become. Like when you
witness them playing a game together, and automatically the kids will scale
down the garne, to make it easier for the challenged mident. They can make it
so they're playing at her level and encouraging her." Later she said, 'In the one

art acüvity, where the kids were working on mosaics and Susie was working with

them and the girls just burst into song and started singing. Susie knew the
words. And so she had started singing and the girls al1 said, 'Yes, Susie sing with
us'.

Ço she was

right in there like a dirty shirt and singing with them and what

not." Sornetimes the pers encouraged through the use of praise. For exarnple,
Brenda explained, "Also encouraging him when he does things right. Saying

'That's really good Tom' or '1 really like your picture. You drew something other

than a lollipop' or something like that." Allian shared, "In art class, without rny
supervision they will say, 'Do you need this or Do you want that? That's really
good. You're really trying'." Sometimes the p e r s encouraged the student with
intellectual disabilities to cwperate. Rob reported, "The other kids now take on
responsibility and go out into the hallway and can coax her back in a lot easier
than 1 can. Because she is willing to listen to her friends." Veronica confirmeci,
"There have k e n a couple of times when she was sad about something and I
had talked to her and really didn't get anywhere. It wasn't anything serious and
then a child went over and got her to get up and got her laughing."
Ionorinq. Two pamcipants mentioned ignoring. This could be considered a
role for the non-disabled p e r s because of the need to sometimes ignore
inappropriate social behaviour. Keith reflected, "Well 1think very often, they just
sort of ignore it and they carry on with their tasks and they let them sort of play

or if it got really bad they might come to me." Rllian said, '1 always let her do it
on her own because she's going to have to learn how to do this, to approach a
group. A t the beginning of the year, they would say, 'So and so is sittïng here' or

not even annnrer, just ignore her." She clarified, "So 1 can see that they are
uncornfortable with it still. But in the same token, they are never rude. Like they
still will take the time to answer the questions or what not. So she is never just
being ignored."

Contrasted against this ignoring role would be the negative attention
given by the peers. Sorne participants felt that it was important to ensure that
peer interaction

is happening to prevent the student with intellectual disabilities

from seeking negative attention. Rob explained, "She did many inappropriate
things. She was trying to get people's attention. I think what it was -she wanted
the attention of the other students. The attention that she got was the negative

attention." Jillian voiced, "Now it is much more appropriate because she is
getting the daily socialization that she is craving and does not have to dig it out
for herself."
Provokinq. A final social support role of the nondisabled p e r s seemed to
be provoking the student with intellectual disabilities. Dealing with provocation is
a natural interaction within the elementary xhool setting. Nondisabled p e r s
provided the opportunity to develop this social cornpetence for the student with
intellectual disabilities. Brenda reportecl, "Last year she was really leading hirn
down the garden path. She would lead him out of the playground area, and she
would run back into the playground and say, 'Tom is outside the playground'
[chuckles]." Pam furthered this idea of provoking, "It just so happens that the
lime IRT [Integration Resource Teacher] student was with this boy who was
having some social problems and she can see maybe two feet in front of her. He
was actually playing cat and mouse with her. She could see the shadow and he
was going around the table and she would kind of tum towards him and he
would go back away." Some participants made reference to teasing and name

calling but stated that they are unaware of it happening to the student with
intellectual disabilities. Rob offered some insight into this aspect, "Not too often
will you find students that will be mean from the regular population. But
sometimes too, when they're frightened or they don't understand it, or it's just a
weaker link to tease. It happens fairly rarely, but it does happen. 1 think over all,
what they tend to do, is they stay away from those students. Ço you really don't

have to be as concemed about that." Brenda echoed this idea, "We werenft

going to accept anybody, because there were a couple of new kids in the room
that could easily have fallen into the role of harassing Tom or making him the
brunt of al1 the jokes or that sort of thing. That just didn't happen because the
other kids that were around him wouldn't accept it either."
Benefits to the Peers
When asked directly about benefits and throughout these interviews, the
participants dexribed several benefits to the nondisabled p e r s from interacting
with students with intellectual disabilities. These benefits included their
enjoyment of activities, learning about community membership, having more
opportunities to experience giving, and increased opportunities to enhance their
social cornpetence.
Enïovment. One role that benefited the nondisabled p e r s was the
enjoyment that they get from interaction with the student with intellechial
disability. Some participants describeci broad enjoyment, like smiling. "The kids
just smile when they see him getting excited about doing sornething or what not.

1 think it is just a great experience for everybody" (Jillian). Rob added, "At the

same time they find out that it's fun to interact as a group. They get to know

each other and they build a particular dynamic. 1think they look forward to that
interaction as their group."
Most participants rnentioned the fun adivities that the peers enjoyed
because of the arrangements for peer interaction. Kurt explained, "They get
something that the non-circle kids in the class dont get. They get the spedal
time when they go rnake cooicies or play Twister or sorne of the other fun things
that might be involved. 1 think they like that." Brenda shared, "Oh they loved it
[referring to cooking in the staffroom]. They abçdutely loved it and of course,
um... it wasn't just that they got to go and cook with Tom and they got out of

some work, but they got to eat [chuckles] What more do you want? [more
laughter]." Veronica reporteci, "Like once a week, a craft where every child in the

room went and had a turn to do a speciai craft with this child. We did a lot of
cooking. Just to set up those social situations where they are doing something
that the kids really [emphasized] wanted to be there to do it and that that child
is the focus, kind of."

Some participants referred to the enjoyment that peers derive from
getting out of academic work. Rob comrnented, "You see it first of al1 as a fun
thing to do, 'I'm getting out of class work'." Donna shared,

"Ço

1 have some

students in my room, achially just about al1 of them, because for them it's also a
little bit of a break [a iittie chuckle]." Veronica voiced, "They are al1 veiy willing

and very keen to take a break and go on the computer or the listening station
with Wanda or read with Wanda."
Becornina community members. Having a student with intellectual
disabilities in the classroom provided more opporhmities for the nondisabled
peen to learn about their role as a community member. Jillian remarked, "1
appreciate to see thern al1 working together and being kind to each other and
helping each other leam and so it is not just directed at the midents who have
special needs. 1 think the most important thing that 1do is build a community in
the classroom." Veronica said, "Just building that a sense of k i n g part of a
community. As you get older, it branches out into volunteerism and things like
that."
Some participants drew cornparisons to the larger community. Keith
explained, "TGme, it can't help but instill understanding for kids, exposure, and
acceptance. You know, that's not to say that it just happens automatically. But
over a space in time when those kids are just a part of what is happening in the
reguiar classroom, there is more opportunity for just norrnalization and the fact
that this is the fabric of Society al1 over the place...is that way." Rob expressed,
"So 1 think they're really huge benefits and society in the dassroorn is like the

society that they're going to live in after a while. For that reaxxi, it is a
worthwhile situation, to learn to accept al1 people."
The nondisabled p e r s also become more aware of diversity within their

classroom community, with the assurnption that they would correlate to the

larger community. Donna shared, '1 think the biggest one is to realize that there
are other people in the worid...that we are not al1 the same and also I think it

helps people to be less fearful of things and other people that are different." She
continued, "1 think that people who have not been exposed to children like that
are fearful. If they are fearful, they will not be encouraged to interad in any

way. But when you realize that they are people as well and they can play and do

a lot of things with them and you know...." Brenda's perspective was, "1 think
that, to realize that there are differences and that differences can be positive. 1

mean, maybe Tom isn't going to have a...he might have to be a sheltered
environment or in a group home or 1 dont know. That remains to be seen." She
summarized, "Just to understand that, there are people like that and they are
valuable. And that they do aie best that they can do." Keith reflected, "1think
that ... even having them experience that diversity comes in many forms. 1 know

our culture seems to promote the diversity of ethnics but there is that whole
intellectual diversity as well." He added, "1 think you know, although this is
slightly different, but in some respects, as social acceptance kind of moves out
which... fewer barriers between ethnicity that one of the areas that still has
maintained sort of the social ostracism is issues related to mental health."
Along with this increased awareness of diversity, the nondisabled p e r s
also benefited from obsewing the ways in which midents with intellechial
disabilities are similar to themselves. Rob said, "Çometimes 1think they are
surprised also to find out that these people are not that different from

themselves. They like some of the same kinds of things, like they might like a
certain kind of candy, a certain cartoon, or something else." He finished with,
"So they might find differences but they also find that they are similar. 1 think
that sometirnes surprises them even more." Jillian commented, "They were
realizing that the challenges were basically academic and that person is just like
us in so many, many ways." Keith dexribed, "1 think that having kids experience

the notion that, you know, having to be with thse kids and finding out that they
get the giggles and they have fun and they like some of the same things that
they do." He pointed out, "It is helping to at least give them the chance to see
that they can look at somebob/ who is intellectually different on similar grounds

as to someone who is ethnically different or religiously different or whatever. It is
not something that is to be devaluecl more because they are intellectually
disabled."
E3periencina aivinq. Some teachers reported that the nondisabled peers
have more opportunities to give of themselves when students with intellectual
disabilities are present. Keith suggested, "1 think they benefit from his presence
in that they experience the opportunity of giving to him. By doing so they are
getting something that they probably dont even realize and it will only be in
yean to come, maybe theyll never remember that, but I cant help but think
that is weaving something very kind and you know, empathetic, sensitivity,
awareness that's k i n g developed by his presence." Jillian refiected, "1think it
just makes them aware of that and it takes them sort of out of that egocentric

sort of date and 'it's just me' and 'everything is great'. 1think it's really powerful,
because it makes them aware that we are lucky that we are able to do this, but

that they also have to help with those who aren't as fortunate." Donna shared, "1
think also, there is a certain amount of satificüon that they get it from working
with the children, feeling that you have done something good and that you have
done something that is kind." Keith contributed, '1 think that in experiences like
that kids are having kind of the warm f'uzzy. '1 did something good' or 'he's my
friend'. 1 think there's a chance to feel kind of oie sense of. ..what you cal1 it?
Some sort of self-satisfaction, not in a proud sort of way, but I'm doing
something good."
Enhancina social cornpetence. Most participants suggesteâ that the
nondisabled peers have more opportunities to enhance their social cornpetence
when students with intellechial disabilities are classrnates. Most frequently, the

participants mentioned the areas of tolerance, compassion, and empathy. Jillian
reported, "1 think it gives them the experience to grow in tolerance and
compassion, respect." Pam said, '1 guess just the learning, the tolerance and the
compassion. Just the caring that they learn." Veronica remarked, "1 think for the
nondisabled children, it also develops an awareness of different disabilities and
an empathy and understanding." Kurt shared his perspective of this benefit in
the following lengthy quote:

It's not something that gives you an awful lot of reward, like tangible
rewards but 1think when your day is done and you have spent some of

your day working with someone, maybe at a recess. They see some of the
problems that the child might encounter, maybe with his own thought
processes or things that we may take for granted if we are not
intellectually disabled. It may cause a child, who does work with the
person, oneon-one to do m e intemalizing and say, '1 never thought
about it. 1would never have any problem thinking about going up the
stairs on the play structure. That would never cross my mind' and they
can see that Johnny, let's cal1 him found that he was scared to go up
three stain. Still by intemalizing that might give a p e m n a sense of
wanting to do more because they can see that what they are doing is
actually helpful for the mident. Making a difference, 1guess."
A further example of increased social cornpetence for the nondisabled students

is found in the following example. Brenda says, "but 1 think just basically having
a more rounded outlook on life. Watching a child who obviously doesn't have the

'wherewithall' continue to work to try every day and there are still expectations
for that person...at a different level but they're &il1 expectations."
Sorne pamcipants also reflected that the nondisabled peers have more

opportunities to develop a sense of responsibility. Pam noted, "They really do
feel responsible. 1think showing that they can be helpers. It's not always just
the strong ones. It is also the weaker ones that Iike to help out.'' Veronica
expressed, "1think they get a sense of responsibility, of k i n g responsible for
helping someone." Jillian suggested, "It's almost like they are assuming

responsibility for her." Kurt reflected, "1think that, as we said earlier, when you
do something like the Circle of Friends, most people on the outside would think
that the focus is for the disabled child. After going through doing the Circle of
Friends, I've done this about four times with different kids over the years. 1 know
that the spin-off of the ernotional or the level of developing of responsibility is
just as much for the -dents

who are nondisabled." He explained, "It develops a

maturity level. When you're k i n g throwing into the role of the model, you have
to think twice about acting silly or ninning away yourself, running away with
someone who depends on you or acn
tig

inappropriately. When you want to be a

model for appropriate behaviour, not inappropriate behaviour which
unfortunately sornetimes mis boy has done." He concluded, "OK so it gives
them...you thrust them into the mie of responsibility and 1 think a lot of students
perform that because if they didn't, they would really be letting someone down. 1
think they develop a greater sense of responsibility because they have k e n put
in a situation where they have been given responsibility."
Costs to the Peers
Although the participants were not asked a direct question about costs,
they described a few costs to the nondisabled p e r s from interacting with
students with intellechial disabilities. These costs were too much helping,
developing resentment, and wonying about the students intellechml disabilities.
Too much helping. Ovecwhelmingly, the teachers were concerned about

the amount of helping that the pers do. In particular, they were concerned that

the academic work of the nondisabled p e r s would suffer because of the need to

help the student with intellectual disabilities. Donna voiced, "Yeah, because 1
think one of the problems is.... Because 1 also don't want them to be the teacher
al1 the tirne too. Like 1 don't want those kids that are bright to ahnrays feel that
they have to teach." She continued, "It is okay to have them in a group and play
with them and meet them as an equal, sort of thing. But 1 like them to do their
own work as well." Parn stated, "But I'm finding it takes away from their own
work. It really does. It tends to be a strong student that is helping the disabled

students and then they tend to rush through their own work after." She also
said, '1 think that it is positive, as long as it doesn't infringe upon the peers'
academic performance. 1 think that would be the only thing, that they don't
spend too much time. Sometimes you have the kids, that al1 they want to do is
be helpers. They are that kind, the compassionate ones but then their work

lacks." Rob refiected, "They're not getting the same amount of academics, but
they are getting something else. 1 never find that it is a waste of time. You have
to be cautious because some kids may want to use it, just to get out of dass or
not do their work. But that's something that you are usually aware of. 1 don't
ever see it as a waste of time."

Some participants relied on tum taking to compensate for this concern
about nondisabled students' academic work. Pam reportecl, "We go through the
attendance so we do it fairly and everyone gets a tum to just help her with that
and other jobs in the classrwm- on the counters, calendar, weather. So shell

always have somebody." Rob shared, "But 1tend to keep with pairs. 1 do think it
is really important to get around to al1 of the students because they leam
something from it But in no time, it seems like you have gone through the whole
class. 1 will certainly repeat a liffle more with the kids who are ...that 1 know who
are honest and open about L"Pam mentioned, "But it does affea their own

work. That's one of the reasons I switch my groups so that irs a different
person. "
When prodded, most of the teachers also recognized that too much help
may create some "learned helplessness" in the student with i n t e k t u a l

disabilities themselves. Keith commented, "But to the extent that people will very
quickly step in and help him. That begs the question, is he really needing to
learn that? So that is a drawback when you have people who will always willing

to help you with things, it doesn't increase your own probability to leam certain

skills." Veronica reported, "Sometimes they do too much for her or other
students and they baby her, you know. So m e t i m e s you have to kind of talk to
them about ietting this child do the most that they can possibly do. Not do too

much for them and not just letting them get their way because they have a

special need, because they have a disability." Brenda remarked,1' guess.. .one
drawback would be that he doesn't learn to be independent. If someone is
always coming to his rescue as soon as he puts on that helplea expression.

Then yes, he is going to be helped immediately or someone is going to corne to
his rescue. So 1guess that would be one drawback to his pers always running

to help him." Rob stated, "Only if you let the other students do everything for
them. But 1 think, in that sense, what you have to do is make them aware of
how much they can help and what they can expect. You probably have to do it
quietly, just to allow the disaMecl student to do it for themselves." He continued,
"Because you dont want to have al1 of these people doting on him or her. Ço
there is always that fine line. But 1think that they gain a lot from the social
interaction and, just so long as there isn't the leamed helplessness evolving from
al1 of this [chuckles] which could happen."
Resentment. A few teachers described how nondisabled peers can
sometimes resent the student with intellectual disabilities or the situation in
which they may be placed. These teachers were talking in the context of the
proactive strategies that they used in order to avoid d i s resentment. Donna said,

1' like to provide enough acüvities in. ..I'm really conscious and really work hard
at not letting them be a burden. Because 1think that creates resentment and
causes a problem for them." She added, "1 try also to give the nondisabled
students activities that challenge them at their level. Again, I just want to do that
so they donft resent having these kids in our classroom. 1 think if you can do
that, you can show them to appreciate them." Brenda remarked, "You can't force
kids to be friends. You can try to set up systems that might encourage it, you

can try to give them strategies for it, but if you have a child that just simply
won't be accepting up that other child, there's no way that you can force that to
happen." She went on, "They are going to be resentful, if you try to force the

relationship. It's going to backfire and not be worthwhile for the student that
you're really trying to help."

W o q . Another cost to the nondisabled pers is that they seem to worry
about the student with intellectual disabilities. Donna clarified, 'One thing that 1
do know that does happen... they seem to be... they do worry about these kids.

They do think about them, they do watch and they do notice what people do for
them. Some of them do. Seem to a r e about them and wony about them a lot.
Not al1 of them..." Keith explained, "Yes because I'm tuned in enough to be
helpful. Sm sure 1 miss things but regulariy 1offer little, not suggestions, but
footnotes, this might be what's really taking place right now. Nothing to worry
about. "This is his way of" ...something or other to try and sort of ease the sense
of confusion." Rob added, "They will very often wonder what happened.. . 'Was
she hurt? Why was she upset?' Intellectually 1think that they are opening up
their minds to a lot of things. You can really tell they dont understand it." Keith
observed, "They are used to it, it's not as though they are shocked by it, but 1

dont think they understand that "Why is Jim doing that? Why is he behaving in
a particular way?" So 1think it part of their feelings is that they are perplexed."

Concludina Thouahts
To conclude this chapter of findings, I'd Iike to offer a few meaningful
quotes from my participants. The first quote highlighted the importance of
developing the social competence of students with inteliectual disabilities within
classroorn settings. Rob said:
1 think that the greatest things that any student with or without disabilities

can take with them from the school system are the interpersonal
relationshipsthat theyfve had. If they havent got that, it's a pretty hollow

existence at school. A lot of the things, especially for the students that
can't learn a lot of academia, they are not going to take as much out of
xhool if they can't take some fun out of it, some kind of a relationship

with another student.
The second quote reflected the essence of tapping into a natural system
support in the elementary clasrooms, the peers, that this study researched.

Keith said:
Creating a context where as much natural development and peer
interaction can happen. There is always going to be artificial stuff that has
to be brokered; that has to be adult driven. But having said that, not to
minimire, or just forget about the fact that some of this can happen
spontaneously. We need to do whatever we can to make sure that he's
got whatever skills he can to at least put him in the ring.

Rnally, a conduding quote from my interview wiai Veronica confirmecl the
need for sharing teachers' perspectives of how the p e r s can be involved in

developing social cornpetence. 1 felt it was an insightf~ulconclusion before

commencing the discussion of these findings, presented in the next chapter.
Veronica concluded:
1 keep saying, "Sotnebody tell me what to do." I'm more than willing to do
it. 1just don't always know what to do. I think the hardest part though is

the social skills. For me that is the hardest part to do, to rnodify. The

-

academia are easy. 1can do that no problem it's the social skills. And
you know that's true in general for al! children. You know, if we had the
key to that.

Chapter 5
Conclusions

In this study, 1examined teachers' perspectives of the role of nondisabled
peen in developing the social competence of students with intellectwl
disabilities. I n this chapter, 1briefly summarize the major findings from this
study, dixuss some educational dichotomies that affect the development of
social competence in elementary classrooms, revise the x h w l house model
(initially represented in Figure l),present the limitations of the study, and
explore implications for professional practice, teacher education and future
research.
Summay of Findinas
This brief summary highlights the major fîndings from this study, as well
as the literature from previous studies that support these findings.

Teachers' prswctives. Teachers' perspectives of social competence and
the interaction interventions that they are using certainly have an impact on the

development of social competence of students with intellectual disabilities. I n this
study, teachen placed a great deal of value on Maal competence and dexribed
it as a "fitting in" quality, named some specific skills, such as "getting along", and

a few participants alluded to the reciprocal nature of social interactions. As
"fitting in" was not a common aspect of the theoretical consbucts of social
cornpetence reviewed in the literature, perhaps education researchers and
scholars need to rethink how they conceptualize social competence for this

population. The teachers recognized the significance that they possess in the
social dynamics of their classroom through their moâeling, their goals and
expectations, and their willingness to collaborate.
Interaction interventions. Many interaction interventions that the teachers
used to facilitate peer interactions were descrîbed. Four interaction interwntions
described class wide instructional strategies, such as classroom discussions,
group work, differentiated instruction, and use of literature. Clasmm
discussions are similar to using class meetings and sharing circles to build a
sense of community (Elias et al., 1997). Group work (Johnson and Johnson,
1986) and differentiated instruction (Thomas, 1996) are common interaction

interventions that have k e n well documented. Using literature that focuses on
specific issues critical to students with intellectual disabilities is an intervention
supported by Orr et al. (1997). Another five intewentions described class wide
social interventions, such as programs, social skills, utilizing the Yeachable
momentJ, role-playing, and special events. Although Siperstein, Leffert, and

Widaman (1996) advocate for social programs that provide direct instruction, as
well as foster more positive perceptions and expectations arnong feliow students,
such social programs were not significant to these teachers. Role-playing is often

referred to in the literature as an effective intervention (Kostelnik and Sudetman,

1998), yet only two of these participants referred to this strategy. Capitalking on
special events, such as Valentine's Day, Christmas, and special promotions like
the "kindness month" dexribed by Pam was an interaction intervention that

might be promising. Five more interaction interventions dexribed strategies that
were targeted for students with intellectual disabilities. They included using
praaical situations, assigning pers, stepping back, developing a positive
presence, and providing recognition. Using practical situations is supported in a
study by Pavn and Monda-Amaya (2001) who found that the social strategy most

frequently mentioned by educators was encouraging interaction among students
by creating activities or games in which they could participate. Janney and Snell
(1996) supported the intemention of "stepping back" as one of four themes that

emerged in their study of how elementary teachers facilitated peer interactions.
They referred to this idea as "backing off to give p e r s time to mingle without

adult interference." Maag and Weber (1995) supported the practice of providing
recognition through the use of attention and praise for ~ c i a l l yappropriate
behaviour as a simple yet effective technique for promoting children's social
development. They daim that teachen are themselves reinforced for providing
praise when they see how beneficial it is to their students.
Sianificance of the nondisabled pers. However, more central to this study
is the role of peers. The participants were certainly aware of the significance of
the peers. They recognized the importance of the "sense of belonging" to a
community of learners. Keith said, "My thought is that the whole purpose is to
integrate that person and them become a part of the community as much as
possible. ûtherwise there is no point. He would be there in body only." They
recognized how much the students with intellectual disabilities wanted to be

interacting with their p e r s and they affirmed that sometimes p e r s had more
success with students with intellectual disabilities that they did. A few
participants also acknowledged that it was the p e r s who the midents with
intellectual disabilities would be living with, perhaps working with and interacting
with in the future.
Roles of the nondisabled e r s . The teachers described a variety of roles
of pers in interacting with students with intellectual disabilities. The peer
utilitarian support roles described were caretaking, tutoring, providing
information, and suggesting ideas or strategies. The peer s i a l support mles
were including, accepting, modeling, k i n g friendly, darifying, encouraging,
provoking, and ignoring. The teachers talked about the peer utilitarian support
roles much more than the peer social support roles. They had tendency to
describe everything as "helping." This finding is supportecl in a study by Kishi and
Meyer (1994) who found that relationships with p e r s with severe disabilities

were remembered as teaching and car@giving. I n that study, students
mentioned "helping" much more frequently when talking about their friends with
severe disabilities than when speaking of their typical friends. Kishi and Meyer
suggested that assigning classrnates without disabilities responsibilities such as

tutoring, helping, problem solving, and other nontraditional peer
interrelationships may further reinforce this message of helping interactions and
interfere with the evolution of more natural peer relationships.

Becorning more aware of the peer social supporL roles of including,
accepting, modeling, k i n g friendly, clarifying, encouraging, provoking, and
ignoring may lead educators towards interventions aimed more directly at
developing social competence of students with intellectual disabilities. For
example, it may be a natural and desirable outcome to have nondisabled p e r s
in the roles of provoking and ignoring -dents

with intellectual disabilities so

that they may experience of full range of interaction experiences. I n this midy,
teachers mentioned the ignoring role and stated that perhaps it was more
common for the students to be ignored than to be provoked with teasing and
name calling. Kurt reflected this notion, "1 can't think of a bad comment that has
been directed towards him. There has not been any narne-calling, teasing,

mimicking and of course that could happen easily. When you have someone
making fun of the way the peson ta1ked or acted, making faces, 1 canft think of
anything." This finding is supported in a study by Evans, Salisbury, Palombaro,
Berryman, and Hollowood (1992) who suggested that students with intellectual
disabilities may be somehow categorized differently by nondisabled children.
That is to say, they are not judged in the same way as other peers. For example,
even children who reported not playing with them identified them as "friendsff.
Also, they suggested that children may perceive A as particularly sociafly

unacceptable to interact negatively with p e r s who are severely disabled.
Peer benefits and costs. The teachers mentioned several benefits and
costs to the nondisabled p e r s from interacting with students with intelledual

disabilities. The teachers felt that the nondisabled p e r s enjoyed interacting with
students with intellectual disabilities through the fun, practical acüvities (Le.,
cooking, crafts) and the fact that they might "get out" of academic work. For
example, Brenda shared, "It wasn't just that they got to go and cook with Tom
and they got out of Mme work, but they got to eat. [chuckles] What more do

you want?" The presence of students with intellectml disabilities created
opportunities for p e r s to secve in various social roles and to assume
responsibilities. Because of these opportunities, the nondisabled pers leamed
more about their roles as cornmunity members. Rob commented, "So 1think
they're really huge benefits and society in that the classroom is like the society
that they're going to live in after a while. For that reason, it is a worthwhile
situation, to leam to accept al1 people."The nondisabled pers became more
aware of diversity within their classroom community, as well as the similarities
among themselves. Consequently, they rnay enhance their social cornpetence

when students with intellectual disabilities are clanmates. Most frequently, the
teachers mentioned improvements in areas of tolerance, compassion, empathy,
and responsibility. Kishi and Meyer (1994) pointed out that, "It may well be that

many of Our existing models to promote peer relationships are instead
reinforcing traditional notions of charity, volunteerism, and even eariy
identification of future professionals in human services." Pam illusbated this
notion when she said, "Maybe they're going to be a nurse or something like
that."

The teachers felt that there were a few costs to the nondisabled p e r s as

well. Ovewhelmingly, the teachers were concemed about the amount of helping
that the peers do. In paiacular, they were concemed that the academic work of
the nondisabled pers would suffer because of the need to help the students

with intellectual disabilities. Çome participants relied on tum taking to
compensate for mis concem about nondisabled midents' academic work. When
prodded, most of the teachers also recognized that too much help may create
some "learned helplessness" in students with intellechml disabiMes. Resentment
and worry were two additional costs to the nondisabled peers that were
described by the teachers.
Diversity. Diversity of students impacts on peer interaction. Teachers
stressed the diversity of both the students with intellechal disabilities and the
nondisabled peers. They dexn'bed a wide range of personalities, verbal skills,
ernpathy, and social status. The participants felt that gender and age were also
significant to peer interaction and developing social cornpetence. One participant

mentioned the diversity of culture. This perspective is notable because much of
the movements in multicultural education parallel movements in special
education. Logan and Malone (1998) also found that teachers consistently
discussed how one yeafs ciass was different from another yeafs. Teachers
consistently describecl differences in the dynamia of their caseloads year by year
based on individual student differences.

A related study supports this perspective of divenity. Many teachers

believe that social interactions and friendships tend to develop among students
who understand and respect each other's differences and similarities (Stainback
et al., 1992). One way is to infuse information about individual differences and
similarities into classroom activities. Some teachers have students provide
information about their families, pets, summer plans, etc. In the process of
recognizing differences and simibrities, teachers can point out the strengths and
talents of each student in the class. I n this study, Kurt dexribed his 'Class AllStar. We highlight the importance of everybody. Everybody has got a life outside

of school, induding teachers.. .Everybody has an opportunity, a certain time,

where they can do a little presentation in front of the class."
Dichotomv Discussions
Relevant to this study are four dichotomies that seemed to pemeate
throughout the elementary teachersf perspectives. These dichotomies appeared
to reflect the teachers' stniggle to find balance in their interventions and justÏfy
their perspectives about peer interactions and m i a l competence. 1 feel they
warrant some discussion in order to put the development of m i a l competence
of students with intellectual disabilities into the broader scope of education in

elementary classrooms today.
Social vs. academic em~hasis.The first dichotomy that seemed to
permeate throughout the interviews was the patticipants' struggle between the
value they placed on developing social competence and the emphasis placed on

developing academic skills by the curriculum. This dissonance is implied in the
following quote from KU* "1would say that developing social competence or
skills, if you wish at the elementary school level would have to be almost as
important as the academic skills. I know that school places a fair amount of
emphasis on that but..Ifm almost thinking from my own personal perspective."
Keith also illustrated this dichotomy when he said, "It [social competence] is
probably as equal, if not the most important thing that 1do wiai kids. Because
the curriculum for me is a part of what 1do, but it is not the essence of what 1
do."
Research by Howell, Fox and Morehead (1993) proposed that "the
distinction between academic and social behaviour, regardless of how capricious
it may be, is partially responsible for the prevailing view that the primary

responsibility of teachers is to 'instruct' acadernic content, whereas they are
expected to 'control' social behaviour." However, eveiything about xhooling curriculum, teaching methods, discipline, and interpersonal relationships -

teaches children about human qualities that we value. Lewis, Schaps, and
Watson (1996) dixuss the synergy of academic and social goals. They said "It is
common to think of academic and social goals of schooling as a hydraulic - to
imagine that fostering one undermines the other, but xhools can create
environments where children care about one another and about learning." They
reported that warm, supportive relationships also enabled students to risk the
new ideas and mistakes so critical to intellechial growth.

Social inclusion seems to arise out of academic inclusion. The opportunity
to share academic work and play may increase social interactions. Perhaps we

need to examine the instructional interventions that classroom teachers are
employing. These interwntions, such as classroom dixussions, group work,
differentiated instruction, and use of literature may impact on the s i a l inclusion
and the ability of the teacher to &velop a community of leamen. A study by

Pavri and Monda-Amaya (2001) found similar strategies were favored by groups
of teachers and al1 fit well with the academic goals of the classroom. These
sbategies included grouping, peer tutoring, cooperative learning, and using
behaviour management and classrmm organization sbategies.
According to Grenot-Scheyer, H a m Park, Schwarb, and Meyer (1998) ,
the "hidden curriculum" in education is socializaüon, and many critical,

naturalistic trials to learn the valued social patterns of people, places and context
exist in school. Teachers and other adults play an especially critical role in the

development of ~cialization.Pehaps the 'systemf needs to openly acknowledge,
appreciate, and facilitate the development of social cornpetence. Veronica
expressed her frustration, '1 keep saying, 'Somebody tell me what to do.' I'm

more than willing to do it. I just dont always know what to do. 1 think the
hardest part though is the social skills. For me that is the hardest part to do, to
modify. The academics are easy. 1 can do that no problem - Ws the social skills.
And you know that's bue in general for al1 children. You know, if we had the key

to that."

Lesson dannina vs. teachable moments. All of my participants had several
years of teaching experience. Therefore, it can be assumed that their teacher
training placed emphasis on effective leson planning. Some examples of this
effective lesson planning include developing clear behavioural Objecüves,

sequencing leaming activities, and wnting the lesson plans. Yet, the participants
in this study emphasized the need to capture that "teachable moment" to attend

to the social dynamics in their classrooms. Keith explained, "Itfs not; today is day
2, so we do social skills. We do social skills al1 day long. We do interpersonal

skills al1 day long and as the things arise, as moments arise that we need to
address something, that's when we address it If that is in the middle of science,
then we stop in the middle of science and we look at those things." Rob
furthered the idea, "Veqt often those things corne down to talking about
instances that take place. And use them as examples, it is not things that are
lecture setup [chuckles]. It can be that sometimes, but you're looking for things
that really happen and dixussing thern." Social goals were not written down,

programs were not used significantly, and social growai, although difficult to
evaluate, seemed to occur despite the teaching sequences. As Rob stated, "mat
behaviour disappeared in the regular classroom and it really didn't feel it came
from the adults. 1 feel it came from the milieu of the classroom itself."
As Grenot-Scheyer, Hany, Park, Schwartz, and Meyer (1998) point out,

developing social cornpetence goes beyond having friends or using the correct
social interaction patterns in a particular conte* They maintain that naturally

occurring leaming opportunities, "teachable moments" need to be presented to
children throughout the developmental period in schools to learn social values.
When designing interventions, they suggest a focus on naturalisüc ones, rather
than continuing to advocate and validate strategies that are not used by real
teachers in the real world because they simply cannot be done in the natural
fiow of how those environments work. They recommend acknowledging the

reality of today's diverse classrwms and looking for directions and strategies
that build on what is actually happening in the child's conte* or world.
Developing social competence seems to be an informal process with
expectations, not goals. Perhaps this has significant implications for social goal
setting on the IEP's of students with intellectual disabilities. Social outcornes

seem unpredictable, making evaluation difficult. Developing social competence
does not appear to follow prexriptive teaching methods, but is rather authentic
and spontaneous. Perhaps educators need to move away from presaiptive
lesson planning in order to capitalize more on the "teacha ble moment." Perhaps
teachen need to be helped to see emerging opportunities for social belonging
and learning, then nurture, allow, promote, and support those opportunities.

Also, teachers may need to refrain from interrupting any natural interactions that
may occur. Perhaps teachers need more of a problem solving, creative approach
to developing social competence with "real life" extensions.
Individual vs. aroup needs. A third dichotomy that appeared to perrneate
the interviews was balancing the individual needs of students with intellectual

disabilities with the needs of the nondisabled peers. The participants recognized
the individual needs of students, yet mentioned several barrÏen that may be
present. Some of these barriers were academic expectations, time, and group
dynamics. Pam commented, "There is one other girl who is really helping her but
she really needs to attend to her own work because she works so slowly. She
has just got that caring in her and wants to be a helper. So 1think in some ways
it makes the individual not complete their tasks. But is that the rnost important

thing?" Keith shared, "Whenever we are working in flexible groups, everything
that we do, Ifm always thinking, how will Jim fit into this? Or if he can't, then it's
a matter of, he's got his own stuff that he is working on." Kurt referred to the
Circle of Friends he had artanged and said, T m trying not to burden myself
down with this program. If you let it, it could take you over and take away from
the other things you have to do." Keith expressed the time constraints that
teachers may feel when trying to meet individual needs. He noted, "You can't
always allow him the unlimiteâ time to allow kids to learn and do what they can
because there are other factors [referring to meetings and class xhedules]."
McDonnell (1998) argues that 'we must begin to view student learning as
the combined effects of instructional methods used for al1 students in the class
and those used to meet the unique needs of each dudent." This will require
promotion of the development of an instructional foundation in the classrmm
that supports individualization for al1 students so teachers can accommodate the
needs of diverse leamers, including children with intellectual disabilities. He

proposed a mode1 fw inclusive classrooms that balanced the foundational
strategies of effective teaching behaviours, heterogenews student groups,
cooperative leaming, and peer tutoring with the student specific strategies of
parallel instruction, naturalistic teaching procedures, and embedded instruction.
These strategies would lead to opportunities to respond which leads to student

achievement.
It seems that the group leaming activities occumng for al1 students may

be the most important thing for the student with intellectual disabilities to have

the opportunities to interad with peers and thereby allowing the pers to have a
rote in developing their social cornpetence. Perhaps Our focus needs to shift from
individual social needs to developing social support strategies for al1 teamers
within diverse elementary classrooms. Perhaps teachers need to employ
strategies to infuse opportunities for students to receive instruction on targeted
routines, activities and skills within the ongoing operations of the group or
classroom. Good interventions may have to be looked at from at least three
perspectives - the perspective of the teacher, the perspective of the nondisabled
peers, and the perspective of the student with intellectual disabilities.
Male vs. female. The final dichotomy that 1 wish to discuss is slightly
different than the three foregoing educational issues. It is the effect of gender.
As noted in the findings section, the gender of the nondisabled p e r s influenced

the quantity and quality of peer interactions. The teachers observed and
reported that it was the girls who tended to interact with the students with

intellectual disabilities. Rob explaineci, "What 1 tend to find, first of all, is the first
students to interad with the disabled students would be the girls. That's the first
thing that surprises--well it doesn't surprise me, it's the first thing that happens."
Keith confirmed, 'There have always been a group of kids that rally around him
and look after him and are his friends, sort of mother him, because a lot of thern
are girls."
Kishi and Meyer (1994) also found that nonreciprocal, helping social
interactions behnreen children with and without severe disabilities appear to run
the risk of attracting primarily girls, some of whom may be motivated primarily
by adult attention. Traustadottir (1990) reviewed the literature on friendships

behrveen people with and without disabilities and conduded that there tends to
be overrepresentation of women within the social networks of people with

disabilities. From childhood on, women tend to be more accepting of people with
disabilities and more likely to become their friends. Traustadottir further suggests
that the literature reveals language and images that construct friendship

between people with and without disabilities as a "womenly" relationship.

It was also interesting to note that gender differences appeared to exist
among the small sample of participants. There were five female teachen and
three male teachers. The female teachers seerned to be more concerned about
covering curriculum, work habits, school mottoes, kindness and doing the "right
thing." For example, Donna remarked, "They are more accepting and then they
do not let it disrupt their xhool work. So you really have to work at that,

teaching them those skills [cooperating] as well." Veronica explained, "Our motto
in Our school is C.A.R.E.

cooperation, appreciation, respect and effort. So those

things we do talk about" Brenda mentioned, "He was more likely to by to be
kind to Tom and include him in things."

In contrast, the male teaches seemed more open and self-assured in
discussing the social dynamics of their classrwms, alluded to the reciprocal
nature of social cornpetence and describeci activities in ternis of k i n g
"authentic" or "legitimate." Some examples include; "ï'm the social program. 1
am. 1 say that in al1 seriousness. That may sound trite but on the other
hand.. .(Keith). Rob said, "Sometimes you can only develop those relationships by
doing some legitirnate things like a field trip or a task together at the school.
Something that is a real job, not pretend, and then the relationship builds up."
Kurt shared, "At the beginning of the year 1do the first one. 1 bring in a

videotape of my family and certain things in my life that are important to me. 1
mode1 that. You can't preach it; you have to practice it. That applies in a lot of

cases."
I n the second interviews, when female teachen were askeâ about
authentic activities, they tended to view al1 classroom activities as authentic. This
point is illusbated when Jillian remarked, '1 think if they are just in the classroom
that is an authentic experience. You are not fabricating [chuckles] anything when
it is happening in the room." Pam confirmecl, They are just a part of the class

and that's an authentic setting, right?"

Perhaps these gender differences correlate to the socialization processes

that took place during the participants' childhood. Perhaps the differences can be
attributed to the male teachen who chose to teach in elementary schods.
Perhaps there is a genetic difference between the genders that affects
empathetic, nurturing or cornpassionate behaviour.
School House Model Revisions
After completing this study of elementaty teachersf perspectives of the

role of p e r s in developing the social competence of students with intellectual
disabilities, 1 am more convinced that it is the classroom environment that is
signifiant to the successful social development of students with intelledwl
disabilities. As an integration resource teacher, my emphasis should be on
developing social support within the classroom environment rather than
identifying individual social goals on IEP's.
The following revisions to the schoolhouse model presented in Chapter 2

may be appropriate. The windowpane of 'social status" would be moved to the
individual window on the left side and would replace the windowpane of
"motivation." This individual window would now represent the individual diversity
of the students with intellectual disabilities, as well as the individual diversity of

the nondisabled pers. 1would replace the former windowpane on the right side

of 'social status" with "expectations." The label on the door would be "interaction
interventions" and 1 might by to place a list of the instructional strategies, social

strategies, and those targeted at students with intellectual disabilities inside the
house, perhaps with an open door.
On the donner overarching the door of interventions, 1would place the
words "Community of leamers." This designation would emphasize the need to
build a sense of community so that al1 students feel mat sense of belonging and
adults engage in lifelong learning. 1 would also create a railing down the steps of
the people involved. On this railing 1would place the word "collaboration" to
symbolize the need for collaborative relationships in order to increase the social
competence of students with intellectual disabilities.
Limitations
One limitation of this study is that the data collecteci reflea perceptions. As with

any data concerning perceptions, it is not known if teacher perceptions match

their actual behaviours in their classrooms. Classroom observations could have
facilitated understanding of the interactions between students with intellechial
disabilities and their nondisabled peers, including those that teachers rnay not
have described.

In addition, the interaction interventions describeci by the

teachers could have k e n documented. Another limitation is that this study did
not explore the frequency with which the teachers used the interventions or that
the peers were engaged in the roles desaibed. Therefore, it is difficult to draw

any conclusions as to how the interaction intenrentions mentioned affecteci peer
interactions or the social competence of students with intellectual disabilities.

Another limitation is the small and selective sample of participants from a
single school division. These participants were rot selected randomly. This small,
select sample makes it difficult to draw generalizable conclusions. Although some

demographic information conceming the quantity and quality of teaching
experiences and other careers was collected, the teachers were not asked to

indicate how many students with intellechial disabilities had k e n included in
their classrooms.

Furthemore, this study was limited by having oniy one researcher to
read, code, and evaluate the tranxripts. An independent evaluator might have
helped to identiw categories and teams in a more unbiased manner. This
researchefs attitudes and characteristics may have biased some of the
partÏcipantsf responses as well as the data analysis. However, my thesis advisor
did read the transcripts of the interviews and confimed the themes that were

extrapolated from the inteiviews.
Due to these limitations, the findings dexribed should be considered
carefully in the context of these limitations and conclusions based on this study
should be made cautiously and not generalized to other situations.
Imolications
Future researchers should xrutinize teachers who are succeeding with
inclusion to ascertain the features of their classroom environments and the
interventions they are using to facilitate inclusion. Researchen should consider
going into elementary, inclusive classrooms and observing, firsthand, how

teachers facilitate peer interactions and the various roles that peen play within
those interactions with students with intellectual disabilities. Future research
might investigate the perceptions of integration resource teachen and whether
they match those of classrwm teachers with respect to m i a l competency
development in inclusive classrooms. Researchers might investigate what the
parents feel is the role of peers in developing the social competence of students
with intellechial disabilities. Researchers might ask the children themselves for
their opinions and perspectives. There is a need to continue to invesügate the
charaderistics and skills of the nondisabled p e r s to develop interaction
interventions that will promote reciprocal interactions. I n particular, we need
more study directecl at the structuring of interactions and relationships that are
equally and mutually beneficial, and socially nomalized - resembling friendships
rather than caregiving (Kishi and Meyer, 1994). Research that is longitudinal in
design may be needed to assess the long-term impact of educating students with
intellectual disabilities in classrooms. Such research efforts might contribute to
our existing understanding of best practice in educating diverse students

together.
There are several implications for future pradices of educators in
developing the social cornpetence of students with intellectwl disabilities. First,
the educational "system" rnay need to openly acknowledge, appreciate, and
facilitate the development of social competence (Grenot-Scheyer, Harw, Park,

Schwarh, and Meyer, 1998). If the "hidden curriculum" in education is
socialization, conceivably it needs to be made more conspicuous.
Second, social inclusion seems to arise out of academic inclusion. The
opportunity to share academic work and play increases social interactions.
Perhaps the instructional interventions that classroom teachers are employing
need to be examined. Interventions, such as classroom discussions, group work,
differentiated instruction, and use of literature may impact positively on the
social inclusion of students with intellectual disabilities. I n addition, developing
social competence does not appear to follow prescriptive teaching meaiods, but
is rather authentic and spontaneous. Educators may need to move away from

prexriptive lesson planning in order to capitalize more on the "teachable
moment." Perhaps teachers need to be helped to see emerging opportunities for
social belonging and leaming, and then trained how to nurture, allow, promote,
and support those interactions. This has signifiant implications for s i a l goal

setting on the IEP's of students with intellechial disabilities. Social outcornes
seem unpredictable, making evaluation even more challenging. Given that the
teachers in this study typically had little pre- or in-service training and few fomal
or informal tools to incorporate social competency objectives into classroom
instruction or to evaluate social competency skill levels or progress in their
students, perhaps teacher educators need to revisit provisions in this area.
Educators may need to be encouraged to more willingly accept the
diversity within their classrooms, and in doing so, embrace whole school reform,

rather than continue to rely on fragmented special services, such as special
education, multicultural education, and social work. One dimension of this school
reform likely is an increased emphasis on collaboration. Teachers need to
continue to engage in collaborative dialogue about social competence. This
dialogue takes place between claaroom teachers, resource teachers,
paraprofessionals, counselors, parents, and students.
The group leaming activities occurring for al1 students may be critical for

students with intellectual disabilities to have the opportunities to interact with
peers and thereby allowing the pers to have a role in developing their social

competence. Perhaps our focus needs to shift from individual s i a l needs to
developing social support strategies for al1 leamers. Perhaps more training is
needed in the adult mediation of social cornpetency development. This adult
mediation involves both the teachers and any teaching assistants that have k e n
assigned to midents with intellectual disabilities. According to this study, five
such mediation techniques are stepping back, assigning peers, creating a positive

presence, recognition of positive support, and creating practical, authentic
interactions. Educaton need to become more aware of the variety of roles that
peen can perform in inclusive elementary classrwms. With this greater

awareness, teachers may emphasize more of the peer social support roles,
rather than peer utilitarian support roles. In this study, the peer social support
roles were including, accepting, modeling, k i n g friendly, clarifying, encouraging,
provoking, and ignoring. Emphasis on these d e s may help educaton to promote

more reciprocal social interacüons for midents with intellectual disabilities with
their nondisabled peers.

Educators may need to reflect on the benefits to the nondisabled p e r s
from social interactions with students with intellectual disabilities. Understanding
these benefits and the roles that the nondisabled p e r s could perfom may lead

to increased social and academic inclusion and the development of social

cornpetence of students with intellectual disabilities.
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obtained from sources other than the
subjects themselves?

-Y=

Are you a n a o r your associate(s) in a
position of power vis-a-vis the
subjects?

1s any inducernent or coercion used to obtain
the subject's participation?
Do subjects identify themselves by name
directiy, or by other means that allows you
to identify data with specific subjects?
if yes, indicate how codidentiaiity wilI be
maintained and what pqcautions are to be
undertaken in stonng data and in its
eventual destruction.

If subjects are identifiable by narne,
do you intend to recmit them for future
sessions? if yes, indicate how subjects
will be recruited for future sessions, and
whether they are fully infonned about the use
to which their data may be put in the future.
1s there a possibility that a subject's

identity can be deterrnined by someone other
than the researcher (e-g., is non-coded
information to be given io third parties?
would dissemination of findings interfere
with confidentiality?)

s

- /No

Does the study involve physical or emotional
stress. or the subject's expectûtion
tliereof, such as might result from conditions
in t h e study design?
1s there any threat to the personal sûfety
of subjects?

No

y e s -

-Yes

ï/

No

Does the study involve subjects who
are not legally or practically able to give
their valid consent to participate
(e-g., children. prison inrnates, or persons with
psychological andor intellectual disabilities)?
1s deception involved (Le., are subjects
intentionally k i n g misled about the purpose

of the study, their own performance, or other
feature of the study)?
In the matter of research into violence, the
current laws require that certain offenses
against children be reported to Iegal authocities.
Have provisions been made in circumstances
where abuse of children has been discovered
in the course of data collection? Similady,
have provisions been made for the handling
of sensitive matters relatéd to abuse ancilor
violence against vulnerable persons?

Yes

Provide additionat details pertaining to any of the questions above for which you responded "yes."
necessary.

Attach additional pages, if

In my judgment this project involves:

&ininml risk
O more than minimal risk

"...

(Policy #1406 defines "minimal risk" as follows:
that the risks of harm anticipated in the
proposed research are not greater nor more likely, considering probability and magnitude, than
those ordinarily encountered in life, including those encountereà dunng the performance of
routine physicaI or psychologic~lexaminations or tests.")

Signature of Principal Inyestigator

--

HES ProtocoI Subrniscion Form

Ethics Protocol Submission Form
Rcquired Information about the Research Protoc01

Each application for ethics approval should include the following information and be presented in the following
order, using these headings:
Summary of Project: Attach a detailed but concise (one typed page) outline of the purpose and

methodology of the study descnbing preciselv the procedures in which subjects will be asked to
participate.

Research Instruments: Attach copies of fl materials (e-g., questionnaires, tests, interview schedules,
etc-) to be given to subjects and/or third parties.

Study Subjects: Describe the number of subjects, and how they will be recniited for this study. Are
there any special characteristics of the subjects that make them especidly vulnerable or require extra
measures?
Informed Consent: Will consent in writing be obtained? If so, attach a copy of the consent form.
(seeguidelines on informeci consent). If written consent is not to be obtained, indicate why not and the
manner by which subjects' consent (verbally) or assent to participate in the study will be obtauied.
How will the nature of the study and subjects' participation in the study be explained to them before
they agree to participate. How will consent be obtained from guardians of subjects from vulnerable
populations? If confidentid records wiil be consulted, indic- the nature of the records, and how
subjects' consent is to be obtained. If it is essential to the research, indicate why subjects are not to be
made aware of their records k i n g consuited.
Deception: Deception refers t o the deliberate withholding of essential information or the provision of
deliberately misleading information about the research or its purposes. If the research involves
deception, the researcher must provide detailed information on the extent and nature of deception and
why the research could not be conducteci without it. This description must be sufficient to justifv a
waiver of infonned consent.
FeedbacWDebriefing: Describe the feedback that will be given to subjects about the research after
they have completed their participation. How will the feedback be provided and by whom? If feedback
w il1 not be given, please ex ptah why feedback is not planned. If deception is employed, debriefing is
mandatory. Describe in detail the nature of the postdeception feedback, and when and how it will be
given.

Risks and Benefits: 1s there any risk to the subjects, or to a third party? If yes, provide a description
of the risks and the counterbalancing benefits of the proposed study. Indicate the precautions taken by
the researcher under these circumstances.
Anonymity and Confidentiality: Describe the procedures for preserving anonymity and
confidentiality, If confidentiality is not an issue in this research, .please explain why. Will confidential
records be consulted? If yes, indicate what precautions will be t M n to ensure subjects'
confidentiality. How will the data be stored to ensure confidentiality? When will the data be
-destroyed?
Compensation: Will subjects be compensated for their participation? Compensation may reasonably
provide subjects with assistance to defray the costs associated with study participation.

HES Proiocoi Submission F o m

Ethics Protocol Submission Form
Review Your submission ;tccording to thisr

Checklist
Principal Investigator:

Ma

A

Ilis

w

Item fiom the Ethics Protocol Submission ~ o r r n

Al1 information requested on the first page completed in legible format (typed or printed).

Signatures of the principal researcher (and faculty advisor, or course instnictor if student
research).
Answers to a l l 12 questions on pages 2-3 of Eihics

rotoc coi ~ubmissionform.

Detailed information requesied on page 4 of the Ethics Protocol Submission Form in the
numbered order and with the headings indicated.
Ethics ProtocoI Submission Form in quadruplicate (Original plus 3 copies ).

Research instruments: 4 copies of di instxuments and other supplementary matenal to be
aven to subjects.
Copy of this chëckiist.
\

Teacher Perspectives of the Role of Peers in Developing the
Social Cornpetence of Elementary Students with Cognitive Impairments

Ethics Protocol Submission Form

1. Summary o f Project:

I n this study, 1 want to extend and refine rny understanding o f teachers'
perspectives o n the roles of nondisabled peers in developing t h e social
competence of elementary students with cognitive impairments. 1 want t o

probe their perspectives o n the quality and quantity o f peer interactions in their
classroom, their part in facilitating these peer interactions, and their thoughts
about the potential benefits o f tapping into this natural system o f support. This
qualitative study will use in depth, semi-structured interviews of six to nine
elementary teachers from different elementary schools in one suburban school
division. The first interview will explore the teachers' perspectives on the
questions in the interview guide. The second interview, and perhaps third, will
clarify their comments or extend the developing theoretical propositions. These
interviews will be conducted throughout the winter term of the 2000-2001
school year and their duration will be approxirnately one hour each. The
participants will chose a t i m e and place that they are cornfortable with. These
interviews will be audiotape recorded and then transcribed verbatim.

1 will

develop and describe themes based on the data, compare and contrast these

themes to relevant literature, and present the ensuing implications for
educators, students with cognitive impairments, their p e e n and future research
about developing social competence in elementary schools.

Teacher Perspectives of the Role of Peers in DeveIoping the
Social Cornpetence o f Elernentary Students with Cognitive Impairments

2.

Research Instruments:
1 have attached a copy of my interview guide.

3.

Study Subjects:
First, permission will be obtained from the Superintendent's Department

of the particular school division. Second, purposefui sampling will be used to

select participants who are believed to expedite the expansion o f the

developing theory. Based on the recommendation of resource teachers at

their respective schools, several classroom teachers will be approached
because they will have recently had a fairly positive experience in integrating

elementary students with cognitive impairments. These classroom teachers
will be given a brief outline o f the study and provided with a letter o f

consent, if they are interested in participating. Both male and female
teachers will be intewiewed and 1 will attempt to select participants that are
representative of the elementary grades (1-6).

4.

Informed consent:
Yes, consent in writing will be obtained and a copy o f the letter of consent

is attached.

S.

Deception :

I will not use deceptions of any kind during the course of this study and
do not expect that any of the questions or subsequent discussion should

cause the participants to experience any anxiety, embarrassrnent or distress.

Teacher Perspectives of the Roie of Peers in Devefoping the
Social Cornpetence of Elementary Students with Cognitive Impairments

6.

Feedback/Debriefing :

At the conclusion of the study, 1 will send al1 participants a brief synopsis
o f my findings, an expression of thanks for participating and a method of

contacting me if they have questions or concerns.

7. Risks and Benefits:

There should be no risk to the teachers or the students they may

describe. The teachers may benefit from the opportunity t o reflect upon

their attitudes and understandings of social competence and to articulate
their strategies that promote the development of social competence.

8. Anonymity and Confidentiality:

Pseudonyms will be used for al1 teachers and support personnel and any
specific students who may be described. Their confidentiality will be
respected a t al1 times. The audiotapes and their transcriptions will be kept in
a secure place.

9. Compensation:

1 do not expect to compensate the subjects for their participation.

However, 1 may purchase their cup of coffee or tea during the interview.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS

No. 3.

1 am employed as a resource teacher by the school division in
which 1 intend to carry out this research. 1 am not in a position of
power over any of the subjects who may participate in my study.
Some participants may be colleagues that 1 have worked with in the

past. 1 anticipate that other participants will be unfamiliar to me.

No. 5

The subjects will identify themselves direct11( and because 1 will

be an interviewing them, 1 will be able to identify data with specific
subjects. The teachers will have the right to withdraw a t any time and

their confidentiality will be respected. The participants will chose the
time and place that they are cornfortable with being interviewed.

Pseudonyms will be used for them, the students they might describe
and their particular school. The audio tapes and their transcriptions

will be kept under lock and key in my home. After five years, they will
be destroyed.

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, completing my
Master's program in Special Education. 1 am requesting permission to conduct qualitative
research in your division in order to complete my thesis. The purpose of this research is to
extend and refine my understanding of teachers' perspectives on the roles of nondisabled
peers in developing the social competence of elementary students with cognitive

impairments. 1 would like to interview six to nine elementary classroom teachers in your
division who have recently taught students with cognitive impairments. 1 will be asking
about the quality and quantity of peer interactions in their classroom, their part in
facilitating these peer interactions, the social competence of students with cognitive
impairments, and their thoughts about the potential benefits of tapping into this natural
system of support.

1 intend to ask resource teachers to recomrnend teachers who have been 'successful'
with integrating a student with a cognitive impairment recently (within the previous two
ÿears). 1 will then approach the recomrnended teachers with a brief synopsis of the study.
I f they are interested in participating, they will be provided with the attached letter of

consent. They will be interviewed twice, and perhaps a third time, depending on the need
for further clarification. Each interview will take approximately one hour and will be

arranged at a mutually convenient time and place. These interviews will be audio taped to
assist with accurate and thorough transcription. These audio tapes and their transcriptions

will be kept under lock and key in my home. The teachers will have the right to withdraw at
any time and their confidentiality will be respected. Pseudonyms will be used for them, the
students they might describe and their particular school. The teachers may request to be
sent a brief summary of rny findings at the conclusion of my study.

For further information regarding the nature of this study, please contact me @
-

-

;,

-

'-

my advisor, Dr. Rick freeze @ 474-6904, or the Human Ethic Secretariat @ 474-

7122. Thank you for considering this request and 1 anticipate the opportunity to complete

this research. 1 wilf contact you soon to ascertain if permission is granted.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Challis Cozzuol

January, 2001

1 am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba, completing my Master's prograrn
in Special Education. 1 have been granted permission to conduct qualitative research in your
division in order to complete my thesis. The purpose of this research is to extend and refine rny
understanding of teachers' perspecv
ties

on the roles of nondisabled p e r s in developing the

social competence of elementary students with cognitive impairments. 1 will be interviewing
several elementary classroom teadiers in your division who have recently taught students with
cognitive impairments. 1 will be asking about the quality and quantity of peer interactions in their
classroom, their part in facilitating these peer interactions, the social competence of students
with cognitive impainnents, and their thoughts about the potential benefits of tapping into this
natural system of support.
1 am asking resource teachers to recommend ekmentary teachers who have been

'successful' with integrating a student with a cognitive impairnent recently (within the previous
two years). By 'successful', 1 mean that the teacher has developed a positive working

relationship with the student with a cognitive disability, and has induded them in rnost of their
classrmm activities. Please consider the teachers in your school who rnay be eligible to
participate and Iist their name(s) and grade levels on the attached form. Because of the limited
number of elementary male teachers, ifyou are aware of a 'successful' male teacher, please give
special consideration to recornrnending him.
Once recommended, 1 will contact the teachers and provide them with a brief synopsis of
the study and ask if they are interested in participating. If interested, the teachers will receive
details about the process, tirne cornmitment, confidentiality, and a letter of consent.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Challis Cozzuol

Recommendation Form

Please complete and retum this form to Marilyn Conuol at

--

.

.

schwl by

February 21,2001. I f you have any questions or concems, please cal1 me ai 261- - --.

.(home)

or - i-- - - '(schooi).
'

School

Name of Teacher

Grade Level

-

***Please dont hesitate about recommending someone. They will be simply be asked if
they are interested in being interviewed.

Thank-you for your time!

Marilyn Challis Conuol

Appendii E: Letter of Consent to Participants
January, 2001
Dear

I

1 am a graduate student a t the University of Manitoba, completing m y

Master's Thesis. The purpose of this research is to extend and refine my understanding of
teachers' perspectives on the roles o f nondisabled peers in developing the social
competence of elernentary students with cognitive impairments. I would like to interview
six t o nine elernentary classroorn teachers i n your division who have recently taught
students with cognitive impairments. I will be asking about the quafity and quantity of peer
interactions in your classroom, your part in facilitating these peer interactions, the social

competence of students with cognitive impairrnents, and your thoughts about the potential
benefits o f tapping into this natural systern of support.

I f you are interested in participating, you will be interviewed twice, and perhaps a
third time, depending on the need for further clarification. Each interview will take

approximately one hour and will be arranged at a mutually convenient time and place.
These interviews will be audio taped to assist with accurate and thorough transcription.
These audio tapes and their transcriptions will be kept under lock and key in my home.
They will be destroyed five years after the completion of my thesis. You will have the right
to withdraw a t any time without penalty. Your right to confidentiality will be respected and

pseudonyms will be used for you, the students you might describe and your particular
school. For further information regarding the nature of this study, please contact me @
my advisor, Dr. Rick Freeze @ 474-6904 o r the Human Ethics Secretariat @474-

7122.
Sincerely,

Marilyn Challis Cozzuol

LETER OF CONSENT

agree t o take part in the study

1,

as described above. I will share my perspectives on the role o f peers in developing
the social cornpetence o f students with cognitive impairments during two, perhaps

three interviews. 1 understand that the interviews will be audio tape recorded and
t h a t my confidentiality will be respected and pseudonyms will be used for me, the

students 1 might describe and my particular school. 1 will attempt t o protect
students' identities while responding t o the questions. 1 understand that I have the
right t o withdraw a t any time without penalty.
At the conclusion of this research, 1

like a brief
(would, would not)

summary o f the findings sent to me a t my school.

Participant's signature

Researcher's signature

Date

Appendk F: InteMew Guide
Interview Guide
As you know, 1am interestecl in elernentary teachers' perspectives of the role of

nondisabled p e r s in developing the social cornpetence of students with intellectual
disabilities. May 1interview you?
The broad categories that 1 will be exploring are listed below, along with sorne

probe questions in each area.

A. What value do you plaœ on developing the social competenœ of your students?
1) How do you try to m a t e a sense of belonging or community of learners?

2) Have you used any social programs or strategies? ûf those, which would

you say have been the most effectjve?

3) Do you identify specific social goals for individuals or the dass?
B. Describe typical peer interactions in your classroom.
1) How do you encourage peer interaction in your dassroom?

2) Are peers given tirne to "connecta without aduk interference?

3) 1s there anything about your class composition or physical environment
that you feel might be significant?

C. Describe some nondisabled peer interactions with students with intellectual
disabilities.
1) What types of interactions have you observed?

2) Do you perceive some interactions to be better than others?

3) How have you tried to facilitate peer interactions between nondisabled

students and students with intellectual disabilities?
4) What are your thoughts about nondisabled p e r s helping students with

intellectual disabilities?
5)

Have your students ever suggested a new way of trying something with a
student with a intellectual disability?

6) Have your studmts explained how students with intellectual disabilities

have participated in advities in previous years?
7) How do you see peers supgorting students with intellectual disabilities

during unst~ctured
times of the day (e.g.

m,
lunch, transitions)?

8) How do you perceive paraprofessionak facilitaüng peer interactions?

9) Have you obsenred students with intelledual disabilities respond better to
their peers than to adulâs?

O. What benefits do you think that nondisabled peers gain fiwn having students
with intellectual disabilio'es in their classroom?
1) What is your perspective of how the nondisabled pews feel about

interacting with students with intellectual disabilities?
2) Have you seen any Mendships begin to develop?

E. How has the social cornpetence of students with intellectual disabilities improved
throughout the year that they were in your classroom?
1) Describe m e initial interactions with nondisabled peers and how they

changed over time.
2) How do you try to evaluate or rneasure that improvement?
2) Were these social gains identifid as individual objectives or overall dass

goals or neither?
3) How were these gains shared with other members of the team?

Appendi G: Individual Fdkw-Up Quesoons
Brenda (2nd interview)

First of all, what does soda1 compdence mean ta you?

Yau mentioned that yau do a bt of probien Sdving. How do yw do

Do you have dass meetings?

When Tom was induded in W
You talked a

v

-

e gnoups, what mie did he play?

W the sbdenti induding him at a different leuel; more to be kind,

what did y w mean?
Y w talked about cdmyhg an the aae@ancethat had been buiR in the pn'mary

grades. iicw did you do that?
You talked about the d
-i

behmm the type of grwp or dass you had lan year

compared to this year. Any ttKJUghts OII why fhqr might be dinerent?
You talked about how Tm exuded hdplessneu. What might be some of the
d r a w k k s i~ his pers helping him?

What ways did you see the peers mddding for stdents with inteîlectwl disabilities?

10.Several of my partidpan& talked abcrut the need fw the aduk bo "step baW or
"back o f f to allow the peers to step in and so that kids @n work it out. What are
your thûughts on tbt?

il. Several participants mentioned legitimate, mal, authentic situatians for the pers to
interact. Any thoughts oci î h t ?

12. Anything fu*

tio ouf fia interview or your -ans of the rde of p e r s in

developing the social ampetence of the sbdenb with intelkdual disabilities in your

classroom?

Pam (2nd interview)

First of al!, what dœs soda1 awnp&ence mean to you?
You mentioned cirde ome; how does that vrork in p

r dassroom?

You rnentioned that g m p or partner recagnition; nat individual magnitim was the

most effective. Would you expand an that?
You talked abwt puüing a süwg leader in each graip. How does that work?
We talked abait a lot ofthe helping that peers do. Wouiâ there be any dm-

to that helping?
What ways did you see the peers modding fcr students with inMlPrtiul disaûilities?

How do you use games in your cîasmm?

Were the- any other beneAts to the nondisabled peers that you thought of?
Several of my paitlopants talkd abait the need for theaduk t~ %tep badC or

"bck o f f tO allaw the peers ba 5&p in and so that kids can worlc it out What are
your thoughis on that?
Several participants maibiuried legitirna&, real, arithentic sihiatims for the peers to
interact. Any thaughts

that?

Some pattidpanb descrlbed how they try to involve certain student~,the cd-kids in
order to haye m m of an influenœ. What you think?

10. Anything further to wr first Inbeniiew w your percepbions of the rde of peen in

deveioping the social aompebciw of the sbdents witt~intelledual disabilities in yair
classroom?

First of ail, what does soda! #mi-

mean to you?

You talked a b t a problem salving session at the end of sharing a m e Can yoo tell

me any more about that?

You talked about girls helping tao much in the changing rom. Any other drawbado

to the p e r s helping the skident with intelktuaI ûisabilities?
You mmtioned that the d e m a s were &lent

fbr her. Can yw expancl on that

idea?
You talked about her speOalized pcograrn being disûacüng. Any thoughts about
changing that program sa that she owld stay in the dassrwm?

Have the p e r s ever aipgesbed a new way of tiying sornething with the shident with

intelledual disabitii?
Were there any other benefits to the nondisabled pers that y
w thought of?
What do you think abdut peers being recognired fw the soda1 support that they give

to the student with inbeîlectual disabilities?
Several of my participants talked about the need f;or the adult to

badcffor

"back OP
to allow the peers to step in and so that kids can work it out. What are
your thaughts on that?

10. Several participants menianed legitimate, r d , authentic situations for the pers to
interaa Any thoughts cm that?

11. m e participants dereribed how they tiy to invdve certain shidents, the cool-kïds in
order

have more of an influence What you think?

12. Anything hirther to wr filst interview ar yair percepbians of the d e of pers in
developing the social cunl#bence of the students with inMlaZual disabilities in your

classroom?

Rob (2nd Intenhew)
First of ail, what does sada1 mt#tence mean to you?

You ta1ked about USjng cirde d M.
Any

smal prograrns or sbategies that

you've used?
Do you use a dass needing fmnat?
Y w talked about younger kids piaying tqpther and thinking that"evqbody is my

fnend. As t k y get dder tky dont oonsider it that W. How do they consider it?
You talked about how vwne of yair shidents preferbo be in rom than grwps. Was

t h e r e a n y t h j n g d s e a b o u t y a r ~ V t h a t y wCkl mlghtbe

significant to social in-m?
You ta1ked about the importance of sang up rwtines for the TA for &y-boaay

interactions. Can you e q m d on tht?
You described a Mendship in your d a m . 1 wondering if it cames oubide of

school houp?
Can you tell me mare about what y w think the feelings of the nmdisabied peerr are
towards the shident with i

m

l disabilities?

How do you select skidents i
n intetact with this student with intellechml disabilities

or help?
10. We ta1ked about a lot of the helping that p e r s do. Would there be any drawbacks

to that helping?
11. Anything hirther to wr first interview or ywr pem#bm of the mie of pers in

deveioping

cf assroorn?

sochl-mm-

ofthe dudents with inbellir-lhul-disabilities-inyour

Jillian (2nd intenhew)

First of all, what does soda1 mpebence mean to you?

You talm about "$mper human behg etiq~et&~,
piesse dan@what y w meant7

How did y w enanirage peer interacbian on the piaygmund, in the hallways, during

art?

You talked abwt saying fwmal thank y
w fw helping; did that indude helping others
students?
Y w mentioneû games; where do aiey fit in?

At camp they were mlizing that the challenges were academic and that this student

is just like them in many ways. Has that realizaücm amünued and how do OU

know?
You talked about openly discussing the challenges that that sbdent

m;what

does that look-üke-and-hour
Q the peers-reSpOndS?
You mentioned that i f s natwal th# they k

m the I d that the student is working

at. Can youelahmte an W?
We talked about a lot of the heiping that

do. Wwld there be any drawbadcs

to that helping?

10.Several participants mentioned legitimate, r d , authentic SitWUons for the peen to

interack. .Any thaughb on-that?
11. Some participants desaibed haw they try to invdve cettain stdents, the d - l a d s in
order to have m m of an influence What you think?

12.Anything further to wr first interview or yair Per0eptiot-1~
of the rde of pers in
developing the soda1 mpebence of the shdents with inteîlechialâ i i t i e s in your

clasm?

First of all, wbat does -al

mpetenœ rnean ln y w ?

You talked abwt k t b ~ i the
g kids work i t out and teiling them "you have the a î l s to

do this. Any other ways you try to empower the M s ?
Did you think ofsane more ways that OU fadlitate peer interadjun?
Yw mentioned intimate conviersaoions near the big dd m f y chair. Would these

fbl!ow 4 ddss.tnee!jng format or-hespon@ne~usand
i-?
Y w also rnentïoned authentic vs. fibricated or artifidal intemüons. Could you

efabomte on-tht?
How did 3im's birtMay party go?
Did you think af the wggestion fram the kids for a new way of trying things with the

student with-inte4î#rii ddisabili?

You mentioned about looking after the w e a b members in the community. Are
there any.drawbadcs-tohelping-the-studentHnth intelktuai dhblities?
We talked about going for the bigger ideas that wwld put Jim "in the ring" like

conversatjond-sicils,-independence.--Any-mm
thug& on -7

10.Some participants desaibed how they try to involve cetain students, the ~QI-kidsin

order to have-mared-an-influenoe..What.y- -thin&?
il. Anything further to our first inm=
deveioping

cfassroom?

or ywr p-ons

of the d e of peers in

sobd-ampeterwEof-the-adentswith intekbal-dïibilitiesiri-your

Kurt (2nd interview)

Firçt of all, what does sada1 aompetenœ mean to you?

How is tigdrxkofMends going-MW?

Are the osier peen still showing more of an intwst to work with him?
You mqti'oned-thakthearderde--a lot of-RetwalQng and-quatities-tbtyou
wwld expect. Can y
w expand on them?

You talw about -ne

pnisc-and-thaS-the.a@ause
was not fabricated or

artificial in any way. What did yai mean by that?
To you plkeda&ut-the-stuômt-having-BD-m--on.-his
individuai pmgmm inm e

cases. Howywfeelaboutthat?
When I asked you about p e r s hdping the shdents with inbellectuaJ disabilities, you

mentioned the benefit of gaining riesponsibility. With their be any drawbadcs to

hem helping?
Some participants dexribed how they try tD invdve certain students,

the cd-kids in

order ta have more of-aninfluence. -Whatjioo-think?
What do you think about pecrs bang recognized for the M a l support that they give
to the student-uvith-inellechral-disabilities?

10.Several of rny parbicipants talked about the need fW the aduk to %tep badcIt or
%ad< o r ' to aflow ttie peers to step in and n>that lads cm work R out. What are
your thoughts on that?

11.Anything furtlw bO Our first interview or y#ir pœpüons of the d e of peers in
develWng

the soda1 campebenceof-the-stuhtsmth inteüectual UisaMUties-inyour

classroam?

Donna (2nd interview)
First of all, what does social cornpetence mean to yw?
1 was askingaboutsocial strategies and-yousaid yw'd probaMy think about 50

when you're working with the kids. Did yau think of any more ym use that you'd

Iike to share?
You mentioned that you like to isdate the belanar and reward positives with
stickers ,etc.. wwld yw say yw use behavior mod strategy is a lot?
We ended up talking a lot about the CAP students. Pemaps yw can think of one of

those students that you'd lik-

get IRT support for and describe some interacüons

between him or her and M r peers.

Could you expanâ on haw the-parappfessionals mawage peer interactions
between the student with i n m l disabilities ancl

peers?

How has the social competeneieof the student witb intellechml disabilities impmved
a#ougha$ the year that they were in your cfassroom?
We talked about a lot of-the-helpingthat peers -do. Would -there-bearr)rchwbado

to that helping?

-
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Sorne participants dexribed how they try to imrdve certain shidents, the d - k i d s in

order to have more of an influence. What you think?
What do you think about pems being recognized for the social support that they give

to thestudent withintellectualdisabilities?

10.SE!ml
t . of my participants talked about the need for the ad& to %tep back" or
"back off"

allow-the-peets tostep in-and.so.that.kids.can-Hisrk.it-out-Whatare

your thoughts on that?
11.Anything further to our first interview or ywr penepqions of the rde of p e r s in

developing me.social-am petence of the students with intellectual disabilities h

classroom?

'mr

